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MAY 5. 1869.

which of all of Professor Hixley’s on the physical basis cannot even a novice seq aro. B. denies
as much as of life,is worthy of notice, specially his def- the unimmersed a Christian privilege ? What
Coleridge too finition of vital action as ¢¢ the result of to me, renders Bro. B. the more. inconsisttask of meet- the molecular forces of the protoplasm ‘ent is, he affirms that ¢¢ Believers are never
ing 8ir R. Palmer. But the chief interest of which displays it.” Obscurum per obscurius. in the Bible said-to be baptized into the

ingly unequal to the aniston
‘THE
MORNING
STAR.
men in England he has. done
,
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE
any to bring about ; and Sir J.
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, was scarcely prepared for his,
a

No. 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,

LUTHER RBURLINGAME,

Agent.

shonld be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
ona designed for publication should be addressed to

the in

Ez fumo lucem dare !—THoMAS GOADBY.

the debate after Disraeli’s speech gathered
about the speeches of four men, Hardy,

All letters on business, remittances of money, &o,

Lowe, Bright, and Gladstone.

Among

the

~ Missionary Correspondence.

leading speakers in the House, there is only
one who represents the thorough-going, uncompromising Toryism of fifty years ago;
but there is one and that is Mr. Gathorne
Hardy. His defense of the Irish church
and indictment of the Irish people was the
old-English-country-gentleman view of [the
case, and was worthy of the foremost champion of what Mr. Mill calls the ¢ stupid
party.” Mr. Lowe was brilliant, sarcastic,
biting in his reply to Mr. Disraeli, and suggested that the subdued and quiet tene of
his speech indicated a desire not to commit

I

TERMS,
r One year, 43,00; or-if paid strictly in
edvance, $2,50,
aaubacrihers in Canada and the other British Provbe charged 20 cents ateear in addition to
ihe pies of the paper, to prepay
the postage to the

——

Camp SoHOSTRANE,
I

take

up my

pen

Feb. 13, 1869.

to perform

a very

pleasing duty, which has lain at my door

church, nor is baptism ever spoken of in
connection with church membership, or the
existence of the church in any respect, but
is always a personal matter between the
believer and Christ.” I must confess that
ject from church membership, unimmersed
Christians if baptism has nothing to do with

The Wlrrring Star,

And spring is waxing warm and late :
And care is grown a heavy thralling,

Catholicism not only a religion but a patri-

.s

most Roman of countries, and it had

That keeps me from my fiir estate.

For in the old familiar

ready to die.

places

Sweet valleys, that the sky stoops over

-

- She knows my heart could never wrong her,
She calls me so, she draws me so;
1 feel the old spells growing stronger,

Aside the heavy weight I thiow.

I cannot bide in exile longer,
Home to the meadows let me go!
— Harper's Magazine.

Oe

March 31,

1869.

be a new

The decisive

oe

of the Irish church, reaffirms with emphasis

last Parliament

unmistakable

clearness,

and

gives

the nation’s

reply to the appeal of the late general election. The majority of 118 is considered
finally to settle the question. The Tory and
church organs take the small comfort to
themselves they can find in the fact that the
choice lay between ‘‘ leveling up” and
‘‘leveling down,”between endowing Roman
Catholicism and disendowing the Irish Protestant

church,

and

on

the

whole

they

doubt not that of the two the wiser course
has been adopted.
Nobody really supposed things could remain

only one or two

as they

out-and-out

were,

and

conservtives

had the boldness and pluck to stand up for
a policy of mere resistance,
The debaté extending over four nights
was of ‘a most interesting and able character, but it would not be correct to say that
it has either made or marred a single oratorical reputation.

himself.

Disraeli was

He had a bad

unusually

case as he often

has, he did not wish to

commit

himself

in

any marked degree, but he desired to make
the best of the *¢ brief” he held for his party.
He succeeded admirably.
He was studiedly
quiet, moderate,
and philosophical. He
munigsd also now and then, to be humorous.
The conservatives cheered their chief as in
duty bound, but some of the old Tories bit
their lips in vexation and disappointment
‘that#hetorical arts and argumentative finesse and carefully elaborated humor were
all that their leader could oppose to the
bold sacrilege and audacious voluntaryism
latent in Mr. Gladstone's proposals. A Dr.
Ball, almost unknown to

fame

vived the spirits of the Tory

before,

re-

party by his

vigorous onslaught against voluntaryism in
general and this bill in particular. His references to non:conformists in England and
to the unestablisked, churches in America
were anything but complimentary.
Sir

Roundell Palmer made an able legal speech
suggesting partial disendowment as a compromise, but he found

no

sympathetic re-

sponse except from Tories

when he criti-

cised the measure

of Gladstone, and

from

Liberals when he expressed his conviction
of the Premier's high-principled and sterling
conscientiousness.
Some less prominent
men surprised or disappointed their friends.

[3]

A. Ww. Richards of Wales, spoke ably in eulogy of Welsh nongonformity; Sir Henry
Bulwer was smart

and

epigrammatic

on

the position of the Irish church ; Mr. Miall,
editor of the ‘* nonconformist,” newly en-

tering she House after a long absence and
just fresh

Since 1843 they have

from his cqpstituency was provok-

canned

picked

the

berries

yes, and those'older
the fruit,

so carefully

volumes, and other valuables, were hands
too which the Lord had blessed, yea, and

of the Free

will bless. And then, the kind donors of
our beautiful bell, whose silver.notes so
forcibly remind us of the scenes and associations of by-gone days, as well as summon us to the house of prayer and praise,
in company with fellow disciples redeemed
from pagan idolatry, have our hearty thanks
and sincere prayers that they may, one and
‘all, be ever blessed of the Lord.

It would

have both amused and delighted our friends
at home, could they have seen the parties
of visitors who came to examine and re-

Miscellany.
Revivar Resurrs. A New York secular paper states that, during the past
season of revivals in the United States, the
reported conversions have amounted
to
some 10,000. How far this estimate falls
short of the truth may appear from the fact,
that the N.

Y. Independent alone, reported,

for several successive weeks
hight of the revival i
10,000 per week.
LATE SPRING. The 0,

public employ under a weak and corrupt
administration.
Well, this is excellent as
far as it goes.
But such things have been
heard of before.
It may not be difficult

on every movement

they

tration,

+ “ From the thick film to p: urge the visual ray
And on the sightless eyeballs pour the day;’

Fahebe loke!”
bes, &ec.

we could lessen the

load

at the close
Gladstone's
tails of the
yet without
plied to the

of af-

made

of the debate were both in Mr.
best style. He gave thé demeasure with much minuteness
wearying the House. He reattacks upon it with spirit, fresh-

ness, wit, eloquence, and led his friends

a most glorious victory. The
Lord Stanley is remarkable.

to

silence of
He voted

against the bill, but did not open his mouth.
Mr. Bright

almost provoked

him

to it by

his quotation from the noble Lord's speech a
Bristol, but feeling himself hampered by
his party he held his peace.
The debate is
to be regarded as memoralle for the high
religious tone observed throughout. Never

due time.

fore in one debate perhaps since Croniwell’s
time. Mr. Disraeli thought the influence of
religion on public affairs was not a waving

ward!

ab-

the month.

by

Close

cruel

unbelief,

demanding

of the new ‘adminis-

to turn out a few

thousand

useless

and vile officials ; but will not they, or those

IH. B.

on

muunion in the Star of April14,

cluse comI am

at a

loss to see why the objections raised against
close communion do not rest with equal

weight against the practice of Bro. ‘B. only
in a different form. Bro. B. in his second
account asserts that ‘‘ even a novice can
gee, that any error which does

duty is to earn his bread, and that literature

not

destroy

Christian character, ought not to cut one off
from Christian privilege.” Does not Bro,

is degraded when followed for that purpose.

ground glasses for a livelihood

B. weiect all from church membership

revolutionized

who

is iktnot-a
scholar | have not been immersed ?. I ask
wait for Christian privilege to be a member of Christ's
recent lecture church? If so, I 48k then in all eandor,

the thought
af
Europe.
The
must be content to be poor, and

J

gerious,

has

been

amicably adjusted,

and

éach of the parties concerned has become
an object of ridicule in the eyes of the nation at large.

Through the. intervention of

Senators Sherman, Sanner and Pool, Mr.
Abbott addressed a note to* Mr. Sprague,

asking if certain epithets, as ** puppy”

and

the like, used in a recent speech, were-intended for him:
Mr. Sprague responded
that he never thought of such a thing. Mr.
Abbott writes again that he is glad to learn

that such was the case, and the difficulty
is satisfactorily adjusted. So it would seem
that all the trouble was about a very small
matter. It appears, however,
that ‘Senator Sprague has a similar difficulty to
settle at home.

AT WASHINGTON,
as might have been expected, things have
been unusually dull. Nearly all the Con-

gressmen

have left for their homes, and of-

fice-seckers have become scarce,
that the clerks of the several

It is stated
departments

have been more nervous than they have
been at any time since the new administra-

tion came into power.

The feeling

has

been that the ax would not fall very rapidly, or to any great extent, until most of the

Communion.

While reading G.

university of St.Andrews, Scotland, a few
days ago, and his inaugural address at other
less excited times would have been more
widely noticed. He considers a man’s first

[}

our

Yours in the cause of Salvation.
J. PuiLrirs,

Mr. J. A. Fronde, one of our ablest historians, was installed as Lord Rector of the

[
TREN
PITIIRE
\ Sl

on

hereafter.

making a brief and wise speech as first magistrate of the republic.

2

shame

talk of their sacrifices, and begrudge the
little they are enabled to do, to gather others into that kingdom? O! let us work,
the works of Him*who has sent us while it
is day. There will be ample time for rest

cable of the- first soldfer of the United States

recognition of his worth, = A

O!

come Christians, who, if faithful, are sure
of a kingdom that passeth not away, to

sermon trade ; and even a passing feeling

while he wrote books which

Christ,

ceived more than he had given,” does it be-

But some little interest has been awakened
in discussion about immoralities in the
“dress of the period,” and oddities and peculiarities in the very extensive manuscript

Spinoza

given for

Grant could say: ‘*he had never made any
sacrifices for his country, had never had an
opportunity to do so, or he had always re-

garded as signs of fanaticism and Puritanic
cant. Lord Palmerston once called Mr,
Bright ¢ the honorable and reverend member,” and was called to order by Mr. Cobden.

news

a penny

our weak faith, our cold, calculating selffishness, our stupid indifference! If Gen.

vation, for some years ago any such references would
have been almost coughed
down, or at any rate would have been’ re-

the

Not

—the cause of his gospel, wherein he laid
down his own life, be lost, fail of due re-

number of illustrations from Scripture history that were used in the course of the discussion, and of texts of Scripture mctually
quoted would-seem to bear out this obser-

of satisfaction was felt with

blessings on the Sahe.

bound, sin-hardened,
benighted, heathen
people shall ever be lost.
Labor for Christ

influence, but growing to be as he believed
it would be ultimately predominant.
The

sorbed public attention during

dhania,

not a prayer offered in faith, not a tear
shed, not a sigh or a groan heaved in true
sympathy, not .a life laid down for the salvation of this priest-ridden, superstition-

were so many Scripture references made be-

The Irish church question has almost

,>»

dhania

when the public voice is loudly

reform, and when the public eye is intent

¢¢ like unto them,” one by one, on person:
Now, to change the topic, my spirits al or party considerations, creep back again
have been greatly cheered this morning, | unobserved by the people ? Toclean out
while reading out here in the jungle At- that Augean stabla—of political and moral
lantic’s article in the Star of Dec. 16th. corruption. may require integrity, but to
Amidst so many misgivings and com- keep it clean will require both integriy and
plaints at our minor success, and the backbone.
scarcity of words of hearty cheer that over- | We may, therefore, safely Wi part of
reach the ear and gladden the heart of the our plaudits for the end. ‘Let not him
irritated laborer in this dark land, it really that girdeth on his harness, boast himself,
does the soul good te read the utterances as he that putteth : it off.”—J. F.
of a strong, healthy and vigorous faith, to
Events of the Week,
be told again, although we have known
——
and believed for decades of -years, that
THE
WEEK,
“India is to be a Christian land. Its day of
since
the
adjournment
of the Senate, has
promise, regeneration and salvation comes
But few
apace, shedding even now a glimmer(yes, been decidedly barren of new
Bro. A., a radiance,
)on the hills of the east, events of general interest have fakén place
at home, and the intelligence §rom abroad
foretelling the approach of the Messiah.”
ignificance.
‘The past three months’ itineracy stirs and has pot been of particular
deepens the conviction that we have a great That which seems to have attra ted the most
I
3
and noble work to do for the heathen of attention is
THE SPRAGUE IMBROGLIO.
Orissa.
God has called us,Free Baptists, to
this work. He still calls. He lays this which is still disscussed in the absence of
burden on our shoulders, and commands
things of greater importance. Mr. Sprague’s
us to bear it, while He promises to be with difficulty with Senator Abbott of North Caroand sustain us, and cause us to triumph in lina, which at one time threatened: to be

numbers who suffer. He therefore claimed
support for the measure from all thoughtful
and good people; he could notf doubt that
it would be accompanied-by the blessing of
the Supreme ; for he believed it was founded on those principles of justice and mercy
which are the glorious attributes of his
eternal reign.
The speech of Mr. Gladstone when hé
introduced his bill and the speech he

ania,

of the

yond—took to wheels for the first time this
spring, April 15,
¢ CLEANING Up.” . THe papers are just
ly filled with encomiums on the stupendous work now going on at the Capital by
way of cleaning out superfluous clerks, and
the hordes of rogues, that have crept into

deaf to hear and the dumb to speak,

can't do?

during the
8, 000 to

roads out of New Hampton to the world be-

examine the wonderful bell, and have heard
their exclamcations, such as, ‘What kind
people these- Sahebes are! Just see their
wisdom and their power!
Is there any
lack among them?
What is there that

fliction and make life more tolerable to vast

of the disestablishmgnt and disendowment
with

Church of Scotland.

but at least

Correspondence.

majority in the House of Commons in favor

the vote of the

secession

to the non-conformists being a low
he believed the prophets
of old
were many of them graziers ;- tlie apostles
fishermen and hafdicraftsmen; and * not
many noble, not many mighty were called.”
As to the uses of the endowments, he hoped
it was not far from Christianity to charity.
The Divine Founder of our faith had left
much more of the doings of a compassionate and loving heart than he had of dogma,
It was not possible for us to re- illumine the
extinguished lamp of reason, to make the

The robin is my younger brothem;
. Blackbird and jay, sparrow and wren,
Each year to greet the dear old mother
Come all the chikdren home again;
She calls to me, *“ I miss no other,
Ah, why so long in haunts of men?’

will

might be seen in the

that

packed and soldered the boxes, as well as
those that did up the deeply interesting

voluntaryism

% class,

Remembering ¢fitrms none else will see.

month

of

As

Already tempts thé roving bee,

The event of the

ones, which

'| three years not less than £370,000 a year
by voluntary contributions have been raised.

My heart is still your faithful lover,

landmark in English history.

The power

hearts;

and dried the peaches;

500 schools, 3 theological colleges, and two
training institutions; and during the last

And hill-sides where the whitening clover,

Derby, ENGLAND,

cate little

made

built 900 churches, not less than 650 manses,

So tenderly, so tenderly,

—

was as ‘ointment poured forth.” Those
little hands, which
tapped the maples,
boiled the sugar and fashioned those deli-

otism for which multitudes of Irishmen were

Doth Nature(list, for
doth list,
’s untrodden spaces
here my feet are missed,
And little starry Sower faces
That watch for
me to keep a tryst.

English

the Lord hath blessed. The fragrance of
sacred friendship, of loving hearts, emitted,

and culture,

It is the time when birds are calling
‘Each to his mate, his sweet-heart mate,
‘When airs are sweét with blossoms falling,

————

.

status

and his condemnation of the scheme of appropriating the surplus as Daniel O'Connel’s
scheme, were all well and ably met. The
Irish church, said Mr. Bright, had made
Ireland not only the most Catholic but the

Homeward.

*

low

son to the workin the Sioux reservation
on the upper Missouri River.

Congressmen had left the city, becauseithe
Secretaries had no desire to be importuned
by them to reinstate clerks once dismissed.
There have been rumors also of the resignation

of several members of the

Cabinet,

Pa

cavern, into which, half filled with mud and .
water, the heretics, after having been tor-

tured, were cast, and {eftto die by slow de-

The Iron Virgin.

I fail to see on what ground Bro. B. can re-

for nearly two months, namely, to tender pchurch me bership, or the existence of the
very sincere and grateful thanks to numer- church.
ous kind friends, in different states in * Bro. B! fellowships these excluded saints
America, some of whom are unknown to in exercises of prayer, worship, preaching,
me even by name, othérs well remembered, exhortation, and sits down with them at
and all loved in the Lord, Yor their valued fhe Lord's table, and then rejects them from
ts and others should be particular to give
hg Post Offices (County
and State) of subscribers for
tokens of kind remembrance and sympa- the fellowship of the church, only on the
whom they make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
thy, sent to me and members of my family ground that they have not been immersed,
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
wang but the names of the Post Office at which they
At the time they and still affirms emphatically that immer| himself while he ‘ educated” his followers. by Bro. and Sister Smith.
ve their papers.
arrived,
myself
and
son
were
absent in the sion has nothing to do with the existence of
aller obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other. It is admitted on all sides that
the masterSroper nen ingof fhols,
the
ust
tins ve accompanied with the
piece of the debate was the ‘speech of Mr. jungle. On Christmas, we had a family the church. With Bro. B's position I conBright. He was singularly happy in his gathering at his house in Midnapore, when fess I fail to see the consistency of his practice. Were I to stepupon his platform, I
mood of mind, and more than usually feli- the boxes which had awaited our coming,
citous in his manner. Mr. Disraeli's histo- were opened, and our: senses allowed to should be left in the swamp. Itrust, howry constructed as well without facts as with regale themselves on the substantial re- ever that Bro. B. in his wisdom will be able
them, his established church a standard of | minders of other days and other lands. to remove the fog from the vision of one
toleration because without discipline, Dr. Verily, there was the smell of the fields, who writes with a trembling hand and an
OLp MAN.
|
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5; 1869,
Ball's sneers at voluntaryism as vulgar and and of the gardens, and of the groves which eye bedimmed with age.
at its clergy as of

of an unpaid, commission of ten to aid him the gia stone of nearly tw 5 Vidiod
i the
and the Interior Department in carrying pounds weight, which was gr
out his Indian policy. Two or three oth- feet of the victim as he hung a
er gentlemen may be appointed in the pended by his hands; I have been through
course of amonth or two to complete
the the. underground cells of the Inquisition ab
commission.
These gentlemen will give Antwerp, and surveyed the arrangements
the principal part of their services this sea- for torture there, and looked into the dark

grees; I have been through the Tower at
London, and have seen the instruments of

Rev. J. H. Pettingell gives us, inthe last flagellation, tipped with iron burs, the
numberof the Sabbath at Home, an account gags, the manacles and heavy collars for
of his visit to- the old city of Nuremberg the neck, with projecting angles and points
with its aneient appearance and its antique for galling thé neck and shoulders, the
churches on which a vast amount of labor screws for the thumbs, and bodkins for

running under the finger-nails ; Tigo seen
s
carving;
His visit in this and other museums of antigui ties
to an old castle, in which he saw the Yung- beheading blocks and broad-axes and guil-

has been bestowed in ‘ sculpture,

painting, gilding, and mosaic.”
frau,

or iron

virgin,

he describes as fol-

lotines, and all

manner of contrivances

inflicting deathjnd torture : but I was never-more impresséd than by this array of the
engines of cruelty and, destruction, culmi-

again uttered the significant words, Die
eiserne Yungfrau ; and sheat once brought

nating in the monstrous evserne Yungfrau,

a key and a lighted candle.

down,
down, through a long, . dark,

that was stuck in the wall, till we

came, at

last, toa series of large cells. Here I found,
in horrid array, every sort of instrument
of human torture of which I had &ver heard
and rusty, most

of them, but grim and ghastly.
Here
were goads and knotted lashes, thumbscrews ard gags, yokes and pokes, and
every Sortof gear for every part of the

:

Possibility of Reform.

wind-

ing stairway, hewn in the solid rock. At
every turn, she lighted a tallow candle

or conceived ; rude, rough,

at Nuremberg.

I followed her

Henry Ward Beecher in a late’ sermon
on Retribution and Reformation gives us
the following concluding paragraphs:
‘When men have been living a wicked
life, it is quite possible for them to turn
away from /it, and itis quite possible for

them tosbe lifted above the effects of it.
There is such a thing as a moral elevation
that lifts a man up above the moral remuneration

of sin; but it only

transformation.

comes

Campbell
[ 's

of St. Louis, to act as members
»

by

There is many and many

body ; and chains and manacles, and stocks
a man who, would do well if, when he is
of various patterns, vying with each other
brought into great straights of distress by
in their powerto twist and wrench and his past conduct, he could but imitate
confine the body in the most unendurable
Jacob; but alas! it is easier to imitate him
positions. Here were limb-stretchers and
in his sinfulness than in his repentance.
bone-breakers and flesh-crushers, and ‘a
Oh! if such men could fall back in prayer
great variety of nameless and nondescript
upon God. Sometimes they do; but they
“instruments and machines, adapted to prodo not persevere in prayer. Ah! if men
duce exquisite pain and prolonged agony
could, in the hour of their distress, be honin-every conceivable way. In the corner
est with themselves, own their transgresof one cell was a high chair, the seat of
sions, fall back upon the God of their fawhich was filled, like a hatchel, with blunt
thers, and their God, and suffer the Diiron spikes; at the top was an iron collar to
vine Spirit to lift them high above themfit around the neck of the victim,

who was

placed in it with manacled+hands ; and then
there were two iron weights, of about fifty
pounds, to be attached tohis feet as they
hung dapgling some eighteen inches from
‘the floor. In another room was a rough,
roomy cradle, filled with the same sort of
spikes, in which the sufferer was rocked
till his flesh was pierced and torn to tat-

ters.
In another room was a hoisting-machine,

with rings in the floor below, to which the
feet were secured; and rings in the wall
above, through which went cords to be attached to the hands; and a windlass, around

which these cords were cdrried; and then
the unhappy victim was drawn upwards
till all his bones were dislocated and his
muscles stretched to their utmost limit of
endurance, or till his limbs» were torn away
one

by one.

In another place, there: was a horizontal
table, with - a

windlass

attached,

for

the

same purpose, with other devices for inflicting various other tortures upon him as

he lay stretched on his back.

My

guide

attemptedto tell me in her broken English how many hundreds had met death
by this instrument, and how many by
that; but I made no note of these details,
)
I surveyed the hellish engines of torture
till my heart was sick and my curiosity

was

selves, they might

stop the long series;

they might break and interrupt the flow of
sequences and the penalty. Alas! there

are few men thatare wise enoughto do it.
Men who are not made spiritually better by great troubles and afflictions have
great reason to fear that they are utterly
cast away.

This will show the great folly of small
reformation in a man that has committed
continuous wrongs. There is nothing but

a change of heart that will put 4 man right
with himself, right with

society, and right

with God. ‘Let him that stole steal no more,’

says the Apostle. Let him that has been
living in -unrighteous indulgence forsake
wholly his practices. - Let the wicked man
forsake his wickedness and turn unto righteousness.

God

says,

all his past wicked-

ness shall not ‘be counted any more.

on the

And

other hand, if the righteous maa

forsake his righteousness, all the righteousness that he has committed in times

past shall not save him from the penalty of
new transgressions. If ‘a man have been
never so wicked, I do not say that the
translation into the spiritual realm by vepentance will cure every thing; but I do
say, that there are a great many remunerations of sin in this world that will continue

to act against a man that may be alleviated—taken away.

The doctrine of regeneration is taught in
satisfied; and thenI was led, througha
narrow, crooked passage, intothe last cell the New Testament, that a man may be
of all. It was some ten or twelve feet born again—must,it is said. Far more grasquare, hewn out of the rock, and utterly cious isthe wordmay ; that a man who has
dark, excepting as it was lighted by two been living a brutal, degraded life may stop
or three bits of tallow candles stuck in the it and live a higher and a nobler lift; that a
wall around, and so far beneath the ground, man who has been living a deceitful, crafty
that no noise within. could reach the world life may clothe hinfself with simplicity and
outside. Here, by the dim light of these with truthfulness ; that a man who has been**
tapers, I foynd myself in the presence of living sordid and selfish may grow generthe monster I had come to see. This Yung- ous and magnanimous ; that a man who has
been living a godless life maylive in the
frau is an image of a woman with a fair
face, hooded and rufiled, and, from the neck
downwards, apparently enveloped in a long
cloak.
The image is about seven
feet
high, and seems to be constructed of wood,

but encased in iron. On either side is a
pair of hinges ; and in front two doors open
by a spring, revealing a space within large

enough to hold a full-sized

map,

and al il

bristling with rusty spikes several inches in
length... Two of them at the top are so
placed as to penetrite the eyes of the victim
confined within, and others along

down to

meet and pierce other parts of the body.
Opposite the mouth is a small orifice for introducing cordial to strengthen him, or
through which, perbaps, he might also ut-

ter his confession.

On closing the doors, a

screw, braced against the opposite wall,
was applied to bring them very gradually
closer and closer together; and atthe bottom, underneath the feet, is a trap-door,
through which he was finally dropped into
a cavern below, filled with water, * unknel-

led, uncoffined, and unknown.”
I have seen many dark and deleful dungeons, and many instruments of cruelty ; I

full fruition of the divine communion ; thata
man who has been soiled with salacious aE
fections and been living in carnal lusts, a

man who has been in debauch, may stop,
and stop at once, and may rise to a higher
platform, where God shall meet and cleanse

hin, and 7 Tow
from divine

she), flow like a stream

fountains.”

This

doctrine

it is possible for men that have been

that

going

on in transgression to stop their wrong

and

torise into ‘Another sphere, and another atmosphere, is the most
the New.

blessed

doctrine

ishop's castle at Salzburg,and have seen
the rings and pulleys by which the human
form was stretched to its utmost limit, and
o

of

Testament.

Finally, no man need ever despair of past
misdoing who is in earnest. There is not a
man that is suffered to do wrong without
check and hinderance. Ten thousand things
stop men, interrupt them, throw them upon thoughtfulness. Ten thousand things
oblige men

to look

look. forward, to

back, to

anticipate.

calculate;

And

to

when

these seasons from God come, if any man is
in earnestto do better, there is no reason

why he should not. The power of God's
angel, the wrestling of God's Spirit, is not
only in this far-off history of the patriarch,
but also there is many aman with whom
this mysterious messenger of God wrestles;
and if he be in earnest, ifhe will not let

but: ncthing is known for certainty.
have been down into the damp, dismal dunNEW INDIAN POLICY.
geonsebeyond the Bridge of Sighs, in Venice,
The President, under the authqrity given and surveyed their narrow walls reeking
him in -the last Indian appropriation bill, with moisture, and have seen the hole God's Spiritgo excepthe bless him, if
has designated,E. S. Tobey of Boston,” Wil- ‘through which those who perished there’ feels that his life isin the struggle and
liam E. Dodge of New York, George H. were thrown out into the sea ; I have mount- will be blest of Gad, there is no man
Stuart of Philadelphia, William Welsh of ted up into the Sopiara-chamber of the arch- bad, no,nan so wicked, butthat he may

Phitadelphia, John Brunnow of. Pittsburgh,
J. F. Farwell of Chitago, and Robert

for

lows:
After waiting some time, a woman came
to me from an adjoining house; to whom I
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come pure,and his flash return to him again
like theflosh of a little child—ns in the odse
of Naaman the leper.
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THE

of virtue, and scarlet crime sanctimoniously
comesto the Lord's table, perhaps to of-

ficiate; while some of our largest and most

flourishing religious ° societies known as
evangelical, are disposed.to endeavor to
outdo even the mother of harlots in costly

church building, and
A millennium must certainly come for ‘and extravagant
becomes prostiholiness
of
beauty
the
‘while
the word of the Lord has declared it.
Whether

it shall be

a thousand literal

the lusts'of the

tuted to

world, we fail to

years; or whether like other prophetic see real improvement enough in fallen
times each day stands for a year, making a human nature to warrant the expectationof
period of 865,000 years, can never be fully this world and its. kingdoms becoming our
known until actual fulfillment decides it. Lord's, until he shall send forth his angels
Whether Christ shall appear the second to gather out of his kingdom such things as
HERMON.
time at the opening of this period to per- offend.
sonally dwell with his resurrected saints,
Hermon on Prophecies.
or whether the 20th of Rev. is merely fig-

urativeof spiritual triumphs,

‘are questions

worthy of candid attention, as the present
generation may become witnesses of more

startling events than they ever dream of.
Let our opinions be what they may touching this matter, a few -things are self-evident.
1. Whether we believe the world is to be
converted, or destroyed, our obligation to
serve God with all our powers, and to

:

a

:

i

“InDan. 8:13, the question is asked,
‘Hogv
long?” &e. The answer was ‘unto
2300 days, then shall the sanctuary be
cleansed.’ Arewe in doubt ' touching the
commencement of this period? .As there
was no other date hinted at, we should
naturally conclude that the 2300 years com-

menced with the day of that particular vision.”(Morning Star, April 14.)

MORNING
members,

STAR: MAY
ke who was born
but | that
dea is the divine Lord

:

-

:

in Bethlehemof Ju. utter a loftier thought.

The canvas. brightens with the spiritual splendor of a new infor himself. Avoid contention on
- | that all who accept
him as such, with love, spiration,as it pictures the form of him of
verted pointsof dootring. Itis generally are therefore brethren; and that he is pres- Nazareth. Music is invoked to celebrate
unprofitable, and often resorted to by the ent in their assemblies, wherever they asso- his name, and is transfigured in the office.
Though simple in its Great temples spring, aspiring like exhalaimpenitent to prevent a practical applica- ciate in his name.
tion of the truth. Appeal to their own con- forms, therefore, flexible in its rules, hardly tions, solidas hills, to be themselves an insciousness of what God requires, and urge recognized by the world, and with officers ‘corporate praise to him whom the earth

The fact you cannot deny,

lead them to see that they must answer e

them to yield at once to his claims.
It is
their only hope. - Do not neglect the poor.
They will feel sadly slighted if you do not
call on them. Among them youmay find
some of the ripest Christians in your flock,
some of the deepest and richest experiences
of the power of Christ to save. Remember

the aged and the infirm, especially those
who cannot, go up to the house of the Lord.
| They will greatly prize your visits, and you
may thexe learn lessons of faith and patience,

that will strengthen your own heart. ' "Do
not forget the. children.

If you kindly

no-

tice them, they will love you and through
them you may reach the hearts of the par-

ents, and winthem to Christ.

They are

the hope of the world and glory of the
church, and they may in very early life be
led to Christ.
R.N.

and Head of the race;

Well,

| en
his
;

did

‘tion, to

ed a

ha

to
your share for
; od gM honest. You

“the rest

of he Son

him so

ge

while

he

contained in

;

-

‘your call, and
you reiterated it when he
was installed.
You responded in the affirmative to the following inte

-

“ Do you engage to continue to him, while

he is your pastor, that competent. world] ly
which they rest on once held, whom the maintenance which you have promised,
and
treasure but of truth, and no prize but of heavens which they point to now. enthrone.
whatever else you may see ngedful for the
martyrdom, it is sublime in its spiritual imand his comfort among
The old hopelessness has departed; the honor of. het
pastor uatil the relaport; transgending, in its nature, all other estrangement from God; the icy darkness you?” He was your
tion was regularly
dissolved by action of
institutions of the land and of the time.
of long eclipse, in which the race wandered Presbytery, and you were bound by that
It is limited to no elaes; but the rich and and moaned,
despairing and destroying, contract as solemnly asby.any you ever
the poor, for the first time in history, come finding truth a mirage, and sanctity a myth,: set your hand to. This was a greater intogether in it, for song and sacrament, and consecration impossible, and
gpicide a good. jury to the church than to the pastor, and a
a mutual - service; the unlearned and the And henceforth there is courage, a buoyant greater “injury to your own souls than
cultured are one in its fellowship ; the mas- expectation, a vital, fore-seeing, conquering to them. It might have exalted youto a
importance as stumbling-blo¢ks,
ter and the slave sit side'by side.
It is spirit, over-spreading the earth like the factious
whose opinion must be consulted from
limited to no nation ; but Athenian, Thracian, spring-tide itself, Where the ancients look- fear, but it nearly or quite destroyed you in
Macedonian,
Syrian, ‘Roman, Egyptian, ed back to the beginning of time as the the confidence and ‘esteem of most of your
brethren.
ve
:
Parthian, Jew, are all citizens in it, and golden age, since’ God has been revealed
And when you EB an expression of the
neither has rights beyond the rest. Its law in Jesus, we look forward to the future, as
for service,

not.for government,

is ‘a law of love, not of force.

with no

Its authority

the time of perfected light and peace.
No
is moral, not magisterial.
Its home is developmentof progress but seems natural,
wherever the fury of men may compel it to

hide.

But the Lordis itshead.

The Spirit,

now.

No combat so deadiy, but the

Chris-

congregation, did
shrewd,

you do it in that neat,

wire-pulling

among politicians who

way,

so

common

have little regard to

anything except accomplishing their ends?
Did you not spring the question, when neither the pastor nor his warmest supporters
had any previous
knowledge of your intentions, and so were utterly unpre
for
it? You succeeded in making him feel
very miserable, and in creating grief and
hardness among his friends, and in divid-

tian anticipates in its result the triumph of
good. And sometimes the critical points in
abides withinit. And to be cast out from history seemed touched
ery creature” remains the same.
already with a
Notes
with
Suggestions,
its sweet fellowship, involves a curse which: dawn-light from above.
2. We may preach the coming of the apart, are worthy of consideration.
The sounds of an
BN
—
——
1. *¢ As there was no other date hinted
Nero might covet—but in vain—the power
Lord to be nigh, “even at the door,” with
DiscrpLINE IN CHURCHES. I frequently pass to inflict. It is limited to no region; nor industry more various and rewarding, the
at,
&;.
This
seems
to
be
a
strange
posithe clear sanctions of apostolic precedent.
discussions of statesmen more wise and hu- ing the church in feeling, if not in action.
an orchard of apple-trees, that is nearly
3. Every Christian should love the ap- tion for a writer on the prophecies to take. dead. Twenty years ago it was flourish- toany one century. From city to city it mane, the diplomacies that curb war, and Then you had a first. rate text to preach
Through the empire it the commerce that knits nations into inter- from.
pearing of Christ and be in constant prep- Daniel very accurately fixes the date for ing and bore well. Branches decayed, propagates itself.
The church
was divided; you
the
commencement
of
these
days,
in
the
extends;
noiseless
in
its spread, quickening dependence, bring with them all preluding must, have somebody that would unite
* aration for it, with ‘Jamps trimmed and
and not being removed, others died, and
following words: —* How long shall be
in its power ; divited
by the sword, only to murmurs, prophetic of the songs of peace it, and therefore, the present incumbent
burning.”
the decay extended to the bodies of the trees.
must take his Walking Papers:
4. The coming of the Lord will be as a the vision concerning the daily sacrifice, So in churches. Decaying members must be multiplied ; shtjgering its growth in the universal.
I will not ask you if you reduced his
thief, “and as a snare shall it come upon all and the transgression of desolation to give be looked after and efforts be made ‘to re- shadow of despotism, continuing still while
salary in orderto starve him off, for that
Civilization itself, the new Civilization,
both’
the
sanctuary
and
the
host
to
be
trodthat decays.
that dwell on the earth.” Now, if Christ
is thus founded upon the corner-stone which is too mean for any church that has a parThe question is explicit. store them. Those dead ‘‘in trespasses and
No outward events affectits existence.
ticle of self-respect, or regard for the Masmakes not his second appearing till the den under foot?”
sin” must be “ cut off” or the church itwas laid in the Incarnation of God, in the ter, to think of doing.
The apostles, one by one, pass away: the
end of the millennium, the “camps of the The prophet ddes not inquire how long the self will not be healthy, nor bear fruit.
person of Jesus. And though, as yet, this
I will not ask you if you cut him and
saints” as well as their assailants cannot be whole vision shall be; nor how long the
CoNFESSION OF SIN. This is the first church lives on. Great teachers and preach- Civilization is only like the Temple walls, slighted him socially, in order to make him
Papacy
shall
endure;
but
how
long
shall
ers
arise
and
work,
through
many
lands,
much inignorance touching the particular
sign that repentance is genuine. Those
feel as uncomfortable as possible, and so
and then are not: the church remains. One hardly lifted above the surface of the val- leave you to get relief, for thatis too cruel
time of the .end, for when the hosts of the *¢ sanctuary and the host be trodden
who profess to turn to Christ, and regret
ley—where
columns
and
capitals
do
not
apIf we can determine when
language disappears from use, and others
for a heathen to practice.
:
wicked men, in number as the sand of the under foot?”
and deplore no sins, may not have dispear, where the beautiful gates are not yet
the
¢¢
sanctuary
and the host were trodden
I will not ask if you stayed away from
becdme mere languages of letters: but the
sea, make their final assault upon the camp
covered their true character.
set, and where battlements and roof are the house of God in order to sks Jnof the saints, then will their destruction under foot,” we shall have no more trouble
No FertiLiTY. Rocks may glitter in the church learns others, and is not for an hour still to be drawn from the distant” quarries pear that his congregation was falling off, so
about
these
days.
Jerusalem
has
been
come.
sunshine. Drops
of rain falling down interrupted in its life. The empire. falls, in where they sleep—yet we can see enough, that you might have it to say
inst him,
5. Neither Christ nor his apostles, when ¢ trodden under foot” on three important ledges sparkle in beauty. But there is no flaming ruin—the trophies of, twelve hunheathenish,
already, to show us what it shall be in its for that would be worse than
occasions.
(1)
By
Nebuchadnezzar,
B.C.
dred years crashing together in smoking
as I do not believe that the heathens
speaking of the signs and events to pre(3) response to the benefits of the sun and rain heaps, above which rise barbarian shouts, time ; when the prayer, and toil, and heroic would stay away from their temples for any
cede his coming, make any allusion to ‘the 590. (2) By the RomansinA.D.70.
by bearing fruit. Thus is it with hearts in sin
endurance ofall Christian centuries, have
such cause.
:
The
good time coming” before the end, save The ¢ place of the sanctuary” (Dan. 8:11) as hard as stone. God showers blessings witF Wails of woe that fill the heavens.
Now thereis an open, manly, Christian
come
to
fruition;
and
a
perfect
society
puts
was
cast
down
by
the
Mohammedans
in
this, *““When they shall say peace and safeupon them, Those blessings are bright in church is not smitten by that destruction. the crown on the earth: at once a fortress, way of getting rid of a pastor whose labors
ty,then sudden destruction shall come upon A.D. 635. The letter of the text limits us the-light which he bestows. But, alas, that It teaches the savage barbarian its truth,
a palace, and a temple; in which all races! are really unacceptable. But the candid
to one of these three dates, as the time from
them.”
:
:
is all. No good works of heavenly fruit afd it seems, like its Lord, walking un- shall be kindred ; in whith all beauty shall will admit, that none of the above expediAs, for
ents come under this head. I will not in6. The great events that should follow which to reckon the 2300 years.
scathed amid the furnace, speaking the surround them; in which the God
appear.
made
sult
your common sense by attempting to
obvious
reasons,
the
first
is
rejected,
the
Jerusalem’s desolations and precede the
PRAYER Nor AVAILING.” “flix-President words of holy cheer to them that suffer, It manifest j Jesus shall be the Universal tell you what that way is, for 1 am persuadsecond coming, according to Christ, was to question is limited to the other two dates. Johnson, in a speech in Tennessee, says he is corrupted; but again it renews its life
he age which sees that structure ed that you know it, if you have the courbe darkening of the sun and moon, and fall- All other dates are gratuitous,—without shall'pray for his «country. Glad he has from Christ, and becomes, as of old, his
age to pursueit., And if yon have notthe
shall
see the work of Christ accom- courage,
do you not think you had better .
ing of the stars, or in other words the great foundation in scripture.
got converted, if he has. But in fact there faithful witness. A new era begins in huthe fulfillmentof ancient keep still, and let somebody move in the
Choosing the one, the sanctuary may be
apostasy of the church, the moral darkness
man
affairs;
it
is
‘not
thereby
superseded.
is no evidence of conversion. So his prayead-stone, at last, brought matter that has? I throw out these hints to
of the world under the reign of Anti-Christ, cleansed in A. D. 2370; accepting the oth- ers will not be heard.
It makes the recent arts its ministers, the
tr
shedtings of ‘ Grace unto it’! guide you in future, not as an enemy, but
a better foundation on which
and the perplexity and distress of nations er, as having
o.
REPUTATION. A moral and religious more powerful machineries its facile inas a friend, who loves the church, and lawhich should flow from the cup of abomi- to rest, the vision endsin A. D. 2935.
struments. It rides abroad.on the wheels
bors and prays for its prosperity. I ask
character
is
one’s
best
freasure.
We
should
There is not the slightest allusion to the
nations in the hand of the Romish church or
| you to receive them in the same spirit
The Wesrrrection.
be careful of the reputation of others and of new letters, scatters its seeds in the furDaniel fully Hot
which prompted them, and so some un-‘“‘whore of Babylon.”
Paul, when. speak- Papacy found in this chapter.
impeach it on suspicion, rumors, or rows ofrevolution, and incorporates other
nt ff
%
necessary burdens. may be removed from
ing of Christ's coming, assured his breth- discussed that subject in the preceding. hearsay. But when there is evidence that races in itself. When the time for that has
Resurrection signifies ‘“a rising again,» the shoulders of a class of men that otherThe
-days~of
the
Papacy
are
1260
yéars,
ren that it should not come till after a fallthere .isa lack of moral character in minis- come, it crosses the «eas, in the track. of especially from the dead.
i
The resurrec- wise have their share.
There is no more
ing away, and the revelation of the man of these days, are 2300.
Am. Presbyterian,
ters or professing Christians, the cause of the discoverer jit plants its standards upon tion must be either of the body or of the
sin whom ‘the Lord should consume with connection between them, than there is be- God and the welfare of souls require that new continents, and makes the furthest issoul. If the resurrection is of the soul,
and Gregory, Mecca
the breath of his mouth and destroy with tween Mohammed
they be rebuked. Coveringjup
sin is lands its homeas truly as’ was Antioch, or then the soul is first dead and is liable to
Samson’s Foxes. \
/
and
Rome.
This
mixing
up
of
dates,
and
the brighiness of his coming.
the plainof Philippi. And it is” around us die again, and the soul is not immortal.
mean.
Ye
E—————
visions,
always
has
led
and
always
must
7. Rev. 20 asserts a first resurrection,
Deer FEELING.
Paul could wish he here, to-day, as vital in itself, and as close- We are then compelled to surrender our
When a boy, 1 was puzzled with all parts
of which those only shall partake who are lead to confusion.
were accursed he felt so for his disobedient ly conformed to its primitive model, as if belief in the immortality of the soul or else
of this affair.
Thoughtl:
2. ¢ Anti-Christ was the growth of sev- kinsmen and people. Christians now are bus eighteen years had passed, not eighteen
blessed and holy; and that the rest of the
accept the doctrine of the resurrection of
*“
Would
not
the fire-brand burn the
eral
centuries,
really;
and
while
it
may
dead shall not live till the expiration of the
eh
found that feel they Would endure any dis- centuries, since first it appeared.
the body. The last isthe true Scripture string, or the hair of the tail?. how could a
thousand years.
: be difficult to determine the particular year tress if the cguse of purity and truth could
Resting forever on the lordship of Christ, doctrine.
dull brand, dragged fast through the corn,
‘These vile bodies” are the ones
The idea of a simultaneous resurrection which commences his 1260 years, yet no be saved from reproach. I have heard established in him as a brotherhood of be- changed and fashioned like Christ's most set it on fire ? why not the foxes sent singly?
of all, both just and unjust, meets with oth- time appears more probable than, about the some say, they eould -be-torn to piecesif lievers, simple as the home is, yet more im- glorious body.”
“This corruptible must would not two of them pull contrary ways,
and prevent their rusning at all? and how
er scriptural objections.
1Cor. 15—23 middle of the sixth century, when the first the devastation and ruin caused by flagr,
pressive in its simplicity than in all the inherit incorruption” and * this mortal must could he catch so many foxes?" No doubt
This wrongs,committed by those professing
states the order of the resurrection thus: pope came into power, A. D. 550.”
glitter and complex apparatus of Roman put on immortality.”
thousands of boys have felt these difficuties,
The things, could be blotted out.- What wil pomp—the
Christ, the
first fruits; (the first fruits misses the thought of the Scriptures.
church abidés;
immovable
and thousands of knowing men have turned:
Revelation
‘settles
what
reason
mystifies,
were doubtless the ‘‘many bodies of the 1260 years meagures the length of time that the offenders ,do in the end?
up their noses at the account, as unworthy
They fee as mountains ; not afraid of decay * watch: and
gelation so plain must settle the of serious belief. But let us look again, .
saints which slept, arose and went into the the Papacy is in a condition to * make war,” no concern for .the trouble they hav
ing the rise and change of states; ong. ts
1 the resurrection of the body.
Skepticism is generally a lazy thing, not
(Rev.
13:7)
that
is,
the
time
of
the
temholy city and appeared unto many after his
caused.
the development and the glory it shallave,
.
eh
S. E. Root, . pleased with study.
The word
resurrection ; ») “afterwards they that are poral power of the popes.
he
Dury. If an opportunity to do good is as speeding years bring in milleniom.
It
In the original Hebrew, the word .means
“horn”
used
as
a
symbol
always
Christ's at his coming.” In 2 Thess. Paul +
equal to ‘a command to make the effort, abides, while all things pass,” .3t shall
jackals, doubtless, This anima! is not soli
tary, like the foxes, but goes in large packs,
plainly asserts that the dead in Christ shall means temporal power,—that always, never perhaps nearly all have great opportunities abide, while the earth continues; -because
They take shelter in the deep caverns
rise first. How long first, no Scripture de- anything else. Hence the 1260 days must yet are greatly negligent. The subject is founded on the fact that in him from whose
abounding in that country of limestone hills.
termines, save Rev. 20, which answers, ‘‘a not be computed from any time prior to the worthy of examination.
To him that life and death it springs, God yas incarSamson,
being a chief, could easily combestowment
of
the
scepter
of
a
temporal
vip: to do good and doeth it rot, to him pate. The moment you take that fact from
thousand years.”
Christ in confuting the
mand the assistance of a large number . of
Sadducees says, “that those that shallbe kingdom upon the popes, which event trans- ‘jteis sin.”
‘
¥.
men ; block up the entrance of the caves,
beneath it, it becomes a mere transient and How to Get Rid of a Pastor.
>
and catch as many as Le pleased.
In that
accounted worthy to obtain that world, pired A. D. 755. If the temporal power of
shifting society of men associated for their
——
rude state of society, such sport would
and the resurrection of the dead,”&c. This the popes endures until that period, the |
moral improvement.
You may surround
The
Christian
Church.
lease them well.” The word translated
You have finally succeeded in your wishimplies very strongly, that there is to be a day-year system of interpretation will be
it with conveniences afterward, enrich it es. You
re-brand, means torch. ¢In many
parts of
have
‘dismissed your pastor.
vindicated
;
if
not,
it
must
give
place
to
resurrection which only a part of the race
The following extract is front an address with arts, house it in marble, put eloquence How did you manage the matter? After the East, the torch is often made several
will be counted worthy to obtain; and we something better.
delivered by Dr. Storrs of Brooklyn, N.Y. on its platforms, and culture in its pews; you became satisfied that he ought to leave feet long, of combustible materials tied
tightly gogether, so as to blaze out strongly
For a fuller discussion of this subject, the before the Society of Inquiry of Union Theol.
know not what resurrection this may be unbut its sacraments no more have ‘meaning ; you, did yoigo to him and tell him frank- at one ne while it is held at the other end
thought, and as delicately and
less it be the first resurrection of the reader is referred to the F. B. Quarterly. Sem., and published in the Presbyterian
Re- a present Christ, revealed by the Spirit, y what you
If
kindlyas possible give him your reasons by the hand, and lasts for many hours.
8.D,0C.
“blessed and holy.” Paul on one occasion Vol. XVI1.,. No. 2., Art.TV.
View:
mwa.
is no longer its glory; its very songs want for thinking so ? Did you tell him that you dragged along on the ground, it would
:
ig
writes, “If by any means I might attain un; “The Church of Christ :—it- is not what inspiration ; and it vanishes, ere long, as the thought him remiss in his duty, or dull in still blaze fiercely.. These large, glaring
to the resurrection of the dead,” implying
A Father's Letters. No. 13.
Romish apologists make it; what some snow-flake whose crystals are loosened in- his preaching, or that he could not make a torches were what Gideon's men had, for
their night attack upon the camp; not the
that there was to be a particular resurregamong Protestants,*
not emancipated yet to drops at the touch ofthesun. But while bow in your parlor quite after the approvThese are all-impor- little fine flame of a house-lamp, put out
, tion to be obtained only by Christian effort.
My DEAR Sox: —Your work is not all from the dream of the Jews, who sought a the . fact of the Idcarnation continues its ed modern style?
by a fast walk or a breath ! Sublcee Sam*. 8, During the miliennium Satan will to be done in the pulpit and prayer-meet- | terrestrial kingdom of Messiah, wish that it base, the church is the most indestructible tant matters, all must admit, especially the son had tied the torch to a single jackal;
latter,
and
‘no
reasonable
pastor
ought
to
not be permitted to deceive the nations, ing. Your people will expect to see you at might be—a vast, world-embracing, magthing that appears on the earth.
The life feel aggrieved at you for wanting him to the frightened animal would have bounded
and of course he cannot deceive individu,. their homes. Few of them can appreciate nificent organism, enriched with wealth, enas might not have
of God, revealed through his ‘Son, makes leave you, if he fails in any of these capi- along with such velocity
"- als; for what constitutes nations but indi- the extent of your cares and necessary la- throned in power, amazing the senses with its life perennial. It cannot fail, till the tal points. ‘But I fear some of you did not set fire to the grain; while two of them with
their tails tied, must enclose enough of the
viduals?
‘No, all things which offend bor jn preparing for pulpit work.
Some of the splendor of its spectacles, enchaining earth is dissolved, or living souls have do this thing. You thought it too delicate stiff stalks to impede them considerably,
a matter to go to him and tell him of his
shall be gathered out.”
them may be exacting in the demands up- the reason with authoritative dogmas, and ceased upon it.
to. kindle all
fault between
you and him alone. You and so give the blaze time
their course; They could mot stand
9. The theory of a millennium before on your attention, and wonder why you do dispersing the grace which is lodged in its
Yet the church is but one of the institu- referred to tell it to his neighbor. It may along
Christ's coming is of too recent origin and not call more frequently. They may even hierarchy, and transmitted by their touch, tions, although the first and chiefest of ¢, he could have explained some things to still, because the burning straw close behind would compel them to go on. If Samtoo doubtful a nature, if I am not mistaken,
accuse you of neglect, without any cause on the sacraments of its priests.
Not such’ them, which rest upon this corner-stone. Jou. Itmay be, he would have mended son had sent his men
to set the fields on fire
is ways and manners. But this was not
to be honored with a place in any “church for it, while some, perhaps, will think you is the church which was built at the beginwith their own hands, the Philistines would
On
the
vast
area
supported
by
it,
is
room
exactly
what
you
wanted,
was
it?
You
creed asan “‘article of faith.”
spend too much of your time away from ning, ‘and which still continues, on the for many.
The institutes of charity, of rather preferred that there should be some have SavER: and killed some of them; but
Ar public culture, of ameliorated
g you wanted was they could not catch the jackals.
10. The past history, or present condi- your study. ButPaul teaches that visiting marvelous base of the Incarnation.
Jaws, of lib- objections, . The
The southern steeps
of Dan overlooked
institution
of
that
kind,
set
side
by
side
divorce
from
him,
so
that
you could
from
house
to
house
to
bear
to
them
the
mestion of man gives no substantial reasons for
eralized and enlightening governments,
the land of the Philistines.
Even at this
another.
I
fear
that
was
the
case
wi
with
the
Sermon
on
the
Mount,
contrasts
sages
of
mercy,
is
animportant
duty.
In
expecting a millennium before the end.
stand there side by side. All beneficent some of you, though Iam sure
day, we are told, that same plain is a vast
would
it
as
a
despotism
contrasts
maxims
of
liberBut are not many running to and fro? and visiting yqur people select those hours of
ainfield. Samson might station his difinstitutions, by which the New Ageis set hot judge you
y and uujustly,
parties of men, with their jackals,
fo
is not knowledge being increased? and is the day, and days of the week, when you ty; as a prison, ora battle-ship, the sweet apart from the Old, derive strength afd perhen you got into that state of mind, ferent
not the gospel being preached in all the will be mostlikely to find them at home, and rule of forgiveness. So far as such a manence from this supreme fact,—that the were you not rather glad if he really did along the side of the hills for a considerable
had made the long
preach a
poor, or dull, oran un
ar ser: distance. SVhen ghe
world for a witness to all nations? Yes. at liberty to receive you. Be not too cer- “ church” has been erected on the earth, it birth of Jesus was a true Incarnation
tails fast to the small end of
mon, and gather sorry if he preached a hair of the two
But when all the world shall become as emonious in your visits, nor rude in your has proved in history, what it had been
ood one? Did you not look at
Whether consciously or not, litesastire
de- the torch by many knots, they would light
Be courteous and familiar in foreseen that it would be, a later institu- takes from this its new temper; society its fects, and talk about them, and blindhisyour
. thoroughly enlightened in religious mat- manners.
the other end,
perhaps
with a few extra
must
down the
ters as our own New England, shall we call your conversation, not stiff and formal. tion, consfructed by man’s ambition and 1 more cheerful charm ; and even science its eyes to his good qualities P Ir you thought drops of oil ; the Jae
the world converted?
In our own, so You will, of course, wish to learn their re- pride, and founded on that idea of empire fresh inspiration. ‘The infliferice of it works he failedto notice some families as much hill ; the men would not allow them to turn
and go back to the caverns.
They would
called, Christian land, where Bibles are ligious state, their hopes and fears, their with which the very soil. of Rome seemed abroad, with ever enlarging range of pow- as he ought to, did you nog go to them ‘nattrally steer for the tall
rain to hide
and stin them up to discontent about it?
instinct.
:
difficulties
and
trials,
but
no
rules
can
be
upon every shelf and stand, and a flood of
er, through
all the manifested life of It was necessary to shake the confidence of themselves; there were no fences to stop
But the true Church of Christ :—look back the race.
Presently there would be a hunreligious light has been enjoyed, what sure laid down for introducing this subject.
Slaveries are broken, in con- as many as you could, in order to make out them.
dred and fifty lines of crackling fire, spreadas
good
a
case
as
possible.
promise do we find of the good time com- Let it be done kindly by incidental remarks, to it at its first appearance, in Antioch or sequence;
despotisms
unloosed;
punou knew he had
some warm supporters. ing to the right and left, over miles of yeling? What proportion
of our people go to or allusion to recent occurrences; or, by Corinth, or in the house of Philemon at ishments made moral and no longer bryThe enraged owners, living
Did you not try to destroy their confidence low grain,
church? ‘What proportion of those who do pertinent inquiries, draw out from them a Colosse, and how wonderful it'is! how tal ; philanthropies expanded.
Democracy in him, by word or look, or silence? You here and there in villages, would naturally
attend make any profession of piety? free expression of their experiences.
Give wholly separate from any thing that had is founded on that inherent dignity in man’s know that sometimes silence will do‘more chase the jackals; this would only spread
da
What proportion
of those professing godli- them a few words of advice, instruction or preceded it in the world ! how full of a pe- nature which is shown to belong te it, since to injure a man than anything you can say. the ruin still more widely.
All this shows how intently Sittson falust
ness appear to walk with God? With all warning as circumstances may require, di- culiar life, which gives it the promise of the Lord has deigned fo take it on himself, Did you not hear some reports about him,
which you were satisfied were false, and have thought out the different parts of the
our boasted advancement in religious rect them to the word of God, ‘and, ina continuance among men, till the earth it- Republican institutions have in this their not
It
es with his
open your mouth to correct them P cunning contrivance.
self
has
been
dissolved
!
brief prayer (if convenient) lead them to
had in it a conlegitimate and solid condition,
and gain You were not bound, you say, to be his character, which evidently
It is not & casual association of men, from it a permanence imposible olor. champion. But I deny that. Your cov- siderable Slice of reckless fun. We can
| the throne of grace for further instruction.
only | Do not make your pastoral visits too confederated for the time by a common be- Childhood is more honored, and Woman- enant vows bound Jon to do this when you see him si ig on the rocky brow of his native hills, looking down on the rich flelds
name tra i
oy
i
| lengthy. Short visits and more of them, lief, n common aim, and destined again to hood has a new grace and renown, since the 4head his
of his enemiés, pb
his plan, and
not three or fourof you make u
| will be the only way in which you can do fall apart when the belief has been changed maiden-mother guve birth to Christ.
The ‘your minds that you would ve our WAY, | smiling to think how he would serve them.
| justice
to all. You will meet: with some or made general, and the aim has been ei- ‘imagination of the world, ag well as its come what would? You would
This is a beautiful instance of the clear
com:
- A few points, made by Bro.
the communication, of which

Hermon, in
the above is

who ever manifests him since his ascension,

-

preach the gospel in all the world, “to ev-

Selections,

‘who will attempt‘to defend themselves
against your efforts to do them good, by
| hiding behind the misconduct of church

ther realized or relinquished. It is founded
on the certainty that God has revealed himself to mankind, in the

person of his Son;

heart, is quickened by this miracle.”

Poe- the

to come to your terms by
your ‘support. You thought they
try becomes charged, as it meditates upon h
not get along without you, so you
it, with grander meanings.
Art leaps to could
would hold
that club over their heads.
°

4

v
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light which may be thrown on an obscure
passage of Serlp
, by making ourselves
acquainted

with

its geography,

circumstances of its time.

and

the

"he
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: Suffering: 5

ies wl

au

Church Bells and People.

Stamps the Saviour’ mig any :
On
theframe
hearthis of haall s hishave friends;
molded 2

The quiet of a Sunday morning was bro; ken by ‘the tones of a church bell.” Over the

Suffering curbs our wayward passions,
hildlike tempers in us fashions,

with all its’ might; and the message ran
thus: ‘“Come—Come,”
¢Come—Come,”

Trial,

when it weighs severely, |

Is a future life unfolded
~~
Through the suffering w ichhe sends,

-

.__And our will to his subdues;

Man be ashamed.”
:
2. Is it because of the inconsistencies o
‘heeded by many; and this is what the peo- professing Christians?
. ,
ple said who did not heed it, and what con‘Every man shall give an account of himscience said to them :
Lge
self to God.” ~
y
Bs
Bell—*‘Come—Come.”
3. Isit because I am not willing to give
‘People—*We do not feel very well to- up all to Christ?
bre
day.”
:
;
What shall it profit a man if he shall
Conscience—**Isn’t it strange there are so gain the whole world and lose his own
many
sick people on Sundays?
Many
soul.”
2
who are well enough on Saturday night are
‘4. Tsit because I am afraid that I' shall
unable to turn out on Sunday; and those not be accepted ?
|
who are sick on Sunday recover when Mon© “Him that cometh unto me I will in no
day morning comes.
It might seem as if wise cast out.”
#
ie
some weekly epidemic visited the town with
5. Is it because I fear I am too great a
a full supply ot headaches, colds, fevers; sinner ?
-i
%
|
;
and other disorders.”
“The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth
Bell—*‘Come—Come.”
from all sin.” :
a!
People—*'The weather is too unpleas-|
6. Isit because Iam afraid I shall not
ant.”
‘hold out”?
Conscience—*‘Yes, the weather on Sun“He that hath begun a good work in you,
days is always wrong; too hot, too cold, will perform it unto the day of Christ
' too wet, too cloudy, or too windy.
Sun- Jesus.” .
day heats are so exhausting, Sunday rains,
7. Is it because I am thinking that I will
are so penetrating, Sunday colds are so do as well as I can, and that God ought to
piercing, that no one but the minister and be satisfied with that?
:
/
the sexton should go out to church.”
“Whosoever shall keep the whole law,
Bell—Come—Come.”
ahd yet offend in one point,,
he is guilty of
People—**We have company.”
all.”
iin
Conscience—**Isn’t there something said
8. Is it because I am postponing the
about the stranger within thy gutes keeping | matter, without any definite reason ?

Each disordered power and feeling
By a blessed change renews.

Suffering keeps the thoughts compacted,
That the soul be not distracted
By the world’s beguiling art.
Tis like some angelic warder,
. Ever keeping sacred order
Inthe chambers of the heart.

Suffering tunes the heart’s emotion
To.eternity’s devotion,
. And awakes the heart’s desire
'or the land where psalms are ringing,
And with palms the martyr’s singing
Sweetly to the harpers’ choir,
Suffering gives our faith assurance,
_Mukes us patient in endurance,

Suffering I.whe-is worth thy pains?

4: Hene they call thee only torment—
There they call thee a preferment,
‘Which not every one attains, . |

“Though in health, with powers unwasted,

And with willing hearts we hasted
.. To take up our Saviour’s cross;

“If through trial our good Master.
“’8hould refine these powers the faster.
+» What good Christian counts it loss? .
In

the depth of its distresses,
ch true heart the closer presses
“To his heart with ardent love;
‘Ever longing, ever crying,
ou
Oh. conform me to thy dying,

the Sabbath holy P”

That I live with thee above!

Bell—*‘Come—Come."”

People—**Our

_ Bighs and tears at last are over—
Breaki
Sbrauh its fleshy cover,
Soars the soul to light away.

‘Who, while here below,.can measure
for aye?

Day by day, oh, Jesus, nearer. {
Show that bliss to me and clearer,
Till my latest hour I see.
Then, my weary striving ended,

=—Q@erman of Hartman,

“ Her last completed
who died

handiwork

March

13,)

was

embroider

fair for the support

the

a

ot

Zenana Mission.”— Independent, March 18,
Do you ask what a Zenanais? In India it
means the women's apartment of the house.

Miss Brittan, a Zenana teacher in Calcutta,

says :—*‘The house is generally the father’s,
who
isits head ; or,if dead, he is succeeded

by his eldest.son, white their wives are the
mistresses of the house.
All the sons
bring their wives to «their father’s house,
where they have each separate
suits of
apartments. In this way, perbaps, in one
nana there may be six or seven

and any number of eA
of itself.

If they

great many di-

how we should
the style and

come

they

can never go into
tHe ‘street, nor be seen
anywhere.
Should they visit their relations, they areclosely

veiled,

and

always.

Others

still

*

shut up

The, Luxury

little room she lived in, was that
heathenism.”
aa

of lowest

Zegava pupils »re under

our

Mission.

the

over

of the land.
the

native

king to

see why.—*

consult with him in regard to this great educational movement for the women
of
India, On her return she found petitions
‘from seven different places, all desiring
ladies to be sent to open Zenana schools.
Her words are full of meaning when she
says:

—*‘ There is

teachers.

a

deplorable

O that you could

send

outery

for

out oth-

and

narrow

way,

be

East, they have,in their first eight years,
employed 20 missionaries, 78 Bible readers,
opened 20 schools for girls, and supported

30 children by specific contributions.

Just now the entire society is making a

special effort, in addition to its mission
work, fo secure a permanent and comforta-

tions or aberrations from high integrity, little bits of worldliness and gayety, little indifferences to the feelings or wishes of others.
little outbreaks of temper and crossness, or
selfishness, or vanity ; the avoidance of such

farto

makeup

at

at

least the negative beauty of a holy life. .
And then attention to the little duties of

the day and hour, in public transactions, or

private dealings, or family srrangdinent ; to
the little words and tones; little benevolences, or forbearances, or tendernesses ; little
gelf-denials, self-restraints, and self-thought-

fulness ; little plans of quiet

thoughtful consideration for
ality, and method, true aim,
of each day—these are the
ments of holy life, the rich

pastors and others (®50each).

kindness

others ; punctu-g
in the ordering
active developand divine mo-

ards of our Lord, can we not lay this,| ¥
among other offerings, on his altar, as our
We preach by example as well as precept.
expression of gratitude for the: priceless The lips may speak one
thing, but unless
blessings of Christianity
the life testify to what th@ tips have spoken,
Send to the Corresponding Secretary, Miss
8. A. Scull, 1615 Chestnut. street,
Philadelphia, or Miss 8. Doremus, care of Doremus
& Nixon, New York. They will be happy to forward to you the publications and
reports of the Society.—
Am. Presbyterian.
.

A

the “words are vain,

on

the human race unacquainted with the merits of the
Pain Killer ;—but while some extol it as a Liniment,
they know but little of its power in easing pain when

taken internally, while
great success, but are
virtues when applied
wish to say to all that

others use it internally with
equally ignorant of its healing
externally.
We, therefore,
it is equally successful wheth-

er used internally or externally, and

it stands

alone

unrivalled by all the great catlaogue of Family Med-

icines, and its sale is universal and immense. - The
demand for it from India and other foreign countries
is equal to gge demand at home, and it
has become
known in these far off countries by its merits.

The Pain Killer 18 sold by all the Druggists.
PERRY

DAVIS

&

SON,

Proprietors.

74 High Street, Providence, R. I.
St. Paul Street, Montreal, C. E.
17 Southampton Row, London, England.
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may be as culpable as false teaching itself.
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CALENDER & Co,
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Klegantly ennew metal, splendid timers.
ZA
graved cases, equal4o Gold, Fini<h, Sule and ap
Sent C. O. D., and can be
pearance of “Waltham”
Send for trade list of
returned if not satisfactory.
Ad:
CHEAP and costly Wawet e3, Jewelry, &o¢, &e.
N. E. WATCH Co., Hinsdale, N, HL.
dress,
3%

all clas~es
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SPANGLED
BANNER”
Still waves.—
A)
You WANT it. Splendid $2 engraving and paper a whole year only 75 cts. ; 8 pp., 4U long columns,
(Ledger size.) IVs worth reading.
Subscribe NOW,
Specimen, &c., post paid for 6 cts. Address
“STAR SPANGLEDBANNER,
Swlg
.
Hinsdale, N, H.,

The
DE.

wr

Eye.

BH. KNEGRILT has
ment for the EXE
is curing some of
ness and Deafness
Siruinents or pain,

CANCE{W®S,

The

new

treatment

for

F

Ingtructive, Amusing.

13w16
Balloons.— Wonderfui,

Full directions and two

sample Balloons ready for use, sent for only
post
paid
wi

Address,

IUNTER

2 cents,

&
CO.
Hinsdale, N, H.

FPHE “BEST” SEWING MACHINE.—~Will do ALL
that any machine can. Price only $18,~(Beware
of ali #3, $56 and $10 machines.)
It is the cheapest
and best,
Agents wanted.
Samples very
low to

Agents. Wanted, one smart Agent to control each
County. Speak quick. Address,
8wl10 « ASHUELOT 8. M. CO., Hinsdale, N, H.
ANTED a fow more Agents for “Ora, the Lost
Wife,” by Mrs. Spenger, author of “Tried and
There is no book

[188

2,76

zen,

210
®

Surg of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,
dozed,
do
0
Sunday in
Lessons for every
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
dozen,
do
0
do
single,
cience,
Appeal to
dozen,
do
do
do
single,
:
Communionist,

%,15
1,44

selling like it to-day.—

One agent Tehoris 227 orders in 12 days. - Two young
men report 439 orders, all taken in two weeks. “Some
of our lady agents are making from $10 to $25 a day
1 have one lady who has never canvassed before, and
has made $:8.40 in one day. One made $28 the last
four days.
Address
W.J. HOLLAND & CO,
Springfield, Mass,
:
2017

:

BLESSIN

30 ok ohorshi
The Book of Worship,

of

»

),

with,) that most awful
884 | (that I have just got throughSirengih-desproy
iis mos

144

on the Minutes

most heart-withering, mos
gpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of

9

20

,75

eases that cap afflict eur poor

DANIEL BIDWELL, 254

your
Louis bed, and ev
movemen will
eart like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of
any ofthese diseases in a few days
is not the Greatest
us what is)
1
Medical Blessing of the Age,
Directions so Use.
nful and three spoonfuls
‘You will take a table-s:
of water three times a
% and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass off by the kidneys.
MANUFACTURED BY

Donald

Gilman & Bro. Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
Boston. W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port:
land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle.

Pearl 8t., New York.

Great Joy to the

Worm

CARPETINGS

therefore,

importations, and

manufacturers
confidently

are

be used one with the oth#y.

our

invite

the

LACE

Oil

CURTAINS

part

contracts

with

complete;

attention

we,

of pur-

Cloths, Draperies.

AND

offered

in

WINDOW

this market.

CHILDS,

CROSBY

116 Tremont
Nearly opposite

8117

Park

of

which

LANE,
BOSTON,

s

A neat article, about the size of a pencil-case, in
which is combined a knife, pen, pen holder, and ink
eraser. The knife is constructed
in such a. mgpner

that it is much stronger than a common pocket-Knife

of the same size.
A sample, with circular and list of prices; will be
sent by mall, post-paid, on receipt of 60 cents, Liberal inducements to the trade.
Address,

L.F. STANDISH, SPRINGFIELD, MASS,

5t17
and

SATNT

Hovson’s

Life of

PAUL

contains more than 1000 pages, hesides numerous illustrations. Every minister and student of the Bible
should have a copy. We will send this Book

rREE
to any one sending’ four subscribers to the “Sabbath
at Home.” Let everybody make an effort to secure
this splendid premium.
A We will also send three numbers of the ‘‘Sabbath at Home "free to ANY PERSON withing to examine the magazine who will send

age,

’
Address

117

six

cents

for

!

Post:

SABBATH AT HOME,
164 Tremont St., Boston.

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr. 8. 8,
FITCH'S ‘ DOMESTIC
FAMILY
PHYSICEAN?
describes all Diseases and their Remedies. Sent by
mail, free, Address DR. 8, 8. FITCH,
:
Hm10
71% Broadway, New York.
INTEMPERANCE CURED and
ted by a
view of its consequences, as shown in e¢ new Chromo, 20x24,
of the Black
Valley Railroad containin
Dr. 8ewall’s diagrams. ‘Asan exhibition of truth
know of nothing comparable with it.”~J| B. Govan.
Price by mail $2,50.
Half
price to Missio naries and
Pastors. Address BLACK
VALLEY Check
Co., B

224, Boston.
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or

1861.

1869.
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fish and trap

b

hides, &o.

New secrets, &¢.

to

Floral

1864.

Guide

Geranium;

Address Wm,

Bulbs, and

H. LYMAN,

Plants, Leverett, Mass.
~1Iwl

|Shutlte, ‘Lock Stitch, Ftraight

M

Needle, Simple,

Durable, Pra

tical, Adjustable.

A C H | N

four sizes,

We have

adapted for

-

manu

[facturers’ use,besides our new
[“ETNA TMPROVED” Fam

E [1LY MACHINE,
+|
Agency tor N. BE. States,
818 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
H.

AGENTS

8.

WiLLiaMs,

Agent,

WANTED,

WANTED—AGENTS—ro ssxL ru
AMERICAN ENITING MACHINE,
Price $25. The simplest, Qnapest and best Knitting
Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 ptitches per
minute. Liberal nducnonta 18
nts, Address,
AMERICAN ENINTING MACHI
€0., Boston,
12614
:
Mo,
Louis,
8t
or
Mass.,

$20 A DAY to Male and Female *

and

cure

- RUNTER & CO., Hinsdale, N. H,

ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,
New York, are suthorized to ontract for advertising
~~

T

12t14

Worth $10 to any bay

ov

ommendations, &e,

“4

8. M, PETTBNGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis«

in the Star,

Foundry

LY VANS

Pollock”

Importer of Seeds,
saint

M

or farmer. Nestit printed and bound- only 26 cents
post paid; 6 for $1, Send to

8wi6

Agent,

Roston,

colored from nature.
In it will be found, designs for
arranging the flower garden; together with full ai.
rections for Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &o.
This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the
actual cost.
I am also introducing to the Public my new Tomato,the LX WAN
HAW NMOTH CLUSTER
Dr. D. Rice, says:
“Everybody should have it,”~
Fou illustrated circular, containing description, ree.

variety

COLDS

tan

Street,

1

SEWING

St., Boston.

ow

Wm.

"

ASTHMA, &O:
TRY IT! 1211
animals.

|

FACES. -

ROGERS,

Water

“Mrs.

1

THOUSAND.
— Hunter's Guide and
Trappers Companion.
How to hunt,
ALL

TYPE.

warivalled

And Catalogue of SHEDS
and
FP EANTS,
1s
now published, containing descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.
It is splendidly illustrated with about thirty el
it wood engrav
ings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated
;

PLUMMER & WILDER,
COUGHS,

JOB

Illustrated
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CARTER'S
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&9 The Morning Star type is from this

GREAT AMERIOAN TEA OOMPANY,
Noa, 81 and 33 V esey y St
tf20
Post Office Box 5@4&3, New York City,

57 & 59 Broomfield

K.

55

DAILY.

MACHINES. tsnmracn

Good

Address orders to

80c, 900, beat

every

AND

JOHN

Supplied.

to

FOR

NEWSPAPER

Grouxp Corvax,
20c., 260., 30c., 85c., best 40c. per lb,—"
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of 30¢, per pound, :and warrant to
give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 86¢
best 46c. per Ib, GREEN {Unroasted), 26c., 80c., 38¢
best 8b¢. perlb,
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion, If they:are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
our expense, within thirty days, and have the money refunded.

adapted

NOTED

And lately for is

best $2,25 per Ib.
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 70¢, 80c, 800, $1,00,
$1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,81, £1,10, best $1,256 per
GUNPOWDER, (Green)best $1,50,

20TH

ALWAYS

BOOK

PRICE LIST OF sTEAS.
OOLONG (Blick), T0e, 80c, 900, best §1 per Ib.

Sewing

the

N. H—to

And ite large varietics of

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
AT CARGO
FPIRICES.,

THE
|
ELIAS HOWE

of

HARD AND TOUGH

~ GREAT AMERICAN
TEA COMPANY

700,

sign

BOSTON TYPE ROUNDRI,

THE

MIXED, (Green and Black,
per Ib lb.

Dispensary,

First Letter Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817.

ALL DRUGGISTS.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

PATENT POCKET KNIFE AND PEN.

3

to

Botanic

maritan, No. 2 Fourth street, Dover,

ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70¢, 80c, 00¢
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib,
IMPERIAL (Green), 70¢, 80¢, 90c, $1,00, $1,10

Street,

Street Church,

BY

Club Orders Promptly

SHADES,
All

&

SOLD

GSTABLISHED
:

chasers to as fine a line of

Carpetings,

Hair

at his

al. orders should be addressed.
A
Dover, N. H., Oct. 1868.
We the nndersiged, hereby certify that we have
used Dr Smith’s celebrated Worm
Cordial, and we
F can cheerfully recommend iras
one of the
best
medcienes in use, and are confident it will accom:
plish all that be ¢ aims for it.
Mr. George Kingsoury, Nathaniel! Bradley, Hirar
Co: son, Albert 8 . Tash, I. N. Wentworth, Leonar
Ricker, Mary E. Baker—Dover N. II.
1317

Proprietors, 8. R, Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay St. snd 40 Park Place, New-York.
1y9

a large

nearly

Gray

Life, Color and

for

in the
It has

ma-s of strings and shre¢ ds, combined with mucus
and morbid matter. EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED.
Prepared and put up by DR. HENRY
SMITH,

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, anotfer
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment.
[tis very simple and often produces
wonderful results.
Its great superviovity and economy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades ts
acknowledged by all not only in this country but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not

BOSTON.

received by reegnt. arrivals

.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing,
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

15 HANGVER STREET.

American

HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

Kestore

known

lishes the oujeet desired, and at the same time
eing pleasant and agreeable to the ta-te.
IT IS A PURELY VEGETABLE
COMPOUND.
It does
not alwavs bir g tue worms away whole, but in a

Change.

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER
Will

Medicine

been ti sted for years and never known to fail in a
single justance. It has a double advan
over all
othPr “preparatiors, in that it invariably ~accom-

&e.

Natural

Cordial.

the sure de¢struction of Worms of every kind
stomact or intestives of children or adults.

Is a certain indication

CO.,

Afflicted.

Is the best and only reliable

GRAY HAIR

Important

At retail
24134

SMITHS

HAIR,

Nature's Crown,
_ You Must Cultivate it

Style.

Kennedy,

Roxbury,
Mass.
Wholesale Agents, Geo:
©. Goodwin & Co., M,
8. Burr
& Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,

Address

BEAUTIFUL

[i

lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn

stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer. Ii is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
Carri
and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels an
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for
body, Qurabili , elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
ears to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
Zend for Circular which gives full particulars. None
nuine unless branded in a
e mark, Grafton
ineral Paint. Persons can order the Paint and re-

goods.

the dis-

numan nature:

‘When you have the
LUMBAGO,

by the

coats well put on, mixed with
pure Linseed oil, will
last 10 or 16 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,

6m3)

or

SCIATICA,

ed i
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ou

single,

on receipt of the

yourself in bed,
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en you have the
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events.

Mineral Paint Co. are now manufac
the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two

| mit the money

and you cannot
even turn

i was morning:

19
1,72

|
28

Sole 1

discount

RHEUMATIC

5 Too sitting In % chair, you must sit and suffer, in’ the
0% 12 | morning wishing it was night, and at night Wishing

,

dozen,

!

do

pain,

your

When

been there.
| have

29

04

,25

Dissolvent.

:

of a spread.
this a sortder
EADER,you may consi
Tout Imean every word ofit. I
R lm
system is racked with

Pans fov® YRMERS and others.—The Grafton

CARPET

=

G
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1

dozen.

England

gs Conybeare

Cancers surpasses all others now in use.
It cares
without knife, plaster or pain, and heals without a
gear.
CONSULPATION Frei,
Office, 31 East Cane

ton Stréet, Boston.
66
JUN, FUN.”—Rubber

2,40

A BFAL

Eye.

discovered the new treat.
and EAR, by which he
the worst cases of Blind.
ever known, without in:

Dr. KNIGHT'S

dozen,

aa There is no

0.D. CASE & CO., Publishers,
:
Hartford, Conn,, Cineinnati, O,, and &hicago Ill.

3t1b

848

Minutes of General Conference,

will be oflered at our usually low prices.

\yA¥TED on commission or salary, to se¢ll THE
f AMERICAN
YEAR BOOK for 1569.
Itcontains just the informatiun which everybody wants
hundreds of times a year, and sells with unparalleled
rapidity, even among those who seldom look at a
subscription book.
Nearly every family will buy it,
and it will be found about as great a necessity
among

»

single,

New

New

GREATEST
:

of deday at the roots.

As was ever

10.000 AGENTS

|.

0

: Yn

single;

Chueh Member's Book,
40
4
do J

MATS,

of our Spring

Boston.

3wli

ty

Chotalist,

CURTAINS.

$10 WATCHES. —
BRILLIANTE’—

A LUMNI

a

single,

Memb

Thoughts Lg Thougns,

STOCK

& CO.

B

Trense

THREE-PLYS,

We have

4w16

66

1%

dose,

W. OLMSTEAD

151 WASHINGTON ST., Boston, Mass.

THE AGE.
im irat %I EOF
go n a tipo akaSouth I
I’ | Dr. Kennedy's Rheumatic and Neuralg
oh

KIDDERMINSTERS,
SUPERFINES,
EXTRA FINE,
STAIR CARPETINGS,
FLOOR OIL-CLOTEHS,
CANTON MATTINGS,

TORK.

for sale by

HENRY

Win

1,

single,

ou!

jm,

15a)

J Life of Marks,

‘&e. y

JOHN

THE
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pouns,

become

1,26

,16

1172

:

antic

es

same

HALF CENTENNIALot the Watchmn’s existence,

12,62
,98
9,14
=

ozen,

from the

its first issue having been May 19th, 1819. andin view
further, of the
NATIONAL ANNIVERSARIES in
May. and the GREAT NAT/ONAL PEACE FESTIVAL in June. Of these we shall give full, reliable
and readable reports. = Address
v
;

228

1,10

ozen, 10,66
,86
gingle,
dozen, 8,18
single, ah

do

another

That thousands in all parts of the land may

oi!
oo 1188

single;
single

by

acquainted with this GREAT EIGHT PAGE JOUR-,
NAL,issued at $3 a year; we propose to send it to those
who do not now receive it from May 1869, to July
1870. for $3.00; or to the close of'1867 for $1.50.
This offer is made in view first, of May’s being the

16 Bond

TP Gone’ 9,60

Morocco, single,

supply

“
¢

No,

followed

8 Months for $1.50,
14 months for $3.

DYE,

1,96
,08
,96
2%

History

a

DEMARARA
BARBADOES

do

ie

Embossed

do

o

BRUSSELS,
TAPESTRIES,

ASSICS,

MUSCOVADO

1500. 0. 1a Sicep,
Poaimody,
8
do
do
82mo.
- do
do
do
Butlers Theslogy,

COMPRISING

for the United States,

os

HAIR

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same. | | gp

themselves at guch

~

a close, willbe

writer, commencing May 6th, the characters and incidents of which'will be'laid in the South during the
‘lgte war.
¢

the Morning
13t9

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

GREAT SACRIFICE

Complete in

GEMS OF THE BOG, by Mrs. Jane Dunbar
Chaplin, a powerfully written serial, now drawing to

street, New York.

lies

od

around

World and the New, among

NEW SERIAL:

Co.,

applied .at Batchelor's Wig Factory,

- AT-A

|

&

v2
Hy

inclusive of a\strong editorial corps, the

ablest writers of the Uld

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly

All the Wholesale Departments

004A WHOLE

Having,

THE WORLD ;
(Bxgept one,)

its regular contributors and\gorrespondents :
Being of larger size, and With a far larger outlay
nomination - than any other weekly of
the great
which more particularly it represents,or than any
similar journal in New England.
‘

Box 701 Dover, N. H.,
is laid

© BATCHELOR’S

INCLUDIKG -

44 Murray Street,
NEW
i
ary

"EN

This eplendid Hair Dye is ‘the best in the world ;

OUR WHOLE STOCK
AT RETAIL,

.E. A. HEATH & CO,,
6m17

Fifty. years old in May; 1869:
THE OLDEST RELIGIOUS FAMILY PAPER

FOR

Snow

RUGS,

Houses, owners
of Market
- Houses, Large Storehouses,
- Depots, Skating Rinks, Man_ufuctories, Hotels, Restaurants. also Churches, Physician’s country residences,
and all others
interested
will find that this is exactly
what they need for an outdoor or street Lamp. ,
MINER'S STREET AND
DEPOLAMP vives amuch
better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more economical every way than any lamp
now in use.
Testimonials
of the BEST kind will be turnished in abundance:
Send for Pamphlet
and
= Price List.
:

Sole Manufacturers

F,

A%~ This pavement
Star building.
:

AND AS NO OTHER PLACE IS, AVAILABLE,

TOWN and COUNTY COMMITTEES on LAMPS and
GAS, Railroad, Gas and Fer-

True,” &o.

To leave men in error may be as wrong
as to lead them into it.” Hence silence, on
the part of those charged with teaching,

H.

Riki

~ Widen. Hanover

PATENT STREET LAMPS.
ry

WATCHMAN AND REFLECTOR:

Carriage Ways,
Floors, Gutters,
Coal 8heds, &c.

:

examination.

KILLER.

| SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

LOW PRICES!

Services,

Hi

PATENTED SEPTEMBER 1, 1868,

BE REMOVE
WTO

Tis universal remedy for Internal and External
Complaints. At this period’ there are but few of

and

** Stew-

Would you know more of this Society?

Special

appreciated

PAIN

not eloquent speeches nor

little things as thepe go

TO

60 Hds. PORTO RICO MOLASSES,
© 230 *
CIENFUEGO3
“

saics of which it is composed.
What makes yon green hill so beautiful ?
ble ¢* Home,” in Calcutta for Miss Brittan Not the out-standing peak, or stately ¢lm,
and her noble band of eleven associate la- but the bright sward which clothes its slopes
borers,
composed of innumerable blades of grass. It
In New York and Brooklyn they resort is of small things that a great life is made
to a Fair (for which Mrs. Beecher’s tidy was ‘up; and he who wil! acknowledge no life
made, )to raise the funds.
In Philadelphia as great, save that which is built up.of great
we hope to raise our proportion by individ- things, will find littlein Bible characters to
ual subscriptions, and by life memberships
admire or copy.

of

at once

MOI.

the flesh,little acts of indolence or indecision,
or slovenliness or cowardice, little equivoca-

Christian women, who owe all that you are
sto the Bible, what is your reply?
Philadelphia has its branch society, oring a noble,work.,
Without a paid agent
in this country, sending every dollar collected to its work® for the women of the

interest

:

little foibles, little indulgences of self and of

unheeded?

ganized in 1861, but three months later thanthat of New York.
Togetherthey are do-

and

So I seem to see that it

follies, little indiscretions and imprudences,

into the

ARE

for

37 Union Squgre, NV. ¥°.
Also Publishers of Singing Pilgrim, Musical Leaves
and Hallowed Songs.
2617

waters of the river great and mighty,” rush-

the cry that is borne to us from the women
of India and China, for the bread and the
"water of life. Shall this entreaty for light
new

Schools

BOOK

:

of Grief.

ing down in torrent noise and force, are the
true symbols of a hely life.
The avoidance of little evils, little sins,
litlte inconsistencies, little weaknesses, little

Such is the, midsion for which Mrs. Beecher’s last hardiwork was done. Reader, can
you aid us?
The appeal comes not from
New York and Philadelphia. We but echo

WHICH WE 0CCUPY

PHILIP PHILLIPS & 0O0.,

sermons; little deeds, not miracles nor battles, nor one great act or mighty martyrdom,
make up.the true Christian life. The little,
constant
sunbeam,
not the
lightning;
the waters of Siloam, ‘*that go softly™ on
their meek mission ef refreshment, not *“ the

little luxury a year, to support the - teachers
who seek to elevate these degraded women.”
;
id
:

women

and

160

ance of the language. . The work is immense.
O that T could plead with our
wealtliy ladies at hopte ! "I am sure thousands would come forward and give up one

benighted

BEST

BEST PAVEMENT

Shop Floors,
Warehouse

Presenting an opportunity that has not been offered

Containing the real Standard Gems of Sunday School
Mu-ic found in this country and in Europe.
221 pages, stiff Covers, €0cts, - - - - - $40 per 100
4
Stiff Paper Covers, 50 cts. -- - 35
Lu
Send for specimen copy.

The Gates Ajar.”

Little words,

THE

an

Embracing new ‘and striking features of usefulness

Little Things.

ers for this deeply interesting work, which
can he commenced without the acquaint-

to’ guide these

Sunday

away and lock it up. Roy used to siy that
he did not believe in journals. I begin to

Miss

Brittan made a recent visit to the province
of Jeypoor, invited by

to try.

Government,

THE BUILDINGS |

Latest, Largest, Cheapest
and

Abertisements.

Side Walks, Street Crossings,

NEW STANDARD SINGER--Just Out,

was
the content
of poison,—salt-water
poured between ship-wrecked lips.
:
At any rate, 1 mean to putgthe book

instruction of

The work is spreading

the length and breadth

no harm

City

IN PRICE.

a wretched sort of content.
Being a little stronger now. physically,
I shall try to be a little braver; it will’ do

Till quite recently, these apurtments were
closed against all foreigners; but now, in
aCaleutta and Lucknow alone, a thousand

the

io
=

COMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

for years for purchasers to supply

refused, ‘and

* in palanquins so tight that no one can see |.
oy
:
.
inor out. Just fancy women from fortyto
years old, never having seen even the
I begin to understand what I never unmoon or a tree—not able to use properly derstood till now,—what people mean by
that glorious git of God, the sight.”
the luxury of grief. No, Iam sure that I
Would you like to look into a Zenang?
never understood it, because my pride
Miss Nottingham, another of our missiona- suffered as much as any part of me in that
ries, says:
other time. I would no more have spent
¢* Yesterday I opened a house, which was two consecutive hours drifting at the mercy
exactly like those 1 had read of. The babu,or of my thoughts, than I would have put
ntleman of the house, had a suit of rooms my hand into the furnace fire. The right
furnished elegantly, rich carpets,
sofas, to mourn
makes everything different.
chairs, beautiful paintings and statuary, Then, as to mother, I was very young
with a center table covered with. vases and when she died, and father, though I lovcuriosities. It was refreshing to see such ed him, was never to me what Roy has
beauty and elegance.
But, alas!
I was "been.
:
sholvn into the women's apartménts, and
This luxury of grief, like all luxuries,
the tears came to my eyes.
Ah, how sad! is pleasurable.
Though, as I was saying,
The babu spoke English, and was a gentle- it is only the shallow part of one’s heart
man ; his wife sat on a dirty mat, which
—I imagine that the deepest hearts have
was thrown on a damp stone floor, her hair their shallows—which can be filled by it,
uncombed, her one article of clothing a still it brings a shallow relief.
sauree, wretchedly dirty, and the appearLet it’ be confessed to this honest book,
ance of everything in the bare, miserable driven to it by desperation, I found in it

By order of

thyself of to-morrow, for |
not what ada ay may bring

~ dbertisements,

conscience went to sleep, murmuring ere it
slept, **What shall it profit a man if he gain
the whole world and lose his own soul ?"—
Advocate.

women,

caste,

together, for the Lord is the

Publican bearing upon this point.”
Bell—‘‘Come—Come.”
People—**We haven't any¥eats in church.”
|
Conscience—*‘Y
es, there are always seats
there for all who come. There need be no
fear of intruding, for all- are welcome, and
there need be no fear of wearing out your
welcome, for you are urged to come every
Sunday.”
And so the chiirch bell kept ringing out
its message, ‘‘Come—Come;” and some
heeded the message, and thanked God for
the privilege of coming, and resolved to

quite a school

f high

|

it do to tell the Lord so?
There is something in the parable of the Pharisee and

(Mrs? Lyman
to

Comscience—**There are a

“Boast not
‘| thou knowest
forth.”

maker of them all.”
is
:
Bell—*‘Come—Come."
People—*“We are better than some who
go to church.”
Conscience—*“It may be much better than
some, but are you satisfied with that? Will

‘Woman’s Mission to Woman.
Beecher,

garments are not good.”

rections in the Bible about
come before the Lord, but

the poor met

May ‘my spirit be attended
y bright angels home to Thee!

tidy, to be sold at the coming

:

uality of one's clothing are not mentioned.
he church isn’t a millinéry establishment
or a store room. In old times the rich and

That deep sea of Beuvenly pleasure

_

“Whosoever shall
be ashamed of Me,
and of my words, of him shall the Son of

A

SNOW & DAVIS

* CARPETING.

It ought immediately to be asked, and that
in earnest, by every individual,
vi
. 1. Isit because I am afraid of ridicule,
and of what others may say of me?

- ““Come—Come.”
:
ls
But although well understood, it was not

Thus his hand, so soft and healing,

Spreading there so bright

The above significant questionis asked
by the Young Men's Christian Association.

town floated its full, rich music, and then
came back again in faint echoes.
2
‘The bell seemed charged with a message to the people, which it was telling

Tn the

+ ih
fr
a

SPECIAL SALE

of “Why am T not a

¥

>

a

.

"

Agentsto introduce the BUCK

SKEWING MACHINES,

and id the only LICENSED
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E Y £ $20 SHUTTI E
alike ou both

SHUTTLE

sides

MACHINE

in

the market sold for less than 40. All others ave in
fringotents, and the seller and user are li
to ya
ecution and imprisonment. Full
e
Address W. A. JE¥DEREOR & Qo. Cleveland
Ohio.
‘
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The Bonnng Star.
WEDNESDAY,
GEORGE

$

hi

and again into chapters
and sections.
There are two kinds; one, compiled at Jerusalem in the third century, consists of the

+ + Junior Baitor.

-

£3

opinions of Prideaux,

be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money, 4c, should be addressed to
the Agent.
>

Promptness.
———

With many, putting off until to-morrow
what ought to be done to-day becomes a
confirmed habit.. If the present is. the
most favorable opportunity they can -possibly have, it makes no difference ; it must go
over until another time. So, if matters of the
greatest consequence are before them, in-

to eternity

as well

as time they must be deferred, and perhaps never be acted upon.
Promptness
of’ action

is

of

such

vast

moment

that

it should be learned in childhood. Instant
obedience to parents in childhood until. it

becomes a habit that will follow us through
It will always have

arduous

duties

of

the Jews.

The

other,

com-

in the’ sixth century, is

filled with the most absurd fables, and yet
it is highly esteemed by the Jews and consulted in all matters of difficulty.
There is quite a labored article on this
subject in the (last number’ of the North
American Review, to which we wish to call
attention. This dark ‘sea of Talmud,” as
Rabbinical writers style it, is not so easily

explored as was the dark ocean
upon
ing,

westward

which the old world looked, exclaim‘What is on the other side nobody

life depends

knows!” The pillars of Hercules stood
the entrance of the Mediterranean and with

uplifted hands said to the mariner who ven-

tured out into the Atlantic, ‘Return whence
thou camest, thou canst go no farther!”

This dark sea has. disappeared, and the old
by

commerce,

the Talmud

sea

answer ‘‘Yes I will,” or #in a minute,” and
still they wait one, two, three, four, five,

minutes dnd itis not done ! They speak again
and again, they wait perhaps five or it
may be ‘en minutes, and still itis not done.
but

it is

forming destructive habits for children.
We have seen an account of a mother and
son who were riding in an English railroad
coach

‘8

!

with

8ide

doors.

The

boy

leaned

against the door looking out. The mother
saw the danger of the door flying open,and
that he would be precipitated on the ground
to instant death,and »id him come away,
and he according, to his training instantly
obeyed. A momentafter the door flew open,
and the mother drew her boy to her breast
with warm affection and gratitude, and
showed him how near he came to death
which he escaped only by prompt obedience,
without stopping to ask why he could not
look out as he desired to so much.
We presume all have heard of the Prussian switeh-tender and his boy. Two trains

were comin

in opposite directions.

The

father saw his little boy on the track at some
distance. He must attend to the switch or
"there would bea collision, a terrible smash-

obedience
:

was

his

=

ih

SC

hp

nam

ther and mother speak, of how much more
importance is it in the Divine government
where God commands and where eternal

If the con-

idea of man.

parts of each

They are counter-

other, on

from the very begi
Here are some.

terms

of equality

“On

the day

wonder that they objected to any inroads
being made upon it. The translatiof was
made and many others have since followed,
and still the Rabbis’ “‘Chain- of Tradition”
has its influénce upon the Jew and its utility: to the Biblical student.
We will close with one of its requirements, which we should do-weil

to follow,

swift

cold to getup,’ nor in summer, ‘I have not

slept enough.’

No!

arise, say your pifiy-

ers, and give thanks to the Lord!”

Romanism
|

itt

Discussed.
fli

Rev. 1. F. Hecker, of the N.

Y.

Catholic

World, has fairly opened a controversy with
Protestants in favor of Romanism.
On the
evening of April 4th, he held forth on this
subject, in the Music Hall in Boston.
He
claimed that Romanism was the only true

then, you call it ear because Th

oth-

ers call it so; this is tradition.
So you see
that oral tradition is necessary to the writs
ten’ law.” In this way the proselyte was
convinced.
;
The Talmud gives us a conflict of David
with Joab in the following manner: Joab

had smitten every male in Edom. “Why
did you?” said David. “Because it says
thou shalt blot out the male of Amalek.”
“The male ?” replied David. ‘It was not the
male but the remembrance.” Joab replied

‘My teacher read it male, sachar,not remembrance, secher.”
The teacher being
called confirmed Joab’s reading.
Some
say that David put him to death for it.
The Talmud ‘says in regard to it: ‘One
ought to be very, careful in engaging a

and

candid,

He is red on

account

shed for the Church's sake.”

Compare

this with the Talmud.

loved

God.

is

He

mild and indulgent

is white;

‘My be-

that

is he

towards Israel.

is

He is

red ; that means he is fierce and severe towards Edom, as it is said : Who is this that

and atheism.

These two different tenden-

cies are becoming more and more apparent,
every day.
A popular writer has stated
that the question is, Rome or Reason.
This
is a mistake, for Rome and Reason are mot

opposite poles of truth.
The question
rightly stated would be—Christianity or
Rationalism ; or still better—Rome

or Infi-

delity
; fér Christianity has no independent
existence

outside

of the

Catholic

church.

For if you take the truths which Protestantism retains of Chrisfianity, and carry them
out to the logical consequence, they would
lead to g return to the Catholic -church. If
you take those positions against the Catholic church which

Protestantism

has taken,

and carry them out to a logical consequence,
they would land you with rationalism and
atheism.”
These positions, equally remarkable for
their bold effrontery and thin, glaring falsehood, Mr. Hecker attempts to support by
arguments as illogical and facts as foundationless as the premises. . He cites New

England as a sample of the results of Protestantism,
and claims that ‘‘there has come,

and no one can doubt it, a very strange
change over the minds of the New England
people within this nineteenth century.
The
fundamental truths of Christianity which
were held by the Puritans, to-day their
descendants scarcely hold one of those in
‘common with them. . .
Perhaps

you will not find one in fifty which ‘would
make a code of faith which would

embrace

the five points of Calvinism.”

He then

quotes Rev. Dr. Bellows,

who

pronounces

the worship of Christ to be idolatry, and re-

cometh from Edom?
Wherefore art thou *fegs to the Unitarians as opposed to the
doctrines of the Puritans, mentions Newoverwhelming, how terrific and appalling red in thy apparel?”
and Manning, ‘and a
must the latter be ! God’s commands are all |’ The Talmud sees more than one flower man, Brownson
thousand
others,”
as illustrations of the
spring
from
the
same
bud.
The
words
of
imperative and unconditional, immediate
and amply sanctioned, and a priori we the Bible are unlike any other words,so that assumed fact that the amount of Christian
should say, Who will dare neglect them a many meanings can be extorted from them truth retainéd by Protestants leads back to
Punning upon words Rome; and cites ‘‘ the anthors of Essays
single moment? Will the puny arm of flesh to suit expositors.
be raised against the arm of the Almighty ? abounds. Even proper names are made to and Reviews in England,” and * Colenso,
Will the human willinits freedom think to have different significations; for instance, and a large portion of the inhabitants of
resist successfully the will of the Infinite Esther in one place is made to mean a star, New England,” as proof of the skeptical
| as it really does. In another it is taken tendencies of Protestantism.
Jehovah?
Whether Mr. H. really means to say that
God “‘now commandeth all men every- from satar, to conceal, and signifies a
where to repent”,—‘Repent and be bap- chaste and retired woman, who livas only the five points of Calvinism are real truths,
tized every one of you in the name of Jesus for and in her house, as every woman an adherence to which leads back to Rome,
or whether he represents them as positions
Christ for the remission of sins,” Thisand should live.
many other injunctions are explicit, de- | Story and impious
fable everywhere which the Protestant church has taken
manding immediate attention and uncondi- abound, possessing the same characteris- against the Catholic, and which lead to inHe
tional obedience,and no one can refuse or tics as the legends of India, Persia, and fidelity, we will not state positively.
delay with impunity; and yét how many, Arabia. Tales from these countries are ev- calls them truths, and if he means this, then
If
knowing all this, procrastinate present duty, idently remodeled and applied to some does their abandonment lead to Rome?
they are religious errors, then how does
under the dim mental perception of some | Scripture character.
Stories of satyrs,
But
vain hallucination which is calculated to fauns, &c., are thus appropriated or inter- their abandonment lead to infidelity?
quiet and deceive them until it is too late. woven into the legends of Solomon. Here though Mr. H. calls them truths, and seems
No wonder the poet styles procrastination a is a sample of a legend : ‘Once on a time R. to treat them as such, yet they were part
“thief.” Itisone of the most inveterate. Jehudah happened to be at a place where and parcel of the original issues between
It will steal our time, our privileges, our a calf was goingto be slaughtéred.
The the Protestant movement and the Roman
lives, out crown, ourall, and leave us help-. calf ran to the Rabbi, put his head under church, and this Mr. H. must well know.
Yet the very party whom he regards as oh
less, forsaken, lost, —irrecoverably lost!
his robe and groaned, as if to say,‘Save me
Our only remedy is to drivgout the intruthe high road to atheism, have abandoned
from death.’ The Rabbi said, ‘What can
der, obey the Master at once, secure the re- T do for thee? Go, this is thy destiny! It those doctrines!
Mr. Hecker's logic is
of

the

former

are

sad

and

missionof sins and eventually the unfadinng
crown of glory.

was then said in heaven:

The Talmud speaks highly of woman.
God adornéd her as a bride before intro-

‘to her, ‘Don’t kill it, for it says,

given to a body

of

Jewish laws containing the doctrines and
or commentary.

sists of; Vario

of

Moses is

lion

The text con-

ment he was released

His mercy

From that mofrom all his suffer-

ducing herto Adam, while others ascribe
It de-

traditionsof the Jews, and all female decorations to the devil.
Scripture passages which

duces this opinion from

Genesis

2: 22,

to have received
on the where the literal meaning is,God ‘built, in

stead
of made,a woman and brought her un-

Ble

oto

Simi

“

he |

1

badly mixed.

abandoned them, and yet have quite as
strong anti-Romish and anti-skeptical ten-

The Rabbi had
Once his daugh-

ter was goingto kill a weasel, when he said

Talmud, meaning doctrine, according to is over all his creatures.’

the

no

ings. ”

to suffer pains for years.

The Talmud.

‘As he has

But though these five points were” made
a part of the original issue, they were not
80 by necessity; nor does an abandonment
of them tend either to Romanism or to infidelity. This is shown from the fact that
a large proportion of the Protestant world
either never embraced them or else have

pity he will have to suffer.”

Horne,
is the name

denciesas ever. In proof of this we have
only to mention the Methodists, and F. W.
Baptists, &c., who never embraced the five

A

S

rw

MAY 5, 1860.

the

alists and

C. Baptists

and

others,

whose

‘to theman.”

for man alone without a
forty years. This name Adam;
| wife,is not a man.”

They twain

shall be

whom Mr. H quotes, and justly quotes, as | government, a free and prosperous people,
tending towards rationalism and. infideli- holding out
a bright example to other nations strong and healthful in its-influence,
ty.
Le
But by what right’ does Mi. H. claim that we may wellbe satisfied. If other nations

that Colenso and the British essayists are

not from that portion of Protestantism
which make the broadest issue with Romanism, but from

that side

of

the

Protestant

church most riearly allied lo Rome.
If the fact paraded by Mr. Hecker, that
a tew have gone over from Protestantism
to Romanism, proves anything for his ca
what does it argue to recall the fact that,
both in Europe and America, the conversions from Romanism to Protestantism are

far

more

numerous?

Has

he

forgotten

Italy, Austria and Spain ?

And where in the history of any Protestant country,doeshe find any chapter which
will compare-with the influenceof Romanism on infidel France? 'Nurtured in the
very lap of Romanism, and knowing no
other religion than this perverted form of
Christianity, Protestantism having been
exterminated by law, the whole nation,in
connection with the revolution, went ovér to
atheism.

But we are perfectly willing to

abide

the test which Mr. Hecker has introduced.
Compare the morals and piety, the faith
and skepticism of the descendents of the
Puritans, with those of any - Catholic country, of Europeor South America or even with
New York, and let the two trees be judged
by their respective fruits. * Or, if Mr. IL. is
willing, we should be happy to apply the
touchstone nearer home,

Who arethe

ants of our alms-houses, our

ten-

houses of

cor-

rection,our jails,and penitentiaries ? Whose
names figure most conspicuously on our
police records and our annals of crime? Who
are most prominent in our street

rows

and

melees? Who are most frequently fished
out of our gutters and oftenest found in our

moral cesspools ? Are they Protestants
Catholics ? And where is there less

or

ration-

alism and atheism than in New England ?_

‘Father Hecker” has made a failure.
There is and ever will be more logical standing room outside of infidelity and its legitimate

ally,

Romanism,

than

within them.

And not less between Protestantism and Romanism than between Romanism and Pa.
ganism.
But, like the Pope in his recent allo
ion,
Mr. H. could not let slip this chifice of
making a thrust at"our common school system, so inveterably hated by all true Romanist officials, from pope to friar. This
hatred cannot fail to awaken a strong suspicion that Rome not only hates but fears
the light, and dares not stand the liability of
having their dogmas brought into juxtaposition with the doctrine of Protestants.
This movement on the part of Mr. Hecker is as impolitic as it is bold ; and, unless
we are mistaken, both he and the

terests will rue the day when
was

taken.

Rev.J.D.

Fulton

has

come

keen, cutting logic, is hard upon

his

the track

of the ‘“Ghostly Father.” Others also are
on the stadium. ready to defend the truth.

As it was in Luther's time so it has beenever
Rome's

safety

lies

in

conceal-

Inall these open discussions though

every species

of Jesuitism

will be resorted

to for the disguise of the more hideous features of the ‘‘mother-of harlots,” these disguises will be torn off, and the true character of

Romanism

exhibited.

Let

the

work

go on.—A. X. M.

Our National

nominations are more distinot

in their

4s-

sue with Romanism than are the Unitarians,
|

words

To
of our

** LET US HAVE

PEACE."—J, J.B.

emolument. It shouldbe as
ministered and executed
as any j

ly

adal or

Dhar power f Soverament.
;
on and our
vernmen

Book of ‘Worship.
—

Gee.

.

commendations

only.
and

- tender

Policy.

As nations, like individuals, have

each a

mission and a destiny, it is wise for them
not only to acknowledge an overruling
Providence, but also to study and follow its

The hymns are pedevotional,

and

the

tunes generally well adaptedto the words.
It is decidedly the best book for congregational worship extant. It is large enough
to give a proper variety of tunes and hymns,
and not so large as to be cumbersome.
The tunes arenot so difficult as to prevent

their general use, by even uneducated sing-

ers, and not so common-place, as to displease those of high culture; and the repe-

tition of the tune, whenever the hymn occupies opposite sides of a leaf, so as to

ment of industry in one hand and a weapon
of defense in the other; they worshiped in
the sanctuary with a sentinel at each window and a file of soldiers at the door. From
subduing the rugged wilderness and savage hordes, they achieved their independence
through great suffering and sacrifice. And
each generation since has had to fight its
way through, the last awful struggle far
surpassing all the others both in inensity
and magnitude.
Yet our policy has ever been penvelul,
For peace our fathers yielded the blessings
of civilized society to settle in inhospitable wilds ; and often since have their deand peace.

We,

have

not been

aggres-

sors, we have not ‘sought for conquest.
We have been engaged in agriculture, commerce, manufactures; in pursuits’ which
sustain and adorn life, and make the world
better. Our true policy is still an eminently
peaceful one. With a just and beneficent

pastor, have taken letters and will soon con-

stitute a new church.

They will worship

with good feeling on the part of all concerned; and we predict that the time isnot far
distant when either church will be
than the one has been for the last year and
a half.”

——WELL Pur.

Since the new.

adminis-

tration came into power, the scramble for
office has been disgraceful. It would seem

that

the

office-seekers

include

every

class and profession. Not even the ministry is exempt. The Christian Advocate,
referring to this subject speaks of certain trav-

eling Methodist ministers who have
among the office-seekers.

been

It says:

ever keep the tune before the eyes of the
“Some of these, have been successful in
worshiper, is a great help to singers who do sécuring nominations, for the President isnot
not read music readily.
| averse to the cloth; but sorhe of them have
The most satisfactory way to use the failed to receive the confirmatjon of the Sen‘ Book of Worship” is to have a choir, and ate. We confess to some serious misgivencourage the congregation to join in sing- ings as to these things. The emergencies of
ing.
The tune and words, as written, the war might seem to justify a minister
should never be separated, and after a consciously called of God to his sacred work +
time ply will bécome so wedded in the |; in temporarily engaging in other pursuits,
associations of the worshipers, that the though even that is not clear peyond doubt,
words will suggest the tune, and those who But in the absence of any such emergency
cannot read music, will sing them with ac- we cannot approve of a minister, not physcuracy and spirit. One great hindrance to ically disqualified, engaging in any secular
congregational music is the custom of| calling, while’ strong moral considerations
changing the tune in which familiar hymns should deter him from mingling in the
are sung, so that they gain no fixed associ- scramble for place, by which the nationis

ation in the mind.

Thousands can sing Old

Hundred in ¢ Praise God,” &c., who cannot sing it at all, with other hymns.
To get
a congregation to sing, ard enjoy singing
as worship rather than as artistic display,
the hymns should each have a tyme in
which we always ging them. If the choir
desire to sing new music, let them

disgraced at its capital.”
We

play their powers of performance,

and then

lead the people in praising God, in “Psalms
and Hymns and Spiritual Songs.”
Our churches would do themselves a favor by adopting the ‘*Book of Worship,”

;

commend the

Hg

for its good

sense and directness,

Denouinaional
News and Mots
Our

select an

opening piece from the note book, an anthem, chant, or whatever may tax - and dis-

Theological

School.

I need not say
terest what has
and Freeman in
the Theological

that I have read with inbeen written in the Star
relation to the location of
School.
The discussion

has

manly and

been

kind,

Christian-like,

and is of itself doing a good thing for the
and enlisting the whole congregation in School. Let it be continued, and let every
singing. The price is very low; only one one who has anew thought to express,
dollar, while other books of the “same size | frankly express it.
ard character, are sold for a dollar and a
As “might be supposed, the question is
half. - There is no Hymn and Tune book often put: ** What has Bates College to say.
that is as cheap and none better than our on this subject.” To such inquiries it may
own *‘ Book of Worship.”"—a. u. B.
be replied that no person is authorized to
speak

Current

Topics.

REGULATIONS.
A few
weeks since we called attention to ‘‘PostOffice Corruption.” Since the publication
of that article we have given some atten-

tion to Post-Office regulations, and we haye

come to the

conclusion

that it is not

surprising that corruption
alarming

extent.

exists

It seems

for

the college,

and no one,

so

far

as I know, has any desireto speak for it.
Persons or parties wishing to put any ques-

at all

to

an

that the old

tions to the college, can do =o at the annual

meeting of the corporators, on the twentyninth day of June next.
It

may not, however, be out of place

for

me to say (and this will undoubtedly satisfy
all inquirers) that Bates College could do
certain things for the Theological School,

should it be deemed advisable to locate the

in Lewiston.
I am speaking only
of which the
financially, let it be remembered.
It is
progress of a letter could be traced and
known
that
Mr.
Bates
has
on
certain
conany robbery or detention detected, has been
abolished. Letters are now tied up in bun- ditions subscribed $75,000 to the college
dles and thrown into the mail-bag, and we above his first subscription, and there
can be no doubt that these conditions
believe that no record is kept of their numwill sooner or later be met. Of this $75,ber or destination.
Under this arrange000, .850,000 are for building purposes
ment, any dishonest postmaster, clerk or
mail-agent might easily destroy one or and $25,000 for the permanent fund.
more and escape detection. Not only are Now, suppose the conditions met, and
the -$75,000 from Mr. Bates paid, the colletters containing méney liable to be delege
could, on terms satisfactory to itself,
stroyed but others also. The writer of this
appropriate for the theological school $20,- «
article has
lost, during
the last three
000 in permanent funds and ample accommonths, at least half a’ dozen letters bemodations for fifty students by way of chapel,
tween Dover and a town in Massachusetts,

system of way bills, by means

leadings. He must be wilfully blind who
discerns no Divine hand in our wonderful | a hundred and twenty miles west of Boshistory, nor gracious purpose in our pres- ton. Two of those letters contained ‘‘bank
ervation and growth, so that in a single drafts” which fortunately, were worthless to
century we have from feeble colonies come any one except the party for whom they
to rank among the first powers of earth. were intended. We mention this fact to
Signal prosperity is always dangerous. show how unsafe it is becoming to send
Romantic visionsof greatness and lust of
even letters which contain no money. We
dominion have wrecked most of the great
contend that the present system of Posiempires of the past. We are liable to be
Office regulations affords in itself a tempta~
drawn into the same whirlpool.
tion to steal and pilfer, and we call upon
As a people we have grown up amid the the government to return to the old system
strife and carnage of war.
The first set- or to adopt one safer and betler. The
tlers were never free from it, their houses
amount of money expended annually to

were garrisons, they toiled with an imple-

built largely by northern Congregationlists,
while the majority led by Dr. Boynton, the

tually build a house of. worship of their
own. The separation was consummated

x

Many of our churches have used this
book, for about a year, and we hearsof
culiary

pi.)
4

for the present in the hall of the Young
Men's Christian Association, but will even-

fearless listof ——PosT-OFFICE

homely facts, and Rev. J. F. Clark, with

ment.

sum up all inthe expressive

worthy chief magistrate,

the open field

to the rescue with a rough,

since.

strengthen and confirm our power.

Papal in-

points of Calvanism, and the Congregation- scendants had to contend for life, liberty,

The ornaments of women
are Calvinism, if Calvinism it be, has become
that the five points, as original‘took Christ in their arms with which to conquer. Here is so madified
ly
believed,
are. now generally leftout of
1
Rabbi one illustration: “It is said, God blessed
the
second | them (Adam and Eve) and called their sight among them, Yet these very deand

—

no distinction “btweh classes of the comNewman, Brownson, Manning, Hecker, and successfully copy or improve upon. our ex- -munity, and give 8 Hight tothe
5c
representawhen Iron was’ created all the trees began
to of publ any
Pogo
other recruits from the Protestant faith, need ample we rejoice. = If in the progress of tives &% the kg
8
blic
.
to tremble. Said the Iron ¢o them— ‘Why any more of Protestant truth than others events neighboring provinces can be wisely viduals, by grants or
in
o
proper
do ye tremble? . So long
ye do not had, or any lessof Protestant errors ? This receive dinto our body politic, we need not ty which 7 Ta
All this sounds well, and it would sound
furnish the wood, no harm can be done.” asstmptionis gratuitous.
And by what fear the result. But we should firmly re«Out of the forest comes the handle to the rule does he determine that those who have sist all premature and rash schemes of do- much better, were the conviction prevalent
ax which cuts it down.”
The Talmud gone’ over to rationalism and di i from minion, periling no less our internal’ wel- that Governor Hoffman obtained his election by fair means.
lien
opposed the Septuagint translathe Protestant world were primarily or fare than our peacelil relations with other
tion of the Bible as a ‘profanation, leading
subsequently peculiar for their issues with nations,
i
DIFFICULTY SETTLED. The difficulty
to apostasy as hard for Israel as when the
the
Roman church? Those who Sais wo ] We have endured ‘indignities fron others which hag existed for some time between
golden calf was ma
It was a sin, as the
right of private judgment, may take hese under most aggravating circumstances, the majority and the ‘minority of the Congreholy words could not be translated. The |
positions on the strength of the opinion of and hard to bear. Butlet us not retaliate.
Rabbis were afraid that.it would operate
gational church in Washington has been setMr. H., but independent. thinkers require We can better wait than they can. The way
"against the Talmud, as it did. It is not
tled. Abraham and Lot have concluded to
before
usis
a
plain
one
to
heal
our
wounds,
proof, and such proof as neither Mr. H. nor
strange that they should be thus jealous of a
separate, and there are to be two churches
any one else can furnish. It will be borne correct or remove lingering abuses, perfect
The minority retain the
| work on which they concentrated all their in mind also, by all who think and reason, our system, promote the industry, intelli instead of one.
faculties. To this they were shut up as
gence, and virtue of all the people, and so present organization and house of worship
verbs:

they endeavored to enforce in such ways as religion, and that Protestantism was irrathe following: A heathen came toa Rabbi
tional and infidél. Near the opening of his
and said that he would adopt the Jewish discourse, he laid down the following premfaith as given in the Written law without the .ises—*¢ There are two overpowing tendenOral. « The Rabbi commenced instructing cies everywhere at work in the religious
him in the former, and one day pulled his
world.
Alleffort to find a logical foothold
ear. “Oh! my ear!” exclaimed the novice. between these two tendencies, has beén in“Why do you call it ear?” asked the Rabbi. effectual. The one leads to the Catholic
“Because every one calls it ear.” Well,
church, the other leads off into rationalism

of the blood

ment here in parental government where fa-

one flesh. It takes both together to represent the

tent to the Jew than the Bible which it assumes to interpret.
Here we will give some examples of
their interpretations.
‘‘Whoever reports
anything in the name of the person who

he is the true God.

If prompt obedience is of such great mo-

sequences

-

STAR:

viz: “Be always strong as a lion and

He is white; that is he is pure

only
;

consequences will be the result.

a

as a roe. to fulfill the will of thy Father im
heaven. When thou awakest in.the morning do not say in the winter-tinie, ‘It is too

do? He shouted at the top of his voice, hammer that breaks the rock in pieces.”
“Lie down ! lie down !” and rushing to the “Exactly,” says the Talmud, ‘as, at one
switch, the trains passed safely. But what stroke of the hammer many sparks and
became of the boy ? was he killed ? No! h e | many pieces fly from the rock, so every
obeyed immediately,falling flat on the word of the Bible may be interpreted in vaground and the cars passed over him with- rious ways.” Origen adopts an allegorical
out injuring him. It was his instant obedi- mode of interpretation in the Song of SoloFor example: “My beloved is white
ence that saved him.
Had he waited as mon.
and
ruddy.”
“My beloved; that is Christ.
many do, he would have been crushed to
Prompt

——

with the influence of its traditions more po-

ing of trains, and destruction of human life. . teacher, for it is hard to root out a blunder
No one can deny the truth
He mightjump and rescue his child, but he once adopted.”
“The word of the Lord is like a
had not time to do both. What should he of this.

pieces.
safety.

ee

MORNING

still remains

very much upon the principles which we
adopt and the ‘habits which we early form.
These habits become second nature and first said it causes salvation to come into
control our lives. This shows the impor- the world, as it is written: And Esther said
tance of early attention to this matter; and it to the King in the name of Mordecai.”
it shows the fearful responsibilty which rests This is the Talmudic style,a key-note of exupon parents who make no effort to enforce position. Here is another: “Despise not
&their authority and secure the ready obe- thy mother when she is old, i.e., Despise not
dience of their children. This should be a law or a custom on account of its antiquidone for the good of their children.
ty.” Thus they ‘make the oral or tradiHow many there are who speak to their tionary law a necessary supplement or exchildren to do something and receive the position of the written law. This necessity:

This is not only trying to parents

Gl

their all in all. It was their school-house,
at | their newspaper, library, studio, and itis no

tions, while

to prepare the way for loyalty to human
and

by

telegraph, and a thousand ties and associa-

an influence

government and implicit allegiance to the
Divine. Our course in the more responsible

sequence

piled at Babylon

and new worlds are united

life, will be a source of safety, success and

felicity.

Buxtorf, Carpzov and

other critics, and is esteemed of little con-

5

All communications designed
for publication should

terests that pertain

THE

Jews, handed down 0 posterity, and esteemed of equal;if not superior; authority
with the Bible. The commentary consists ot
six books’ divided into sixty-three treatises,

Editor.

T. DAY,

~~

mans

EF

MAY, 5. 1869.

J. M. BREWSTER.

Re

carry on the Post-Office Department is im-

-school

recitation rooms and dormitories.
These
accommodations, it must be understood,

would neccessarily be on the college grounds.
But when the number of college students
should go up to one hundred and fifty or
two hundred, so that all the rooms on the

college grounds should be needed for college purposes, the college could appropriate a site on its six acre lot near the

college for a theological building. This
lot to-day is worth at least $10,000. I am
told, that $20,000 added to the theological
fund, would enable that school to employ
three professors on respectable salaries.
The Library of the college is very valuable, and may be increased by an annu«

mense, and the people have a right to demand that'it should be freed from thieves
and robbers.

al

~——A FAVORITE,

might have access, in common

York,

seems

at

Gov.

present

Hoffman,

of New

to be a special

favorite with the moral and religious elements in his state. IIe appears to have taken it upon himselfto recommend wise and judicious measures, to correct abuses and to

expenditure

of $600

according

to a

vote of the corporators already passed.
To this Library the theological school
college.
Now,

with the '

this that
I have intimated,

much

or little as it may be regarded, the college could do for the theological school.

But whether it would
do this, or whether

it would do anything forthe school, I do
Indeed, I am not even pres |"
of his recent messages and vetoes have ex- not know.
cited general attention and commendation. pared to advise on the subject. What
An exchange, speaking of this subject, re- is best for the collegeis one great quesmarks that it is refreshing after a review of tion. What is best for the theological
the legislation of the past few years, 80 school is another great question. Both
much of which has been for individual ben- questions are weighty in their influence
efit, obtained by corrupt means, to read upon our beloved denomination, and the
Zion of God at large, May
God give wissuch words as these in a State document:
check corrupt and venal legislation.

All legislation should

be

Some

founded on
Leg:

pubis reason and for public benefit.

slation is a ‘‘public trust,” and not a mere

right to be exercised for private benefit or
a.

dom to us all, and whatever
may

be ou

private views, may we all cheerfullyy go in
he way Whither his providences le —0, .
B. C.

4

po.
{
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Western Convention.

:

@

ss

-

Seman i:

¥

has been goingon for about ten weeks,
A Convention
tists met in Chicago, April 14, 1869. Prof. and it continues withas much power as
Western Freewill Bap-

Whipple acted as chairman. . On the sub- ever.

ject of education the following
were adopted:
~*~

resolutions

‘Resolved, That while we would not dis-

- courage the. establishment of local academies

and, seminaries wherever. it can

be

dongf

with a fair prospect of permanence,

and

without detriment to other local

inter-

to pray.

church, June

to complete our new meeting

house,

and

in Gardiner, Me.

From a lengthy and carefully-prepared paper:
to support liberally an Sudow Seaerously
signed by the twelve official members who conthe college established at Hillsdale.
Resolved, That we: consider it also ex- stitute the “Central Board” of the Freewill Bapceedingly desirable to secure, as soon
: as tist church in that city, we learn that this church
Pustcable, an ample endowment. for a has been’ passing through serious trials during
lly manned Theological Department in the past year. We condense a brief statement.

connection with the college, and to this
end pledge oursélves
‘best of our ability.
The

following

to couperateto the

resolution was passed

on

the subject of Home Missions :
Resolved, That we recommend all State

fipld
gad

entered upon his work.

with

After much labor

these persons, and seeking aid and

sale of rum,——The Methodists

attitude is still

grief of God’s people

spirit may yet render

ined, to the
?
calamities there are

The following letter, received at the Mis-

Rev. C. 0. Libby:—Dear Bro.—I noticed

in your

circular,

that you

saving power.

wished

to in-

* novel plan.
ewted

to the

Sabbath

school

wants/And asked each member to bring
one

of

> - -

Rev. A. W. Reed and wife express their gratitude to the society and
for a donation of $140.

your

Rev. H. Stiles ®ad

friends
wife

thanks to the friends

in Garland, Me.,

would

express

their

at Brownington, Vt., for a

Ministers

to

and

shore,

may the

trees

of

the

woods clap their hands to know that virtue
has gone out of them, to carry forward the
great and good work,
In adopting this plan, I hope to provoke
some other school to go and do likewise,
and

if it does not, I shall be

provoked

to

try another plan another year, if life is
spared.
:
Our school is small, situated up here
among
swall,

the
but

mountains, and our offering is
like the widow we give our

tes.
May the Lord bless this little offering to
the saving of some
po r heathen,” is my
earnest prayer.
EORGE WHEELER.
P. 8S. We do not intend that this shall
lessen . our yearly contribution. The Deacon attends to that on fast day

in April, and

it is done on a systematic plan, by yearly
pledges, and will come in good time.
- Accompanying this letter was a .generous box of nice maple sugar, which is for
sale at the Mission Office, to the friends
of Missions. We shall not object to the
payment of a liberal price for it ; as the purchasers

will

reap

a double benfit from

it,

namely, getting a sweet cake of maple sugar
and sending the sweets of the gospel to the
heathen, we presume they will enjoy the
purchase very much. Sead in your orders.
J

C. O. LisBy,

Revivals,

Cor. Sec.

&c.

ALEXANDER, Onto. The Lord has blessed this church with some revival this win-

ter.

On the first Sabbath in April, I bap-

tized six happy converts.
WovrrsorovgH,

N.

menced preaching

H. J.C.
H.

I have

with the 2d

Freewill

Harrison, ME, Rev. Geo. W. Howe
writes as follows :
We are in the midst of a precious revival.
About fifty have been forward for prayers,

of whom

have found peace.

interest is still increasing.
are held every evening.

MecuaNic

The

The

meetings

We are enjoy-

ing some revival in this place.
A few
conversions have occurred, and several
others are awakened. Lastevening three
rose for prayers. We hope to see much

more accomplished.
Care Evizasera,

H. WHITCHER,
Me.

The Lord has

graciously visited us here, and given us a
time of refreshing from his presence. The

efforts put forth by the church have been
greatly blessed.

The members have

been

tist church at Hampton, is elected representative
to the New Hampshire Legislature.
The Shelby church is left without a pastor.
I
would ask any Freewill Baptist minister who
wants a field of labor where he can work for the
Master, to come and see us. The Shelby church
is located in the pleasant village of Shelby Cen-

ter, which contains five or six hundred

Souls have

been converted,

was 'quickened,

increased

Y.,|

churcehs,crowded meetings havebeen held for
weeks, which are now continued every evening,
The whole community,—especially the leading
business portion
and influential families,—is

moved
wave.

as by a sweeping and irresistible tidal
The Mayor declares that criminals have

almost entirely disappeared from his

For two thousand miles, on
§he coast of Africa,
reaching from Sierra Leone tojthe Gaboon River,
missionary
stations, self-supporting churches,
and worshipping congregatiogs, numbering tens
of thousands, have taken thy place of the slave
factories that once lined th¢
shore.
Dpes it do
any good to send missiongfies to the heathen ?

by

law established.

And

For

Ld

.

eleven

vi

new

:

subscribers

and $27,-

VII,

;

Vian
61
For eighty-five new

es

subscribers

and

and

$375,00,

we

will give one of

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining

It issthe

latest

excellences and

improvements.

Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.

efficacious ‘medicine,’ and

To S. S. Superintendents.

curing

tl
Se

fe

Four new books just published and ready

for delivery. Two of them are the prize
stories.
“ANDY LUTTRELL,” is the story
that was awarded the prize of $500; and is

Statistics for the Register,
1870.

On March 28, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
ced blanks, for each church Clerk. In

a work of unusual genius, skill and power.
“SHINING HOURS,” having been thoroughly revised and much improved by the author since the award of the prize, is not one
whit behind the prize story in every essential particular, and will at once arrest atten]

tion by its literary brilliance, its vivid portraiture, and its high and wholesome Chris-

which were sent to the latter, .the
lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordain-

tian teaching.
delivery.)

April 14. After a careful and satisfactory examination he was set apart to the work of the gos- |

ed Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
sufficient length in which to give the ad-

ess of publication, some of which will soon

pel ministry in the following

dress of each; and church Clerks are

Bro. John E. Burrill, of Winchester, Va., was

ordained

at

that place,

Wednesday

evening,

order:

Reading

Scriptures and Prayer by C. O. Libby; Sermon
by C. O. Libby; Ordaining Prayer by B. Kirk;
Charge by J. W. Dunjee; Hand of Fellowshlp
by W, A. Jackson; Benediction by the candidate.
Per order of the Council.
“Ce Oh Lie

On the 23d of March, 1869, the council previously appointed met with the F. W. Baptist
church in Attica, N. Y.,to attend to the ordination services of Bro. G. C. Waterman.
The
council was composed of Revs, D. M. Stuart, H,

Perry, G. H. Ball, and D. Jackson.
nation, held in
was conducted
was found to be
tire satisfaction

the afternoon in open audience,
by the writer.
The candidate
sound in the faith, and gave ento the audience and council. The

held

The sermon was preached

by Rev. G. H. Ball, of

in the

evening.

ness and power. The whole audience felt that it
was good to be there. The ordaining or consecrating prayer was offered by Rev. H. Perry, the
charge was given by Rev. D. M. Stuart, and the
hand of fellowship by Bro. Ball. Bro. Waterman has for a number of years been principal of
Pike Seminary, and for the last year was principal of the High School in Attica.
He preached
occasionally during his terms of teaching, but has
recently felt that it was his duty to devote his
whole time to the ministry.
He is now pastor
of the F. W. Baptist church in Lowville, N. Y.
May the Lord give him a successful pastorate.

D. JACKSON, Chairman of Council.

West Bethany, N. Y.

GENESEE Q. M., N.Y.—Held its last session
with the Dale church. A very Do hiable season
yawenjoyed.
Bro. Ball, of Buffalo, cheered our
hearts y his Preseucs and labors. Next session

"8. C.

ARCHER.

are now

put the P. O. address of either of the above,
as the case may be, in ‘the same blank

comes from the binders.

Pastor, &c.

The latter can

easily be

done

by placing the name a little higher up, in
quite small letters, and the P. O. address on
the line.

Premiums.
The demand
scierce,”

for

the ‘‘ Appeal

and ¢‘ The Spirit

to Con-

of Roger

Will-

iams,” as premiums, has been so great
that our supply of these books is entirely
exhausted. We are obliged to fill some of
our last orders for them

with

some

of the

books of the same class which were offered
as premiums. We will send in the place of
either of these books ‘‘ Christian Baptism”
in paper covers;
or, ‘Thoughts upen

Thought.”
\
Any one having sent for one of the Premiums offered.last year, and not having

re-

ceived it, is requested to

the

inform

us

of

o likewise, and let no one of our churches,

however small in numbers, be without an |
organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums.
Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work

through

the Pid

in

etting subscribers for the Star, and by and
Ee he willbe rewarded. The offers which

sketches of sermons for

Price of each

tained from the binder.

Price of each book

75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these
are first class books for the family and the
Sabbath school.
:
' Parties

designing

to get’ new Sabbath

school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
can send us their orders which will be filled

with our own

publications as fast as they

are ready, or will be filled with the books
of other publishers, and will be furnished
to Sabbath schools in Libraries, at whole-

sale prices.

Address
:
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

Notices and Appointments.
If any church

will

entertain

the

next

session

the York County Q. M., please notify the Clerk.
P. 8miTH, Clerk,

of

Notice.
"
The dedicatory service of the new Meeting House
of the Tuscarora church, Pa., will take place Saturday, June 5.18 9, at 1 o'clock, P. M., in connection
with the June session of the Oswego S$: M.
Dedica-

tory sermon by Rev. O, C. H lls, Mission
vim
J. W. HILLS,

Agent.
Cor, Sec.

Glenessee ¥. M, will hold its next session with
the North Parma church, June 256-27. Opening
ser.
mon by Rev. J. Wood, on Friday, at 10 o'clock,
A. M.
M. WALKER, Clerk,
Rochester Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Hamlin charch, June 11-18. Opening sermon
by R. Cameron, and the Sabbath
1 address by

x. ¥. Strickland,

Clerks of churches will please to

be prompt in collecting and forwarding the annual
tax of 8 cents i er resident m
and also to give
statistics for the Register.
M. WALKER, Clerk,

Chenango Union Q. M: will hold its next ses:

sion with the Lebanon

and

Smyrna

mencing June 11, at 2 o'clock, P, a

church,

com-

DART, Clerk,

Genuga, 0., Q. M. wil! hold its pring

session

with the Nelson F. Baptist church, comméncing
Friday, May 21, at 3 o'clock, P. M, -Itis desirable that

criticisms

tex

|

TC Pierce, Aplicgton, Iowa

J 8 Dinsmore,

as

des-

the

con-

a.

of

Farmington,

_In Boston, April 17,
John J.
Andrews of
Pitts of Boston; April

F Dichey—G

oth

—_

8

Westport,

Durham,

N.

H.

:

=

Notices.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
Summer

Chan-

Arrangement.

June 22. 1868.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M.
For Great Falls, 10,10 A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45; 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M,
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.65 ‘A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M,

Darkum—R

Easton—8

Me.

Special

G

Edger-

Leave

Boston for Dover

at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,3, 6 P.M

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 p. M.
‘WM. MERRITT, Supt.

el HELENE, DEAREST, ever of thee I am fondly
dreaming,” was whispered in Love's softest accents
by Alfonse, as he presented his affianced bride with
a casket of the rarest perfume extant, “ DEW D’AN-

DES,” sold everywhere.
¢ Buy me, and I'll do you geod.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c. They cleanse
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.
?
16t11

COLGATE

& CO’S

Aromatic Vegetable [Soap, Combined with
Glycerine, is recommended for Ladies and
Infants,

i

Iy28

M Prescott—

To

Willey—D

having suffered several years

with g_gevere

lung af-

fection, and that dread digease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means

of cure.
:
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre-

scription used (free of charge), with the directions fox
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, etc.

Wililams—S8

Woodruff=N

Consumptives.

VHE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very ajmple remedy, after

M Simmonton

The object of the advertiser in sending

Prescription is to benefit

Young

cost

the

afflicted,

and

the

spread

Rev G H Bowie, Parkers Head, Me
** BM Minard, starksb ro’, Vt

REV. EDWARD
(136

Richmond,

« Kewanee,
4 Three

9,87

St., New York.

6,25

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

6,25

slile Bay

CHURCH IN MARTINSBURG,
BY MISS A, 8, DUDLEY,

.

625

COLLECTED BY REV J W DUNGHE, FOR MEETING
AT WINCHESTER, VA.

THE

coming

season

O THE

=gy *

in the
Xia

OSGOOD

N.

Y. Times.

Sent post paid, on re:

& CO., Boston.

OF THE

Star :

FRIEND,—~We

have

a

positive

eure

quaintances.
We will give $1000 for a case it will
not relieve, and will send a sample free to any suf-

ferer who will address us, SAYRE

way, New York,

& CO., 21v

FABLE FLAN

Broad-

138t18

TF

ETATR

| RENEWER .
haa proved

sei oored t the us on rapatation

Restore Gray Hair to its Original Oolor,
and create a new growth where it has fallen off from
disease or natural decay.
It will prevent the Hair from falling out,

HOUSE

All who use it are unanimous

praise of being the best Haic

0,00
00

S

8 8 $5,00

EDITION.

Adventures

EDITOR

ESTEEMED

287,12 |
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
.

N Y State mission Soc—CORRECTION—Attlca
¥,
Q. H. BALL, Treas urer,
Buffalo, N. Y.

ENTHUSI-

for Consumption and all disorders of
the Lungs and
Throat. It cured the inventor and hundreds of ac.

yp

a

PICTURESQUE,
ASTIC.?

Correspondence

FIELDS,

5,00

.

sup-

6m10

*.* For sale by Booksellers.
ceipt of price by publishers,

2,00
2,00

800
X

4

trade

. $1,50.
es
Liks Parson Bland, in Professor Tyler’s Brawn.
ville Papers, Mr. Murray can ‘‘ out-walk, out-jump,
out-skate, out-swim, out-fish, out-hunt, and ou tPieash an’ other man tor twenty miles around.” His
ook will be read with intense interest by everybody ;
will take a place among the choicest treasures of the
true sportsman, along side of his rifle and his rod;
and will bulge out the satchel of many a tourist the

3,
2,00
50
1,00
00
10

Sidasa8 Curtis, 8,

The

Eight Full.paged Illustrations...

240

b,
5,00

J

PIMPLES ON

Adirondacks,

VA.

James Calder, Harrisburg, Pa
J 8 Burgess, Lewiston, Me
0 © Hills, Pa

Concord, N. H,

(\ENIAL,
G

20,00
2.00

Miss M W Healy, North Scituate, R I
Rev B Vandame, Nottingham, N
Mrs WP Rolfe,
W Bethany.
Mrs 8 Burgess, Ww Killingly, Ct
Mrs Susan Reed, Philips,
Me
Charles Pease,
"
"
‘Widow's mite
COLLECTED BY J HOKE,
|
Peter Forney, Md
)
B E Price, Franklin Co, Pa

Buffalo, NY

raEckLEs,

PERRY’S
MOTH AND
Prepared
6m10

everywhere.

¥2. FIFTH

13,50
4,00
5,00
2,00
WEST

Sold

Murray’s

1,00
2,60
3,30
5,00
1,00
50
500
3,50
2.50
5,00

Miss M E stewart, Whitestown, N Y

N O Brackett, Marpers Ferry
Geo Goodwin, Wells, Me
, W H Edgar

¢¢

6,25
12,50
12,50
12,50
6,25
1,5
450
2,60
14,60
12,00
b,
H0
1,00
140
5.00
1,00
10,00

Henry Goodwin, Dover, N H
Mrs E R Berry, Avon, Me

Conco Gono rd NH
1D Stewart, Dover, N H

PATCHES,

face, use

JOR BLACK WORMS, AND

s « Athens, Me
.
s ¢ North Danville, Vt
“ « Biunswick, Me
“ « Houlton, Me
« « West Charleston, Vt
Mrs Almira J Gould, Skowhegan, Me
Lucy Moxley, Tunbridge, Vt, per 8 8 Nickerson
Troy ch, Pa, per 8 Dewey
Col Boston Q VI. per W M Jenkins
Col Cacolina Mills, R I, perJ N Rich
Mr Tinkham
ein
a"
A Friend, Arcade,
NY
Tilly:
Tebbetts, Concord, Minn
S St&nyan, Chichester, N H
Carson ch, Kansas
8 C Hodgdon, Westport, Me
Rev M A Quimby, Limerick, Me, to redeem his
pledge at
Gen Cunference, for West Va
mission
FREEDMEN'S MISSION,
8 8 Michigan
Col by Walter ¥ Leighton, Gray, Me
Col Plymouth, Vt, per T A Stevens
Mrs Jennie Stuart, Landrum, Cameron, N Y
A 8 Lansing, West Stevenstown, N.Y
A Friend, Arcade. N Y
8 Stanyer, Chichester, N H
Mrs Carollue Partridge, Falr Haven, Minn
Mrs M Stone, 8, Putnam, N Y
Oshtemo ch, Mich, per J Coshun
Col by 8 8 children, Starksboro’ Vt, per
RM
Minard
Ch in Limerick, Me, per M A Quimby
Otis Howe, North Dixmont, Me
Mary 8 Littie, Martinsburg, W Va
COLLECTEDFOR

the

FACE, use PERRY'S
COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B. C, Perry, 49 Bond

[11

*¢

MOTH

Tap from

York.

Me

Ch in New Gloucester, Me
4 Newport, Me

REMOVE
and

A. WILSON,

Kings County, New

FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists.
only by Dr. B.C. Perry.

Home Missions.
Chs in Aroostook Q M, Me
¢

Williamsburg,

rO

EXPRESS.

T N Huntington, Bath, Me
. J L Hammett, Boston, Mass J
H P Marston, Springvale, Me
Nickerson,

him nothing, and may prove a blessing.

Parties wishing the prescription,
will please address

MAIL,

O Bailey, New Gloucester, Me
Mrs M M Trask, Springficld, Me

:

New

information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his gemedy, as it will
BY

G H Ball,

of

3

Nocton« f Hill." *
Egy
a
2
In Georgetown, Me., Janudry,26, Mr. Charles P.
Gove and Miss Jane E. Whitten; Jan. 30, Mr, William Winslow, 2d, and Mrs. Phebe M. Wasgat, all of

Books Forwarded.

«

Lg

In Hill, Oct. 7, by Rev. J. H. Brown, Mr. Edwin N.

age.

Joseph

Pn

Fletcher of St. Augustine, Fla, and Miss Mary M.

H Whitham--A B Walker—C W Waterhouse
Wing—C

etford,

Miss Jennett Hunter, both of Albany,

—S
Seamons—G A Smith—Wm Stone—M A Stone—J B
Sargent—W 'T Smith—Mrs E Severence—L B Starr—8 E
Simmons—dJ Smith—W Steere--B Sullivan—G W Stone—
J H Steward—H F,
ith—D Streeter Jr—A
R Sheldon—
L B Starr=T Wm
Trask—M L Tibbetts—W 8 Taylor--D
A Tucker--J Tibbetts—E Toothaker—F W Towne—R Taylor--G A Tucker—C P Tinkham—E True--H P Tompson
--A H Toothaker—G M Tallant--A A Vansickle—N Vineyard--R W VanDusen—N 8S Weymouth--E Winslow—-P
Wheeler—J tf Wesscher--Wm Walker— I Wentwo rth—
A N Watson--il Whitcher—P Wartle—N Weeks—S 8
Webster—Wm Walker—R R Walters--A D Williams--A
8 Wight—F

of

Halprin

G Roberts—A Robinson=M Root—G Ricker—A W Reed
—J M Rick—M E Russell-Y C Randall—J Roberts—A
Russell—J B Randall—E A Ridley—N Rackley--H C Sherwin—L Strecter—H B Sawyer—G Sawyer—A Stewart—
W W Smith—A M Sawtelle—A Sargent—I W Sanborn—
M Shimmuel—J Stevens—dJ Small—P Smith—S B Stevens—
¥ K Sargent—J Stevens—L B Starr—J 8 Steele—M A

Wetster—A

i

In Albany, April i7, by Rev. H. Stiles, Mr. Reuben
E. Brooks and Miss Carrie Annis, both of Albany ;
April 15, by the same, Mr. Artemas B, Lakaby and

ter£C Pratt—A L Parshley—S A Pope—C

Williams—-N

Lora Hutchins, both of

by Rev. N.L. Rowell, Mr.
Hamilton, and Mrs. Frances
19, by the same, Mr. Robert
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In Lexington, Me., March28, by the same, Mr. Al-

exington.
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In South Strafford, Vt., March 1, by Rev. J. D.
Waldron, Mr, Albert A. Slack of Lebanon,N. H., and
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and Miss Mary
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Burlingame—GW Bean—C H Burnham—G H Bowie—
Mrs W 8 Bedford—F Bradford—J H Booker—S P Boss—
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In Virgil, April 7, by the same, Mr. F. F. ‘Saltsman
and Miss Retta J. House, all of V.

Burns, Hen. Co.. Ill,
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In Cortlandville, N. Y., April 5, by Rev. J. M. Cran.

Rev. R. McDonald, North Wolfboro’, N. H.
id &

.

"0.0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

Dover, N. H.

It 18 hoped that all will come to this meeting for the
purpose of making it an interesting season.
‘WM, WALKER, Clerk.
Post

}

Phillips’

Ch Bowdoinham, Me, per A Libby

will

plans

of

of their labors, and salaries and donations

book,

nearly all printed, and will be ready for our
customers just as soon as they can be ob-

the

Niles

Mrs Caroline McFadden,
rgetown, Me
Mrs Caroline M. Partridge, Fair Haven, Minn
Mrs D Webster, Rumney, ¥ H

ference; and it is also expected that all the ministers
belonging to the conference, will give a brief report

will be announced as it

$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy
Day Series,"we now have ready for delivery, ‘A RNINY Day Ar SCHOOL,” and “THE
BirTH DAY PRESENT.”
The five other books of this series, viz:
“Tue CHRIST CHILD,” ‘Good Little Mittie,” ‘Making Something,” ‘Jamié and
Jeannie,” and the ‘‘Boy’s Heaven,” are now

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay’ for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
:
By a united effort on the part of the
obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
now subscribers to provide itself with two
ood organs. Let other churches go and

for

prize series, we now have in proc-

as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please

of the

ready
”

be ready for delivery, the following: ¢“MasTER AND Purin,” “May BELL,” ¢“ Sabrina
Hacket,” and *‘Aunt Mattie.”
The publica-

church members and Sabbath chool scholars, the Washington Street church, Dover,

Quarterly Meetings.

$12,560.

Minister,

Of this

(These

tion of each book

The exami-

ordination services were

.

or Licensed

space in which they put the name

Ordination,

here-

by requested to give the P. O. address of
the Pastor, Ordained

ignated above, are requested to present

ng

oe RE
mis ion

E

8 C Hodgdon, Westport, Me
.
8 Talman, Shelburne F!
Mass

R.: Cameron,

All ministers belonging to the conference,

N H,

S Stanyon, Chichester, NH
J H Bufns, Adamsville, Mich

3. Essay, The true mission of the church, S. W.
Schoonover,
4. Essay. The man of gin, and his destruction, D.
M. L. Rollin.
y
5. The unity of the ministry, L. B. Starr.
"
wv > The best method of promoting revivals,
J.
A

—J Darling-=l

$212.50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) - Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.
IX.
For one. hundred and fifty new subseribers

The Jewish future,

$15,004

For sixty new Subacribers and $150,00, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octagye Single Reed. Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.

(
J

and

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopmdia, Price $10,00,

looking

some in numbers, and a few souls were
BosTON Q: M., Mass.~Held its April session
we now make are numerous, varied and
converted. Soon the work broke out in with
the Haverhill church.
The churches were
the Normal School, andis still prevailing all represented by letter and delegates.” Each liberal. Look at them.
church has enjoyed a work of revival, to some
extensively there. From twenty to twenty- extent,
during the winter, The larger churches ir Premiums for New Subscribers.
five have professed conversion among the reported extensive revivals. Next session with
* We offer the following premiumg
for new
students, The testimonies and prayers of the Lowell church, July 10.
subscribers to the Star.
:
:
+ M. JuNKINS, Clerk.
from twenty to thifty young converts in
+I
!
our prayer-meetings are truly refreshing.
SWITZERLAND Q. M,, Ind.—Held its March L 1. For one’ new subscriber and $2,50,
?
F.R.
term with the Harmony church. Reports were
(with 12 cents additional to. pay postage)
received from the churches, Unless theQ. M.
send uny one of the following books,
WINCHESTER, VA. Bunday was another #Iousty lid comisiences ork soon nd in ear- we willpublished
,or immediately to be publish:
just
nest,
it
will
be
lost,
Twelve
ye
e
Q
.
M
.
day of refreshing
for, our church in this numbered ten active her Wok iuo he Qu, ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
place. - Six happy converts : followed their now ther? are really but two, and they are not by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :
r

Price $5,00.

at the matter from either a scriptural or a common-sense point of view,it is rather doubtful
whether religion on either side of the Atlantic is

For

subscribers

: (wiih 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
e first volume of Strong and MeClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopzdia.

gued the utility of reldgious establishments on the
ground that they served to repress and keep
within due limits religious zeal. Zeal has indeed
seemed not to be the most distinctive trait of

the religion

six new

i) Pascou,
CLE
RY ford L

hold its next session with the North Parma ch., June
24, at 10 o’clock, A. M., in connection with the Y, M.
The order of exercises will be as follows:
1. Opening sermon by B, H. Damon.
2. Essay.

Foreign Missions,

Ladies’ Miss 80, New Hampfon,

for support of Emily Honen per L

Grand River Q M, Mi

French Creek @. M. will be held with the
church in Sherman, commencing June 11, Evening
sermon by C. Burch.
By order of the Committee, B. MCKOON.

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
V.
For’

Young

at Harmony Village, Vegiuning Friday, June 25th, Bt
2 o'clock, PP, M,
;
!

$7,-

or

Rev L Dewey, Ea Troy, Pa

P, M.

Genesee W. M., Minister's Conference

=

sent to con, George depherions N D.
'anner, Mrs A C Dewing,
Mrs
Jepherson,
Mrs C Baker, Mrs C A Tanner,and
.
Miss H Chase, L M’s, per L.8 Harris
Mrs Jemima Ridge, Waynesville, O

8. NicHOLS, Clerk.

‘Wellington, Me., Q. M.'will hold its June

3. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the * Sabbath at Home,” for

-

Ordination.

$5,00,

respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned. Price $1,50. Or,

The New England colleges now contain more
than 1,000 undergraduate
students, of whom
from one-third to one-half
‘professing Christians. If to these, we add thoge in the scientific
and professional departments,| the number will

laying irritation ; thus removing the cause, instead of
drying up the cough and leaving the disease behind.

Stellapolis, Iowa Co., Iowa.

of

and

;

?

- ly

10 o’clock,

New Dacham @. M. will hold its next. session
with the church at West Lebanon, commencing
Tuesday, May the 25th, at 1 o’clock, P, M,
The Minister's Association will meet at 9 o’clock
A. M. of the same day.
ry
TE
+...
B.M, STOCKMAN, Clerk,

volume of m6Fe than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excellence, high religious tone,and in many other

office; that

diseases of the throat, lungs, and chest.
It cures
a cough by loosening and cleansing the lungs and al-

ing,—starving for the Bread of Life.
These
churches are not more than twelve miles from
each other. We wish to secure the services of
an’efficient preacher, and will give him a liberal
support.
Direct to
E. T. Turts.

three new subscribers

at

8. N1CcHOLS, Clerk.

3

age) we will send ‘Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.”
Price $2,00.
Or,
2. For three new subscribers and $7,50,

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY ig a‘‘com-

Tama Q. M., viz, York, Pilot Grove, and Green
Valley, destitute of a pastor or regular preach-

For

in June next,

;

Sabbath in June next, at 1 o'clock,

postage) we will send one copy of
History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
Price $1,20. .
IV.
:
;

.

1.

he had never-seen the like before.

bination and a form indeed” for healing and

G. W. SEELEY.

‘Book

M,

BENEFICIARIES.

Rev I L Harmon, Portsmouth, NH
©.
1000
he SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer. .
on
Seem
Concord,N. H.

Roger Williams ch, R I, with money previous-

Union ¥. M. Will hold its next session with the
Oxford church, commencing Friday, before the third

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay post-

is warranted superior to any other remedy of its
kind offered to the public. Take 'it and be cured.

inhabit-

«

(with 16 cents additional to* pay postage)
three Methodist, one Old School, two Presbyte- ,we will send a copy of the new $500,00
rian, one Baptist, three Quaker, one Episcopal; prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ‘¢ Andy Luttrell,” and
pronounced
one colored nnd some German churches.
In all,
to
be
a
superb
book
for
the
Family
and the
except the Episcopal, and two of the Quaker
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new

a perfeculy safe and most

the Bethuny church, May 21, at 2 o’clock;,
FarmiNaToN, Me. We helda few extra with
P.M. Opening sermon by Rev. 8, P. Andrews.
‘meetings, as they seemed to be called for | Re v. G. C. Waterman was appointed to conduct
in our churcha few weeks since, and the the 8, 8, exdrcises. Collection for Missions,

congregation

to pay
« The
pages.

Not FAITHLESS BUT BELIEVING, that Dr. Seth Ar-

We wish to say through the Star, that there
are three churches in the south-east part of the

and].

wanderers reclaimed, Still the good work
goes on.
BB. H. PRITCHARD.

church in Rochester, N.

nold’s Balsam will cure all Bowel complaints.

ants, and is two miles south of Medina, in the
south-west part of Orleans county.
[The state

‘much revived, and have been laboring
earnestly and unitedly for the salvation of
sinners.

Utica have

- P—e
The use of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer
will keep the hair soft and glossy.

Rev. D. W. C, Durgin; pastor of the Free Bap-

is not given.]

Shaw’s

before the firet Sabbath

ology,” 456 pages.
Price $1,60.
Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

just now in special need of a wet blanket.

in that place.

Buffalo, and was distinguished for appropriate-

:

Fars, Me.

to East Corinth, as pastor of the F. W. B. church

com-

Baptist church in Wolfborough.
The interest is very good in the meetings.
R. McDONALD.

most

Rev. Amos Redlon, formerly pastor of the F'.
W. Baptist church in Dover, Me., and more recently engaged in supplying the pulpit of the
Congregational church in Foxcroft, preached his
farewell discourse on Sunday, April 25. He goes

3

that

are
the

ashamed of their Pyrliamentary advocate. In
the debate on the segond reading of the Irish
Church Disestablishghent bill, Mr. Disraeli ar-

Churches,

thjg cause, which they did, as you will see by |. The Freewill Baptist church in Bangor, Me.,
fe box sent. I want you at one of your at a recent parish meeting, gave a unanimous
/mission meetings to sell it for the most you call to Rev. A: A, Smith, of Topsham, to become
can get, and let the avails go for the spread their pastor.
’
of the gospel in India, and when the tidings
reaches

in

McDonough Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Pharsalia church, commencing , Saturday

(with 28 cents additional to By postage)
we will send one copy of ¢¢ Butler's The-

Sincere members of
yhe Episcopal Church in |
England and Irelandjmnust have been heartily

very liberal donation of $130,38.

me

fake of maple sugar, as an offering

only

be 4,000.

Rev. A. E. Wilson and wife extend thanks to
the church and friends of North Scriba, N. Y.,
for a donation of $65.

funds for the Foreign . Mission

cause, and I have adopted the following
I

home

Donations.

sion, Rooms will speak for itself:
* West Cameron, N. H.
crease, your

church the

Christian fellowship and a chosen instrument of

Laudable Effort.
ne

that

Not

(Presb.,)received 150 on professior last commune
ion.——In Holden, ‘Mass., there are 100 or more
converts,——One
of the most general and
powerful revivals ever known in Indianais now
in progress in Richmond. There are in the city

hereby
declare our ardent sympathy with
the
Christian Freeman, and recommend not a few tokens of good, and grounds of encourit asa paper well worthy of the patronage of agement. Special meetings have been held, the
ev
family in the
West. * And we do backslidden have been reclaimed, the unfaithful
hereby pledge ourselves to use every laud- are being quickened to duty, the congregation is
able effort to procure for it at least two steadily increasing,
the Sabbath school flourishthousand new: subscribers during the next es, and more or less of its members are being
twelve weeks.
:
.
4
stirred to seek Christ. Rev. 8. E. Root is pasThe passage of the above resolutions tor, and is commended for his fidelity.
‘We trust that wise counsels and true unity of
constituted the main features in the action

of the Convention which is reported to have
been well attended.
an

more

the Presbyterian church at the last communion.

and tho in Seg.of Christ’s,

cause,
;
:
Yet in the midst of these

carries

200 ‘hopeful converts.——In Green-point, L, Y.,
there have been 150 converts; of whom 49 joined

——Dr.

new

“A. BARGENT, Clerks. |

Lawrence Y, M. will hold its next session with
the F. W. B. church at Dickerson Center, on the 26
and 27 of June next. Y. M, conference on the 25,
Friday, at 1 o'clock, P.M. ©
.
Wn. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

1. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled *¢ Sunny Skies ; or Adventures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,
‘2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

Revivals.

Mass.,

Te

III.

we will send a copy of the

¥

Sandwich Q. M, will bold its next session with

| (with 20 cents additional to pay- postage)

prominent business men, but liquor-dealers
among the converts, and have renounced

advice from a

as

VR WALTER, Clerk

the Meredith church, May 25—27.

f eac

Worship.” . Price $1,00. Or,
4. For two new subscribers and

than the usual marks of genuineness.

have availed themselves of the opportunity; afid

the hostile

of these books, 75 Seni,

8. D.BaTEs, Clerk.

Thé revival in Westfield,

sion
as important business
will come before

pages; or,

Latham Clark, 174 pages. . Price

a

all the churches be represented at this annual ses

6. ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,”
by Mada,
0p
8; or,
J
. “The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary

session

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
oi

-5. “ The Boy's Heaven,” 151

v

ference.

4. «Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,

|

Most of the churches

rie church, July 3, 4.

council, twenty-nine were finally excluded for
Y. M. and Q. M. Home Mission societies disorderly walk, and others for lack of Christian
now operating to be continued ; and we fur- character, so that the nominal membership is rether recommend that such local societies duced from 217 to 183. The church has followed
be organized where they are not, and all the advice
of both the council and the Q. M.
become auxiliary to the present Home —whose formal action is reported—in opening and
Mission Society.
N
keeping open the door for the return of the disThe Convention also passed the. follow- affected ones. Only a few of these, however,

ing resolution in reference to the Christian
Freeman:
o
Resolved, That as a Convention we

the Marion church.

its April

P.

and Bros. I. H. Porter, S. Day, I.
Norton, Col
lections, $50. Next session with the Grand Prai-

A year or more since, about thirty of the members withdrew from active cooperation and set up
separate meetings, which they continued to
after the present pastor had accepted a call

O.—Held

Clerk.

ed revivals during the winter and spring.
ere
have been over one hundred hopeful conversions.
within the bounds of the Q.
M. Revs. A. H.
Chase, from Cleveland, and C. O. Parmenter, of
the Lorain Q. M., were present and preached the
. gospel with interestand profit.
ose the folow ug delegates to the Y. M.: Revs. G: W. Baker, G. H.
Moon, D. D. Halstead, S. I). Bates,

J. W. DUNJEE.

" The Church

at 2 o'clock,

were represented, and two-thirds of them report-

in the Star forall favors sent to us for the

Winchester church.

the

L. ADKINSON,

ON Q. M,,

-with

quite a number of friends have sent us donations, and we wish to thank them kindly for them. Bro. Curtis will give credit

ests, yet we deem it of special importance |
to our denominational
position and progress

6th, commencing

M.

We are hard at work raising money

G11, for which we

Next session with

—r—

‘1. “The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
a
Hk
ls metoe
ages;es ;oor

'y Board
do some:
t ask that

=

pre
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By

Lord in baptism, and at night seven receiv- strong: Cannot the M
for us? “We do not
ed the hand of fellowship. The revival thing
may
bestowed on the

pe

that
go

in awardingit the

ressing extant. .

Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail,’
Yi.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY «©!
R. P. HALL & Co. Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all druggists.
lmeowld

15,00

200 per oont,
our mammoth
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‘‘ Henry has just come

perfect fright!

The Sparrows.
‘

!

0 Wo

b RA

Jer

From these quaint old roofs and chimneys
To the steps and court below,

Upon the mossy eaves}

And the hoarded grain ‘within.

not lagig up for ourselves the. sources of
many a bitter tear! How cautious that hy

fed;

wave

of ‘his hand

out .other

ifuch more than they.

close the

‘door

gone

supperless

father

sat

and

restless

and

to

boy after all, if he does sometimes do wrong.
He is a kind-hearted, affectionate boy.
He

always was.”
And therewithal the water
| eyes

of

that

tender

stood

mother,

in the

even

as it

stood in the eyes of Mercy, in the housg of
the Interpreter, as'recorded by Bunyan.
After tea the evening paper was taken
up; but there was no news for that father
that evening. He sat forsome_time in an
evidently painful reverie, and then arose
and repaired to his bed-chamber. As he

of Heaven.
—

O mother, come to my bedside,
For Ged in his love has given
happiest dream to me,
ne from heaven,

ar hand in mine,

ly.

Along the green and flowery field,

The father deeply regretted his

Till to a garden bright we came,
‘With silver gates so fair,

And flowers of every form and hue
Grew all the garden o’er;
But flowers so fair, so bright, so sweet,
I never saw before.

child in health.

And our poor Marianne was there,
‘Who died some weeks ago,
And many more, ve heard you say,
Passed through great pain and woe.

bedside, nor at any time afterwards.

But now no tears are in their eyes,
No pain i8 on their brow;

ing, watching for one token-of récognition,
hour after hour, in speechless agony did
that father bend over the couch of hig dying

You would not think they could have wept,
‘Were youto see them now.

.

son.

With golden crowns upon their heads,
And robes of dazzling white,
:
They smiled and bid us welcome there,
Into that garden bright:

Once,

indeed, he thought

he

saw

a

smile of recognition lightup his. dying son’s
eye and he leaned eagerly forward, for he
would have given worlds to have whispered one kind word in his ear and been answered ; but that gleam of apparent intelligence passed quickly away, and was suecceeded by the cold, unmeaning glare, and

And showed us golden crowns and robes
‘Which we one day should wear,
But not quite yet, till we, like them,

Had passed our trial here.

the wild tossing of the fevered limbs, which

But, mother, all those lovely flowers,

lasted until death came'to his relief.

And skies' which knew no gloom,

with the little coffin,

and

his

son,

a play-

stools on which it was to stand in the entry

:

Nor yet the band of blessed friends

hall.

‘Who welcome us to them.

:

¢¢ I was with Henry,” said the lad, “when

Bat the Lord who loved the little ones
‘Walked through that happy place;
I heard his voice, he spoke to me,—
Mother, I saw his face!

he got into the

water.

We

were

playing

And I
Dear
I know
And

the wharf, and Frank gotouton itto get a
fish line and hook that hung over where

down at the long Wharf, Henry and Frank

am, oh, so happy now, .
mother weep not thus ;
he has a crown for youy
you will come to us.

Mumford and I, and the tide was

out

very

low; and there was a beam

out

from

run

the water was deep, and the first

saw he had slipped off and

thing

we

was struggling

0, do not cry; I cannot grieve;
For what are death and pain,

in the water.
Henry threw off his cap_and
jumped clear from the wharf into the water,

If we may only hesr that voice,

and after a great deal of work got Frank out,
and they waded up through the mud to

And see that face again.

The Family Circle,

where the wharf was so wet

and]

‘A. Touching Story.
The following

G—

narrative, from a gentle-

' man in Boston, is true in every particular,
and ought to leave an indelible impression

and

¢ Dear,

brave

boy,”

exclaimed

A few weeks. before he wrote, he had
buried his eldest son, a fine, manly little

and the hot and bitter tears rolled
cheeks,

reads

“he they parents present or prospective.

nation

fellow of some eight years of age, who had
never, he said, known a day’s illness until
that whi®h removed him hence, to be here
no more.
Iis death occurred under eir-

cumstances which were
~to his parents.

A younger

brother,

peculiarly

a delicate,

painful

sickly

child from its birth, the next in age to him,

Yes!

which

be-

explana-

I so cruelly refused

that sterr parent now

the
to

hear!”

down his
:

learned,

and

for the first time, that what he had treated
with-unwonted severity as a fault was but
the impulse of a generous nature, which,

forgetful of self, had hazarded his life for
another. , It was but the quick prompting
of that manly spirit which he himself had
always endeavored to

graft

upon

his

matters,

but

that

we

introduce

this

takes

row,

subject,

ifdeed almost

uni-

pliants and flatterers, and this to such an
extent that they dare not be independent
in their characters; their pursuits, or even
mong

them

They

see that

those

a-

who dress the best, dance

the

best and ake the most sweetly complaisant

to the other sex, also marry the

best

and

dances.

Juan.
Do women knowingly tolerate

his going into the pools
ially
forbade
espec

sus-

Let me close thisstory in the very words
of that father, and let the lesson be engraven on the hearts of those who read this
sketch.
“Everything I now see that belongs to
him reminds me of my lost boy. Yeserday
1 found®ome rude pencil sketches which it
was his delight to make for the amusement
of his younger brother. To day in rum-

it was his
and docks near his school, which
custom sometimes to visit ; forhe was but a
boy,
and boys willbe boys, and we ought maging an-old closet 1 came across his boots
more frequently to think
that it is their na- still covered with dock mud, as when he

“/ One evening this unhappy father came

home wearied
with a long day's
Ad

last wore them. (You may think it strange,
but that which is usually so unsightly an
object, is now most precious to me.) And

every morning and evening I pass the
ground where my son's yoice rang merriest
among his playmates. All. these things
speak to me vividly
of his active life; but I

cannot-though I have often tried—I cannot recall any other expression on that dear
Le

)

& Co.

they

that
also

nine-tenths of the men who do, feel as Byron felt—no matter how much they disguise or disavow it, they do think and do

feel “sbyfWwithout renouncing this perilous
¢ost what it may.

pastime;

Hints to Ladies.
RN

When your husband returns home atnight
let him find the fire out,

his

tea

and

toast

If he

tells

ybu his

expenses

are

more

a ‘smaller house, sit down and cry

about

it.

Tell him you always lived in a large house

before’you were marriéd..
If, after a few

months, he

failsin

busi-

ness, don’t make the best. of his misfortunes,

or help him bear his troubles by giving your
sympathy, but cry as though your heart
would break.
{} Hint occasionally before him how much
higher a position you held in society before
than since your marriage.
If he has business to call him out in the

Its serials
Emperor's
za will be
May keeps

azine.

evening, be sure and

fret,

when he returns,

about being out nights, and about his disliking to be at home with his family.
‘Complain every time he comes into the

New

place.

as a Practical Guide.

been

in the

Hig-

HARPER'S

MAGAZINE

New

Profanity is so universal in all classes of

society as ‘hardly to excite

remark.

Gott,”

Men,

‘Mon Dieu,”

* Heilige Jesu,” have come to

Europe, chustity is

opinion

said he, ‘in

and father was absent.

would

not

allow

it, ‘‘for”

the first place, no Italian will

trust his wife and daughter out of his sight,

and, in the second
place, no Italian wife
and daughter 18 to be trusted.” “This statement sounds like an exaggeration, but it

York:

was made by a very cool, careful,

serving man.
Now, while the American
society

thorough, and

thirty-eighth

of

Europe

a

and ob-

finds in tae
broader,

more

harmonious intellectual cul-

ture than he has seen at home;

while there

reveals, in contrast,

ers.

association with individual men who, from

New

is everywhere present to his eye and ear,
that esthetic delicacy and finish that often

York: Harper & Bros.

that he has struck a lower

New York: Sheldon & Co.

THE BROOKLYN MONTHLY, though having
marks of haste and immaturity,is improving,and
promises to be something better than it is.—

LIVING

AGE

deserves the fullest

confidence and the largest patronage. For solid
worth, for varied information, for careful and
conscientious editorial labor, for the admirable
wayrin which it presents the very cream of foreign literature, 1t stands apart from all its rivals.
Its humerous volumes make a library that is far
from insignificant either in quantity or quality.
Boston : Littell & Gay.
EVERY SATURDAY is a weekly visitor that always comes to bring mental stimulus and genuine exhilaration.
Many of the most eminent
names in literature are included in the list of
writers who fill its pages with illumination and
zest. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
PLymouTH PULPIT is a weekly publication of
Mr. Beecher’s best sermons,~the only ones issued with his approval,—~in a form that leaves
them ready for binding into.a choice volume,
Price per copy, 8 cts.
Per annum, $3. New
York: J. B. Ford & Co.

SONGS

OF GLADNESS, for the Sabbath School.

Containing music and hymns suited to over thirty purely Sabbath
School occasions,
Also a
choice selection
of prayer-meeting and choir
tunes, with over one hundréd of the choicest old
standard hymns,
J. E. Gould, 923 Chestnut St.,
Phila.
ZELL'S POPULAR
ENCYCLOPEDIA, issued in
weekly parts of eight large triple columned pages each, is not only fulfilling all the promises
made at its inception,
but is proving to be a
work of great thoroughness, comprehensiveness
and value.
Both the literary and the mechanicil excellences are such as commend the publication to the confidence and approval of all intelHgent critics, Part XV. is at hand, carrying the
work forward. to Aral.
Price per No.—10 cts.
Phila.: T. Elwood ‘Zell.

antiquities of

the new world has an interesting paper on The
Seven Cities of Cibola.
The Book Notices are
critical and positive as usual, though hardly as
varied or valuable as in preceding issues.
But
every number of -the North American is something of “which one may well be proud.
Boston:
Fields, Osgood & Co.

THE AMERICAN
Peabody Academy

NATURALIST.
of Science,

Salem, Mass, :

ARTHUR'S
HOME
MAGAZINE~THE
CHILDREN’S HOUR.—ONCE A MONTH.—T. 8. Arthur
«& Sons, Phila.—~Three good magazines for ladies,
for children, and for general reading.
THE SABBATH AT HOME.
Boston,
May, 1869.
THE NURSERY.

Boston:

Am.

Tract Society,

cen here be

commanded ; but the sex, as a

sex, nowhere has the respect that is spontaneously accorded it in America. Woman

in the country is usually regarded as a
beast of burden, and in the city as a sinful

plaything. There is, it is true, a superficial politeness spread over all society which
at first pleases and often rebukes an American, but he soon discovers that this pretty
enamel is very thin, and that it is very rotten beneath, ‘A Parisian governess, and a
Protestagt withal, remarked to an American lady, that she regarded married persons, especially married women, as bound
by the seventh commandment, but could
not see that it had application to others.
How

men could

contrary

opinion

live

in America,

prevails,

she

of the

Public opinion, in Europe, on the subject of intemperance, is in perfect harmony
with the general low moral tone of society.
An intelligent, educated, and gentlemanly
German, whom [ often met, one day apolo-

gized to me for his dullness in conversa-

tion, remarking, with a smile, that he was
drunk the night before.
A ‘‘highly respec-

business man

in Berlin once

tian character, but
European
testant.

ics, in his own calm and masterly way, and other
able writers aid in filling the pages of what is
one of the best issues of this periodical., The

There

with common

countries,

adventures in reaching his lodgings, after
potations which tied up the straightest
streets and side-walks into hard
knots.
This Berlin* gentleman, would not be at all
offended should I here write his name, but
what Boston merchant would relish such a

disclosure?
Students of theology at the
universities get drunk as readily as orhers.

Public opinion, on the subject of Temperance, is there about what it was here when
Dr. Beecher first opened his batteries.

Now we

cannot

‘safely and innocently fol-

low fhe drinking customs of Europe, any
more than we can safely aud innocently
follow the drinking customs of our grandfathers,
What was innocent to them would
be wrong, and therefore far more dangerous every way, to us, Many of them, inhaling the universal habit like an atmosphere, in comparatively innocent
ignofrequently, yet rarely to

drunkenness,

died with the reputation of sobriery.

and

amusement,

worship.

radation.

morality,

Catholic

and

in

Pro-

It is a day

but

‘Clergymen

of recreation

only incidental

of

whose standing is

unimpeached, professors in Protestant uniyersities, give and receive Sunday wine-

BE

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA i8 scholarly and
theological according to its wont, though the
house about being tied at home. Then if number for April is Jess strong than some of its
It discusses: The Origin of the
he proposes to take you And the children out predecessors,
first three Gospels; Jonathan Edwards;
the Auto ride. tell him you are tired half to death, thority of Faith; Purker and Judson; God's
and don't want to ride,
J Providence; Revelation and Inspiration; No- |

and

Buta

man cannot fall into these same babifs today without a consciousness of moral deg-

is ro Sabbath worthy of the name

on the continent.

Theological and Literary Intelligence. is full,
valuable and well digested. New York: J. M,
Sherwood.
:

gave

me a humorous account of his ‘*small hour”

He must violate conscience, reto a degree that

makes ruin well-nigh inevitable.
What
LITERARY MISCELLANY,
was then a foible is mow a sin, which a
man cannot commit without fearful danPublic Morals in Europe.
ger.
Life. in the new continent is far more
On touching Continental Kurope, an earnest than in the old. Here every citiAmerican becomes at once conscious of a P zen has national responsibility, every young
great change in the moral atmosphere. A man sees open” before him the road to
young American can scarcely make an ex- wealth, fame and power. Every man must
periment more dangerous to his character
settle for himself all the problems of polithan to reside in Paris before his moral
tics, philosophy and religion, Amid much
principles are thoroughly settled. Actions, crude thinking
and loose talking, there is
practices,- and habits,
which
are here
an individual earnestness, a resolute grapdeemed incgnsistent not only with Chris- pling with life's great problems, such us the
Lare deemed quite venial, if notinnocent,

Bowen deals with John Stuart Mill and his Crit-

the

not

understand! Yet this woman was not only highly intelligent, but a regular, churchgoing Protestant, respectable and-virtuous,
‘giving the words all the meaning that they
ever ‘have in Paris.

sist truth, -cast off restraint

theme and the splendid qualities of the writer as
they have not been many times exhibited; Prof.

where

could

rance of the physical and moral laws that
they were violating, drank distilied liquors

John L. Shorey.

OUR YOUNG Forks.
Boston: Fields, Osgood
& Co. + May, 1869.
THE RIVERSIDE
MAGAZINE.
i
New York:
Hurd & Houghton.
May, 1869.

4

ac- .

complishments than can,
perhaps, except
in rare instances, here be found ; especial
in literary circles more may be met with
who possess what is called. learning, for
the opportunities of such are richer than

table”

nected with our legislation at Washington as one
who knows the more obvious and the more secret
workings Jt the Rings and the Lobby.
The
Talmud gets a new inspection and a portrayal;
the Spanish Revolution is exhibited by one who
is thoroughly familiar with the various elements
concerned
in that great political upheaval;
Earthquakes are studied. from a scientific stand-

cabinet, or

culture, wider intelligence, more varied

Brooklyn: Horace W. Love & Co.
'LIrTELL’S

in the library,

lecture-room of the university, he feels
himselfan age behind; but as he looks at
average man he feels himself an age in advance.
;
There is no surer and more trustworthy
guage of a civilization than the condition of
woman.
Everybody knows that woman is
more respected in the United States than in
any other country in the world. Thereare
on the other continent, women of higher

are here in their characteristic quali-

well done.

grade of average

civilization. As the American stands before the cathedral, in. the gallery of pic-

ties; James T. Brady is appreciatively pictured;
a selection of poems from many and varied singers yields a pleasing feature, and the editorial

work

and awk-

the breadth and depth of their attainments,
as well as from their conscientious devotion to truth, are worthy to be, as they ‘are,
the champions of the Christian faith,
yet,
if he have moral sensitiveness, he feels

tures or statues,

McCarthy

the rawness

wardness of incipient youth in his native
land ; while he is instructed and inspired by

THE GALAXY sparkles over more than half its
ample surface, and its light is steady and not often misleading.
Reade, Grant White, and Justin

ness, variety and vigor rather than by brilliance.
Longfellow’s view of Cotton Mather’s moderation in his refations to the Salem Witchcraft, as
presented in his New England Tragedies,is vindicated in a long and elaborate article. The use of
Tobacco is apologized for and even commended
as serviceable to the system,—a bold assumption
and an ingenious but not very satisfactory argument being offered by the writer.
The article
devoted to an exhibition of the Financial Condi-

out the majesty

unless he is a chureh member,

volume with several thousand more subscribers
than it had at the beginning, and it has both attractions and merits that go far to explain the
growing patronage.
It has a strong hold upon
the public, and ignores almost no class of read-

*

THE AM. PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW is thoroughly excellent.
It has strength, vitality, and
‘deals with topics that have a practical interest
for the thinkers of the day. The first article, by
tev. Dr. Patterson, carries an aggressive war
into the very camp of the Gtologists who affect
a contempt of the Mosaic account of the creation, and yet propound such erude and untenable theories as prove them equally pompous and
puerile.
He quotes their fallacies and failures.
shows up their blunders, audacities. and antago
nisms with a good deal of gkill and effect, and
reads them lectures on immodesty and irreverence that are plain and pungent, but perhaps not
wholly free from the faults which he somewhat:
unmercilessly lgghes in them.
But it is a paper
well worth reading, and along with that dn the
Antiquity of Man, found in the Methodist Review for January, can hardly fail of usefulness.
Dr. Condit explains and urges Biblical Preaching; Dr. Monfort has an excellent paper on the
Progress of the Reunion Movement; Dr, Storrs
gives his recent address, entitled, The Incarnafion,and the System which stands upon it;—a

and the poor,

succeed in business, to have any position in
society. Hence church membership is no
criterion of moral character whatever, In
Prussia a man cannot get a business license"

Public

justifies its choice of a name, it hits right and left
with the resolve to make
somebody feel its
blows, and it forever subordinates consistency to
iconoclasm.
It has vigor and culture in no small
degree, and itis not free from bombast and bathos.
Boston: Morse & Marvin.

Music, like painting and statuary, refines,
elevates and ennobles. Song is the language of gladness, and itis the utterance of
devotion. But, coming lower down, it is
physically beneficial. It rouses the circula-

mostly women, the aged

while the preaching is milk for babes. The
Catholics attend church more generally
than the Protestants, for to them o
natces are an essential part of religion. In
Protestant countries the State churches have
crippled vital religion. Every man must

when the husband

THE RADICAL keeps its old spirit, every issue

Healthful.

are

best

ends its

stand-

h for the

lies freely.
He could never, for instance,
visit a family, in his missionary labors,

past, and with a

future.

e

not necessary to Yespoctaniriy. An American clergyman of great candor and intelligence, who has been for five years resident
in Italy as a Protestant missionary, said
that among the serious obstacles in the way
of his work was a state of society that rendered it impossible for him to visit fami-

HOURS AT HOME commences its ninth volume
with the issue for May, stronger and more atit has

rotestant

American

_point, yet they are ample

In France and Southern

York: G. P. Putnam & Son.

splendid promise for the
Charles Scribner & Co.

Loan.

accommodations are

| meager, judged from the

“Mein

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co...

tractive than

.

be mere interpretations. While there is
literally no second commandment in the
Continental decalogue, Romish or Lutheran, the third and fourth are almost unknown, and the seventh greatly ignored.

a valuable

i8 like itself.

JD

women, and children swear.

go forward very satisfactorily. The
Eye and the Voyage of the Esperansure to get attention, and the issue for
up the reputation of this noble Mag-

THE ATLANTIC MONTHEY

tl

that*brings

opens with

3

he church

-belong to .the church to be respectable, to

ginson’s story is developing its better qualities as
it nears its conclusion.
Parton’s paper, entitled
The Clothes Mania, James Freeman Clark’s. discussion of Brahmanism, and the presentation of
the Intellectual Character of President Grant
will find eager readers.
The new President is
set on a high pedestal, which every real patriot
will be glad to have him prove is his appropriate

:

discussion

MONTHLY

paper on Thomas Carlyle

will not read such statements as this,

from the Atlantic Monthly, and learn
not only those who do not dance but

the

:

PurNAM’S

¢ Coulda’t, ‘ cos he.sung’

point; and a careful student of the

REVIEW is perhaps

prove especially interesting. New York: L. Scott

the soonest.
If this be disputed, witness
the ‘round dance’ question alone, which
the young men have carried against the ‘tion of the United States is thorough, independdisapproval of the mothers and the spruples ent, and not very flattering to those who insist
that, in spite of the war and the debt, the counof the daughters, simply by neglacting the
try was never so prosperous.
The writér who
young ladies. who refuse to join in. such discusses The Session points out the evils con| 180 long ago as Byron's days he denounced the waltz, then just coming into vogue,
and in a style which was prudery itself by
It
the side of the polka and the gallop.
was_too libidinous for the author of Don

Andover: W.F. Draper.
BRITISH

L-}

popular demand. Few men -are seen in the

The Increase of Lunacy; The Hudson’s Bay
Company;
What is Man’s chief End? Public
Works in India; The Reconstruction of Germany. Of these, the third, fifth and ninth ‘articles

him ‘and carried him

Literary Review.

than his income, and proposes tb move into

was he and so generally hearty. Still, however, he kept a vigilant eye upon him, and

he replied:

THE NORTH

of

po Bid

churches of German cities; the worsh

most intrinsically valuable of all the Quarterlies’
that originate in the British empire. The issug
for March has the following table of Contents:
The Royal Engineers; Russian Literature; Revolutions in the Queen’s English; Dean Millman;

fuses life and animation around. Does a lazy man sing ? Does a milk and water char-

dances, whichy if it does not actually awak-

their principles.

ay

few days

tion, wakes up the bodily energies, and dif-

one occasion.

est, he said he had little to fear, so rugged

killed

* Music

nature of the disease, every precaution had

to

a

Pid

cold, and you reading a novel.

suggested

the real review.

i

fence

Dear little boys ! don’; stone the birds.

ceptible mind, and which, young as he was,
had already manifested itself on more than

been adapted that prudence

en.

so!”

our attention has been called to it by

as commonly,

peditions are almost universally:a pointed
on Sones ay
was always
e great

Of these, the first

character of the publication. Most of the criti-.
cal notices are brief, a few have the qualities of

Sol”

with an expression, half shame and half sor-

these

had been down for nearly a fortnight with
an epidemic fever. In consequence of the

guard the other members. of the family
against it. But of this one, the father’s eld-

Sung

—

might have

cannot

this? Is
told
enry not to say anything about it for
it true that young ladies do not dare to
if. he
qd his father would never let him go
be “independent in their character, their
near the
Wgter again.
Henry was very sor- |
We
or even their principles?”
pursuits,
ry, and alldthe way home kept saying,
believe
they
dare.
We believe that if
‘ What will father say when he sees me tomany,
in perfect innocenoy, have
been
night?
I wish we had not gone to the
wharf.’ ”
; persuaded to indulge in modern dancing,
reaved dather;!* and this was thé

who

slippery,

helped them climb up the side. Frank

it,

upon the mind of every one

He

prudery

about

Publicitions.

resent; the third and fifth are not very strong in
thought but stimulating to the soul; while the
sixth joins with the first in upholding the critical

en suggestions and feed incitements to acter ever strike a stirring note? Never!
evil, is not easily compatible with the high- -Song is the outlet of mental and physical
est womanly purity, has long been the activity, and increases both by its exercise.’
opinion of competent judges. The Atlan- No child has completed a religious educatic Monthly, in a recent article, a’ periodi- tion who has not been taught to sing the
cal which has admittance into fashionable songsof Zion. No part of our religious
In David's
society and is-not apt
to see motes -in the «worshipis sweeter than this.
|
day
it
was
a
practice
and
a
study.
sunbeams of social entertainments, positively declares that the women themselves,
those who encourage and those who parThe sun may shine, the rain and dew
ticipate in dancing, have the same view of may fall, but that large, crooked tree will
the questionable nature of it; and noth- never be straight. So it is with bad habits,
ing but the necessity of allowing these free when once fixed—they are hard things to
ways—in order to win the complaisance of. root out.
men—forces them to submit to the shame
of it. ‘The real powers in society,” it is
asserted, ‘‘are the young men, and they
are its despots; while the young gitls
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW for April is
(and gheir mothers too) are cringing su- at hand, and its contents are marked by fresh-

mate of the deceased boy, bringing the low

Nor yet the robe of snowy white,
« The golden diadem ;
N

we

versally, practiced at balls and assemblies,
there is something in'the movements, and
posturings, and claspings of the favorite

Two days afterwards the undertaker came

Did not make half the blessedngess
Of that sweet garden-home ;

much more which

a

is able and, valuable; the second is pleasant but
inadequate; the fourth makes some plain and
strong points in .the way of contrasting the men

then.—

world well, and has no squeamishness or

That,

Wait-

“Cos

Leaning idly over the

expert, and which is more damaging to
the votaries of this fascinating amusement
than anything we have heard from
professed moralists.
]

harsh-

on his brain and wild
forty-eight hours he was
knew neither his father
they first called to his

tices of Recent

Vt. Phenix.

finding, in an unexpected quarter, a statement which we suppose to be that of an

He awoke next morning

with a raging fever
with delirium. In
in his shroud. He
nor mother when

little beings

a gentleman said to us some time
He was a man who knows the

however,

to make amends to the boy’s aggrieved spirit
in the morning fof the manner in which he
had repelled all explanation of the offense.
But that morning never came to the poor

". To let us enter there.

andyou may be thankful to see him

home.”
Senet
The poor little fellow lookedup doubtingly asthough he suspected our meaning, and

but

the lad’s mother, he resolved and promised,
instead of punishing as he had threatened,

‘Which made sweet music as they turned

those

ww
pie,

fA

will come only at eatingland sleeping hours, . and the theologies which they respectively rep--

wide and cheerful views of popular recreations. It is not to record his judgment,

ness, as he gazed upon his son; yet in the
night, when talking over the matter with

"- Inglad, warm, summer weather ;

and

repeat,
since.

slept, he thought he would look in upon
him before retiring to rest. A big tear had
stolen down the boy's cheek, and rested upon it ; but he was sleeping calnily and sweet-

I and some little friends of mine
Seemed walking out together,

rg

This,

passed the bed-room where his little boy

- And sit beside me here;
I am too weak to talk aloud;
1 love to feel you near.

ww

a

with-

have heard what Henry had to say. My
heart ached for him when he turned away
with his eyes full of tears. Henry is a good

#

While the birds are housed and fed?
— American Presbyterian.

A

and

father

¢ I'think, my dear, you ought at least

Or shall needful shelter fail them,

/

door,

uneasy while supper was being prepared
and at the tea table ate but little. His wife
saw. the real cause of his emotion, and remarked,—

0! faithless heart and foolish!
Shall the children starve for bread?

fs

the

again

When the boy had

Their cost—the merest trifle—
A farthing would repay;
My pricele
ul is surely

8

speech,

sad to his bed, the

’Neath the weight of future years,
And my heart is over-burdened
- With the morrow’s anxious fears.

i

*¢ I

against explanation and expostulation.

Yet my faith grows weak and falters

—

toward

frown upon his brow, did that

For I know our Father careth
For his creatures weak and small,
That his watchful eye regardeth
The sparrow if it fall.

¥

=

With a peremptory stamp, an imperative

They have neither care nor dread.

towards

SSE

‘

—————
5
XT

:

we unjustly grieve their generous feeling? since, we noticed a little four-year-old
And how guardedly ought we to weigh “ordof creation” amusing himself in the
every action againsfits motive, lest ina mo, grass by watching the frolicksome flight of
ment of excitement we be led to mete out to birds which were playing around him. At
the venial errors of the heart the punish- length
a bobolink perched himself upon a
ment due only to willful crime.
drooping bough of an apple tree, which exAlas! perhaps put few parents suspect
tended to within a few yards of the place
how often the fierce rebuke, the sudden blow, where the urchin sat, and maintained his pois answered in their childrenby tears, not sition, apparenfly unconscious of the close
of passion, not of physical or mental pain, jproximity to one whom birds usually conbut of ‘a loving, yet grieved and outraged sider a dangerous neighbor. The boy seemnature. I will add no word to reflections so ed astonished at ‘his impudencé; and after
true—no corroborative incident to an expe- regarding him steadily fora minute or two,
rience so touching t obeying the instinct of his baser part, he
picked up a stone lying at his feet, and was
Modern Dancing Lascivious,
preparing to throw it, steadying himself
carefully for a good aim. The little arm
We commend the following article, from was reached backward without alarming the
the Congregationalist, in view especially bird, and Bob was within an ace of danger ;
of its citations of authority, those of the po- when lo, his throat was swelled, and forth
et Byron and the Atlantic Ménthly.
When came nature's plea: A link—a link—a link-,
such speak itis surely time for all to utter Bob-o-link, Bob-o-link ! a-no-weet, a-nothemselves :
weet ? I know it=I know it ! a-link—a-link
“If young ladies knew what is thought don’t throw it ! throw it, throw it," &e. ; and
of their dancing by the men who solicit he didn’t. Slowly the arm subsided to its
their favors; if they should hear such con- ‘natural position, and the despised stone
v
|
.
versation as I heard last summer in the dropped.
The minstrel charmed the murcorridor of a hotel, among the young men derer ! We heard the songster through, and
preparing to-participate in the dancing watched his unharmed flight, as did the boy
which was going en in thé parlors; I am witha sorrowful countenance. Anxious to
sure no virtuous lady would dance in pub- hear an expression of the little fellow's feellic, at least until the present styles are aban- ings, we approached him and inquired:
doned.”
“Why didn’t you stone him, my boy? You

half per-

_«Tonly. wanted to say, father, that,"—

Wirds are housed and
of the morrow,

Ea

ted a husbandas can be found, and one who

neither inconsiderate nor cruel word or look,

ion

‘ But, father,” said the little fellow,
want to tell you"— +
;
«Not a word, sir; go to your bed.”

“Yet I never once have wondered

Dream

sie

sir, go to your bed.”

.

T

girl told him you had come.”

daily conduct

morning as the penalty of his offense, and
in a harsh. voice concluded with, ¢ Now,

I know, though never idle
That they neither toil sor spin ;
Nor barn, nor store-house have they,

=

sent us by a kind Providence, that we are

glanced at his sad plight, reproached him
bitterly with his disobedience, spoke" of
the punishment that awaited him in the,

‘What they find to do and say;
How such little restless creatures
Can keep busy all the day.

Er

Oh; how careful should we all be in our

ished with affright and cold. ‘His father

4

I have wondered long and often

A

He is covered from head

Presently the poor boy entered,

Amid the ivy leaves.

p

harshly repulsed him. Then my heart bleeds
afresh.”
:

;

Now chirping in full chorus

ps

boy's face than that mute, mournful one with {Follow out these hints faithfully, and in
‘which he turned from me on the night I so return you will have as impatient, disconten-

is a

to foot with dock mud, and is as wet as a
drowned rat.”
:
:
‘ Where is he?” asked the father sternly.
‘He is shivering over the kitchen fire.
He was afraid to come up here when the

mation.

Now chattering to each other

‘Worth far

and he

«Tell Jane to tell him to come here this
instant,” was the briéf reply to this infor-

A crowd of noisy sparrows
Are flitting to and fro.

How those
That in thin

in

parties.

The Catholic knowsno Sabbath

after morning mass ; and while the Lutherdn is by no means as lax as the. Catholic,
he looks upon the day as one of recreation

world

never

saw before.

tion, we take everything,
work when and where thé
We find no

take

Hence,

as a na-

in earnest; we
Europeans play.

leisure for play, and when we

such leisure, we go into play with

the

earnestness of work, It is the repressed
national life that effervesces in the
Frenchman's wine-shop and the German's beerarden. But the American's relaxation is
ut a change
of business. He leaves the
store for’ the stump, leaves the countingroom for the caucus-room. Of course we

ought to have relaxation, pure and simple;

and amusement, after the time for public

our life ought not to be so intense, but we
must accept the fact and act accordingly.

views, horse-races, and similar public ex-

guide to us.— Zion's Herald.

service

has

passed.

.

Great

we
-

8

142

military

re-

Hence is

it that European habits

are no

-

se

Es

Se SER

vs

p.
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_ Presidents’

Hand Writing. |en needle, very much
in the same manner

residents’a Fland

:

rm
The: majority
:

WHINE.
| man
1 tha wotkmen
in the famous
1s ropesenich
Ja
y of Gobelins,
so well French
known | | hisouschair,1 whith
with his1 clothes
on, justassoiedwhen| | Hod
m3. dons
Pec dud
O% Hndaympubicey

hr

mga

)

Wo!

, 88

of the Presidents of the | tremely

ow.

ma Lh, Pashthis || photo
oo MoT
renting | $1 Rite ff cts of i
ph of a table, the slab of which is Before her death, publicly professed her hope in |
)

is

But it is owing to

ex- | gree the viv.

of

life.

enclose

the

faith

a little
more than

United Siates
wrote legibly. Washing- | that the Indian shawls
are so much superi- || muscles,
formed of etc.,—all
pieces of the
human
body —brain, | 4 WHAT, chive bremaisation.
ature was always the same, —for- | OF to those manufactured in Europe, where
‘turned into stone, and | gich a manner

ton’s

mal,

old-fashioned, handsomely

formed, | Machinery

is employed

firm, and witha great deal of dignity. It | hand.

shows, th tho man.ds

;

instead

of the | which, when struck by me, sounded as a | she lefu behind the comforting

_ | marbletable.

I alsoinspected

3

a gold pen.

John

Adams wrote

boy hand, without flourish,

his

money, per day; but there are but few
workmen who can makeso much, Under
the burning Indian sun, these men, who
never eat animal food, are patient enough,

It is so large

that one can read it across a street. Jefferson’s signature was smaller, by no

means elaborate, and

in a hurry.
, His.writing

generally dashed off
was

There is

small,

but also extremely lazy.

but

little character in

* ,

letters,

A traveler in Italy

relates that

he

saw a

and

never

though

noticed

colors and shades as a painter, in order to
place the colors properly, and then te the

a blot,

scarcely ever a correction in one of them.
His signature was plain and well formed,
firm and not devoid of grace. The handwriting of Andrew Johnson does not in
any way resemble that of Mr. Lincoln. It
is carelessly and rapidly executed, and

most careful and accurate of mechanics,
in orderto fit the pieces ;and he must have
patience enough to work on

Anecdotes

practice.
It has the merit, however, of
being legible, and though smaller aad far
more firm, reminds one of the signature of
Jackson—who,

though

actually

born

and

by

the

"educated

North Carolina, finally hailed from
nessee, as President Johnson does.

way,

in

Ten-

rishioner, at

possessed.

a loss for

foo severe.

Doubtless the one universal, primal and
all-powerful reason why there are so few
marriages has to do with questions of living
and sustenance.
Sl
In the old time young men and women

The

did

coun-

upon

social

cowardice

it up tothe gate.

forming any further groom-service, saying
he thought he could manage the rest for him-

self. _ Soshe wentabout her household af-

fairs.
:
The good man was a long time wrestling with the mysteries of that saddle; but
justas the lady was going again to his assistance, he came in to get his saddle-bags
and take his

de animal, and will
a

HKairs,i which

protect

the "tous from the effécts of winter.
make

To

a shawl a Ja and a hal®’square,

requires the louzof ten goats,
'
The Hindus have.no large factories.
The shawly are made by ‘peasants, who
divide their time between the field and

the work-shop. There is Roig simpler
than the abodé of the manufacturer of
these magnificent productions. He rents
a small plot of gion, puts four sticks
into

it,

constructs
forms

fastens

walls

with

cross-beams,

of = wicker-work,

the roof with fhe, leaves

of

and

palm

me,

at

curious,

stepped
bad

to
put

on the saddle reversed--the pommel pointing
backwards ; having, perhaps, a vague

idea

that, as he was going back to Northampton,
that was the way todo it. The‘‘superfiuous
piece of leather” was the crupper.—

The Great Telescope.
Rl

The University of Chicago possesses one
of the Jargest telescopes in the world—perhaps the largest.
he destined work of this wonderful telescope is to make,

in

connection

with the

nine chief observatories of Europe and America, an entirely new catalogue of 250,000
stars, determining
declination of eac

by observing its position, astronomers may,

itatively on its motion,and to declare in what
direction it has proceededthrough the illimit-

his work with a large

wood-

The foot of a mummy

was in his apartment at the fime of m visit,
in which the color assumed that of life, and

ol

around which millions upon millions of other suns, popularly denominated svars, do in
all probability revolve. The great work being divided among the ten pincipal observatories of the world, willmake the share
of it falling to the Chicago Observatory 25,000 stars—upon each one of which the most
careful observations will be made and recorded. It will require about ten years to
accomplish this stupendous work, and when
it is dong we may expect some most impor:
tant astronomical discoveries.

Petrification.

1] iA

i

-

UAL

PEE
SECURITY
V

UNITED

;

to any part ofthc United

of Pennsylvanian.

;

GEORGE H. STUART, Presiden

the photograph of a senator of the Italian

James

Aten,

and

re

daughter

.

of

not to say any thingto her®on the subject, but

to such cruelty, her father could not consent.

He

was

made

for

her,

a terrible agon

was felt by some of her kindred in

F

her

soul

behalf, her

own attention was turned more fully to her soul’s

salvation, and soon she became reconciled

All the orbits of our system are continually undergoing small changes, through the
mutual attractions

of its various

members.

They expand, they contract, they rock, they
turn completely round in the same place,
their

point of intersection

with

our

orbit

travels round through the whole circumference ofthe heavens. This fact gave rise
years ago, to much perplexity, many hard
problems, many grave faces. It was feared these gradual! changes might so combine
and

accumulate

in

process of time

as to

happy experience, conversed freely

and

by a

calmly

about death, the care of her infant child, &c.

As

death approached she requested her brothers and
sisters to be sent into her room, two at a time,
that she might talk with them, and bid them
good-by.
Her remarks were very affecting. Thus
triumphantly Jane passed away to the bright
realms of eternal day. A father, mother, two
brothers, six sisters and numerous relatives are
left to mourn for a time.
BRO. DANIEL VIBBER, died in Dundee, Mich.,
in Oct., aged about 63 years. In the spring of
1832, Bro. Vibber came into Macon, Mich., and

dough land and moved his family here.

stood resolved.

It was found that,

in the

‘particular case where the central body
system is vastly heavier than all the
and all the planetary orbits nearly ir
same plane, and traversed in the same

of a
rest
the
di-

rection, all of which features, as we have
seen, belong to-our system, there are two

things about every orbit that can never
change, viz: the greater axis and the period.
For example our mean distance from
the sun; as found for a single revolution,

can never vary, nor can the length of our
true year. Next it was proved that in such
a system all the changes that do occur must
be periodical, flowing and ebbing like the
tides of the sea, enlarging for. perhaps millions of years, and then returning to the old
point. So the stability of the system stands
demonstrated. It has in itself no seeds of
death. The invisible bonds of the law of
gravity hold the amazing leviathans of the
sky so strongly that .they cannot escape
from their spheres. The system was built
capable of standing forever.

Bro. CLARK

BIDDLE

of Saline, died

came acquainted with the F. W. B. church

He did not fall by the evil influences around him.

® bitwaries.

But-at lengtn disease came, he made his way
back, passed through Macon, hastened home to
his mother, up in the central part of Mich., where
he was sick a long time. A few weeks since, the

painful news came thathe had left this

Particular Notice!

ries published in the Morning

Star, who

do not

other.
=
CORRECTION.

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any gingle
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

J. PENNINGTON.
In the obituary of the wife of

This work is offered for sale, cash

livery, without the privilege

on

single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—

ful wife, a kind mother, gnd

a most

excellent

neighbor.
When any were in sickness or trouble
¢“ she went about doing good.”
Her house was
ever the welcome home of the Christian pilgrim.
Death found her ready and willing to go. The
family will not forget her dying testimony. They.
mourn her loss, but not as thosg who are with-

out hope.

Com.

MARY, wife of Howard 8.. Briggs, died

in the

25th year of hersage, after an illness of but a few

days.
Sister Briggs early embraced Christianit
and commenced living a consistent life, by whic
she won her future husband.
They commenced
house keeping and farming.
All was bright and
happy, but in an unexpected moment the sudden
news of her death came like a rushing, mighty
wind to the hearts of relatives and friends who
had not dreamed that Mary was so near her journey’s end. Her youthful record which she has
left should induce others to ‘ seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness” and comfort
the husband, father, mother, brothers and little
sister whose hearts refused to be comforted when
sister Mary’s spirit went to the better land.
Their loss is her gain.
E. C. HODGE.
CHARLES 8., only son of Benj. T. and Martha
J. Berry, died in this city, April 2, aged ten years,
10 months, 10 days. He was a dutiful son, an
affectionate brother, and a happy Sabbath school
scholar. On the following Sabbath, funeral services were observed at the Charles Street church,
afd a discourse was preached by the pastor from
the words, “ Remember now'thy Creator in the
days of thy youth.”
MARY ANN, wife of Joseph E. Osgood, died in
Lower Gilmanton, April 5, aged 42 years.
Sister
Osgood was converted about three years ago, and
was baptized by the writer with ten other happy

Her daily life spoke of the peace within, and her
voice has not been silent in the J)
of prayer.

‘“ She hath done what

she could,” may

well

be

DANFORD RIcHMOND died in Westford,
Ct.,
on the 7th ult. aged 74 years.
He had been a
Rrofessor of religion for nearly
forty years, and
uring that time had passed the different shades
of experience both of prosperity and adversity,
of severe trial and affliction, He was the husband of the devoted and successful preacher,
Miss
Clarissa Danforth, who died five years
since. * Four children had previously died, and
only one daughter is left to mourn her loss,besides
brothers, sisters and other relatives.
He was

kind and courteous, and delighted to meet

writer.

G. E. HOPKINS.

LyYDpiA M., wife of Dea.
Merrimack,

Wis.,,

years,
8 mos., 10 days.

Ancil N. True,

March

21,

1869,

‘She was anative

died

aged

of

81

Fal.

mouth, Mass,, where she resided until her marriage, June 28, 1838. Immediately thereafter

she accompanied her husband to his home in
Moultonborough, N. H, After a residence~
there of five years, in Dec., 1863, they removed

Wisconsin, locating at Merrimack,

a

ial disposition

ficulties of a high

and social and

Possess

intellectu

orde, r she readily gained many

and
Wrdent friends, while these same traits of}
character ever rendered her home one of ** earth’s
21

randa for each

month;

also a fine

cut

of
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h

%
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and. much’
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THE SECOND PREMIUM of $25 for the best words
has been awarded to the hymn entitled “I love to
sing of Jesus,” found on the 48th page.
This Book is
not the original Casket (No.1)
improved, but a new
work.
Price in fine Muslin, 60 cents; $50 per hundred.
Boards, 35 cents; $30 per hundred.

+THE

~

which will net the
acre. For the last

six years Profeesor Wilson has had

SUNDAY SCHOOL MELODIES,
FIRST

.

fully as anywhere inthe world. From 300 to 400
pounds of Opium can-be realized from the poppies
grown on an acre of good land,
owner from $1,500 to $3.500 per

be

its forms!

Sold by all druggists.

No.
PREMIUM

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

.

ment demonstrated that poppies can be grown for
Opium in this country, and in this climate, as suceess-

1y40

ing as the perfume of PHALON’S
“ FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief.
JUST

i

Opium is an article of commerce commanding a
high price and has.never heretofore been made in
Anierica. Prof. W. C. Wilson has by actual experi-

Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 386 Dey st., N. Y.
GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the
breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entranc-

THE

:

New Discovery in Making Money !

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE
WATER,
Cures

Engines,

every description,
Mfll Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
t51)
Gas Works,

and Debility.s

in

Steam

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

MORE, Prop’r, 36 Dey st., N. Y.

COM-

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem,
, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior manner.
Price only
$18.
Fully warranted for five years.
We will
pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a
stronger, more
utiful, or more elastic
:
seam than ours,
It makes the “Elastic
Lock Stitoh. a
re ond silo Su be cut, and
pull

;

CAUTION.—All
genuine has the name “ PERUVIAN SYRUP,” (not
‘Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
glass.
A 82-page pamphlet sent free. J. P. DINS-

April 5, 1869,

n

Portable

» Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

SCROFWULA:

Ferules

AND

Diseases.

Cures

Expansion

STATIONARY

Invigorates the Brain.

ANTED-AGENTS--$74
to.
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to in.

e clo

Patent

ALOOEOL,

Cures Dyspepsia

Welded

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Makes the Weak Strong.
Cures Chronic

Works ; Lap

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Tonic,

WITHOUT

A. M,, to act upon any business that comes properly
before the Board.
A.M. JONES, President.

8

for Print

D. FAIRBANKS

Leéighton’s Corner, N. H.

PERUVIAN SYRUP,

SEMINARY.

ENUINE

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

controverted, and exposed as a fallacy.
Price of charts, in colors, 75 cents;
plain, 50 cents,

1847

OF

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

ing to know when Christ shall come, {s authentically

San

24h day of April, fnst., at Nichol's Hall, at 10 0 olock,

troduce the

MANUFACTURERS

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

notes.
The position of those. who reckon the time
and end of Daniel and John’s vigions, thereby claim:

The

HERE will bg a Special Meeting of the Trustees
of the Maine State Seminary, on Wednesday
the

Lewiston,

Chart.

illustrated by numerous engravings and explanatory

Address,

Company,

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N: H.

J BANKS, a Scriptural Chart 34 inches by 26.
Its object is to aid in the study of Prophesy,
It is

one.

The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
sh number in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

Machine

$30

CO.,20 Water
;

published and for sale by REV. A. D. FAIR:

IS OFTEN

new

cents a year; and no more
or any number between one

PRESS

T

SWAMSOCO

$8, $12, $16. Offices, $15, $20,

Prophetic

Do-

"PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
the

PRINTING.

Send for a Circular to LOWE
Street, Boston, Mass.

!
under

Principals
16

Cheapest aad Best Portable Presses.
Men and Boys Making Money.

TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address,2Q
cents each,—payable in all cases in ad-

of the Myrtle,

nL.

HE Summer Term will commence Monday,
May 17. Complete courses of Study
for both

:

vance.

N

INSTITUTE.

gexes.
G. H. RICKER,
No. Scituate, R. I., April, 1869.

THE

This semi-monthly, publ}
the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
enlarged

uesday, May

and words combined has been awarded to the piece
entitled “The Sabbath Bells,” found o the third page.

The Myrtle

with

the people of .God in public and social worship,
and we trust he has fone to enjoy that rest that
remains for the people of God.
Services by the

LAPHAM

twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
This Register has a blank page for memothe Star Office Building on the cover.

!

Apply to the Principal.

of returning,

Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
remit the amount of postage -in addition to the price. The postage
on a

.

PRINCIPAL,

Summer term commences

de-

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
or $7,00 per hundred.

aged 76 years. Bro. E. had been a devoted Christian and a member of the church at Gilmanton I.
W. for several years, where he remained till
death.
Although afflicted with blindness during
the last two years, his spiritual vision was clear,
affording him bright.glimpses of heavenly glory,
which we trust he now fully realizes.
18.0

:

Hon.EDWARD 8. TOBEY, New England Director,
PRAGUE, M. D., Medical Examiner, a

Miss AE. Liroro, PRECEPTRESS,
RS,
HK.
Ki.
Miss NELLIE BERRY, { ASSISTANTS.

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

died in Barnstead, Jan. 1st,

ErizaBetH Mi; wife of Eben M., Philbrick,
died in Alton, Feb. 20. She/Wwas born in Lee,
April 25,1816.
She had begh
aresident of Newmarket several years, where she experienced religion and was baptized by Rev, Elias Hutchins.
Our departed sister was an affectionate and faith-

GEO.E. GAY,

of

E. Sanborn, published a short time since, it
should have been stated that she. died March 14.
Instead of ‘“‘she could not speak for seven years,”
it should have been seven weeks.

LiTtTLE Louis H., youngest son of E. I. and
H. 8. Coleman, died at West Steventown, April 7
aged 1 year,7 months and 10 days.
I. B.C.

IsAAic EDGERLY

vale

i

«

tears. We trust that he is now in the mansions
of glory.
Never can I forget that dear brother.
Our hearts were in deep sympathy with each

Persons wishing obitua-

?

West Lebanon, Me.

in

Macon, and in April, 1861,united with the church.’
At the time he came among us, he was a licensed
exhorter in the Methodist church.
He left us
for the Southern battle field. For two years he
escaped sickness and death,
and we began to
think he would yet come home unharmed, to
sound the gospel trump.
While inthe army, he
wrote us warm and cheering Christian letters.

;

LEBANON: ACADEMY,

of con-

sumption, aged about 57 years. Bro. Biddle experienced religion and united with the F. W,
Baptist church in Macon, in March, 1832, and
continued a worthy member till the church lost
its visibility in 1843. The church was reorganized in 1844, and’in March, 1861, Bro. Biddle
again
united with it, and remained a worthy member.
One year ago No
he left, and went up to
join the church triumphant in® glory.
Bro. B.,
when health would permit, was always at the
covenant meetings, prayer meetings,and Sabbath
school.
In all of these he took an active part.
He was right on all the benevolent enterprises
‘of the day.
He had no family of his own.
He
leaves one brother and two sisters, the church
and community to mourn, but not without hope.
In him the church has lost one of its ablest ,counselors. Funeral sermon by Rev. J. H. Maynard.
Bro. CHARLES HORTON, 8 young man about
21 or 22 years of age, came into an adjoining
neighborhood in 1859, or ’60, and soon after be-

:

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,—103 State stroet,
week to keep up a Music Store.
"
Boston.
II. By sending Instruments directly from the man.
ufacturer to the purchaser.
- ©
;
CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to gre. satisfac
tion after afew weeks’ use, MR.
ON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
.
CHARTER PERPETUAL. '
is compelled to deal in none but the best Justrutienta,
aud he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for $100,000 deposited with Auditor General
ve years.
for Security of Policy-Holders,
.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al:
SPECIAL FEATURES.
80, for-all kinds of Pianos;
espec ially Chickering & | Song’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
Low cash premiums.
;
_ Policies non-forfeitable by théir terms.
wry
For circulars address
J
Liberal
traveling
privileges.
>
Rev. L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H,
Return of all premiums paid,
i
hd
Annual dividends.
We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.
Feniales insured at same rates as males.
‘L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of Subp}
Musical
Insures on the Mutual or Stock
plan, as parties
Instruments in any part of the Uni
States, makes
purchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our desire, and-has all the most desirable aud latest fea.
fethren may 0 Tut Tnstiuments of the best quality, tures of Life Insurance that can be combined with
reliability and security.
at
the very
lowes
8.
Bro. Tats long experience and familiar acAgents of integrity and ability wanted throughout
quaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him
New England.
to give valuable information to all enquirers.
y
Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.
Fall information furnished 8
:
# (, 0. Libby, Cor. Sec. F. M. Soc., Dover, N, H,
DEMOND & SOULE.
‘¢ 1.B, Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
General
ts for New England,
« J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown Mass,
03 State street, Boston,
¢“
James A. Howe, Olneyville, ig
8mb
a XL. Dewey, East Troy, Pa.

He was

man,
He was a thorough and
throw the whole system into diserder and anindustrious
stanch friend’of the poor slave. In 1859, he was
wreck, dashing planets
against planets in reclaimed from a backslidden state, and in April,
‘hideous concussion and
disaster. At last 1861, he united with the F. W. Baptist church
the great geometers Euler, La Place and .in Macon. He was a man of but few words in the
meeting, but they were to the point.
La Grange, undertook to settle mathemati- conference
Bro. V. had been bereft of two wives and a marcally whether the changes in the orbits were ried daughter, and a third eompanion and five
of such a nature as to conduct to such ade- children are left to, mourn, but I trust not withplorable issue. At last the mighty problem out hope.

;
ee
:
of FIR and Chest

specs to keeping
teuments 1 5008 SH as Mr
JH
ON, Old Instruments3.7 ailkinds taken in. HOME OEPILE- Sora

ECE | BA rifom swt no

consumption released its victim from her suffering here, to-soar away. to eternal life in heaven.
She left an infant about
three months old.
Jane had never made a profession of religion,
and now she was so weak some thought it best

Changes in the Solar System.

at

W. P. Bain, M. D., writes as follows to the
Lancet, on the subject of Dr. Marini's prepa-

Be

spoke to her cautiously at first, unceasing E prayer

spoken of the departed. Her dear companion
will often hear the whispering invitation, * Come
itable voids. At this moment itis slowly and
to Jesus,~meet me in heaven.”
The dear lit
silently performing its sublime work, and tle church will remember her last words in the
and all who knew her will
furnishing those far-off astronomers the data monthly conference,
feel that sister Mary is in the Better Land.
upon which to base their calculations respect- Aindeed
large gathering of ourging friends met ‘to
ing that mighty problem, the direct motion weep with the dear bereaved husband, brothers
of the sun through space. When this is and sisters on the day of her funeral, all of
solved, data will also be abundant for loca‘- . whom will remember the words of Jesus, * What
ing the position of the great central sun, I do thou knowest not now ; but thou shalt know
hereafter,”
J. MALVERN,

trees; he then installs himselfin his hut,
his family and tools, the later of rations of the human body :
few and of the simplest descrip- ‘Having handled’some of his preparations
he Hindu knows nothing of the | in, Florence last Autumn, Iam ab to sa,
mechanical contrivances
to aid him in his that he is theiiriventor of a mode of ond J
work, ‘He first winds
his thread on a dis- the human body or any part of it into stone,
taff, erects an oblong frame, and then in ay aitiinde at may be desired. I inclose

‘commences

months previously.

the right ascension and converts, June 17,1866. She has been a living,
particular star; so that, | and consequently a growing Christian ever since.

in far off ages, be able to pronounce author-

"

undercoat of grayish hair, ‘and ‘an outer

coat of long, silken

not incommode me

the gate, to find that Mr. Edwards

old

.

for

2

The lady, somewhat

Shawls.
—

employment,

and buckles ; and there is stilla superfluous

and young. Every man and every
woman
who cares for love and purityand homes will
do ull in their power to add to, and not discourage,inclinations to matrimony.

—

Edwards,

piece of leather, the office of which I cannot divine. But it hangs ower the neck of

ter-

The material of which the shawls are
made is wool called ‘fouz, procured from
a goat of particular species, frequenting
the valley of Cashmere and the neighboring mountains of Thibet, where they
freely roam. The fur of this coat is of
two sorts; the lowz, which ian soft, woolly

Mr,

and I was a little awkward. - I had some
diiculey in properly adjusting the straps

rifie Seourge at work, blasting the brightest
_ talent; eclipsing the fondest hopes.
Societies are at work to stay the tide; individuals
are Siragglin against it, to little or no purpose.
The cloud rests down upon the young
men of the land with ever increasing weight.
It will ruin the nation if the heaven-born institution of marriage is not respected, ‘more

Indian

““Ah!

“but it was unusual

need

by

leave.

how have you succeeded ?"she asked. “Very
well , madam, I thank you,” he replied

not speak of details. Enough to know that
not only in this city but in every city and

and more encouraged

Then, as she wasabout to

out, and gallantly protested against her per-

A sadder reason than those already given is found in the fact that in so much Parisian life, so many Parisian ideas have come
in upon us. . It isasad thought indeed, that
New York to-day is more wicked than Lon-

sought after,

pranks with his
wig; while his

put on the saddle, the great minister came

and

women in this respect.

town in the land,there is a devastating,

disarrangement,

ble cares intent,” went to the pasture,caught
and bridled the staid,clerical steed, and led

and

We

Edwards

about the premises to bring up his horse for
him. On his confessing that he knew little
about such things, his hostess, ‘on hospita-

sers.
Many a time we have heard this subject discussed by young men and women.
The lat. ter are almost invariably sensible in regard
to it, and are generally quite willing to leave
elegant homes to join with another who
may bein the receipt of but a’ moderate income. But the young men areso proud, or
so cowardly, or so carried away with ‘ advice” from somebody or other, that they are
almost all unwilling to accept the extra laborrequired to support two. They are far,

don, and is second only to Paris.

Mr.

day morning, that there was no man or bdy

tremulous fear of demure relatives and advi-

far behind the young

of

country parson,found to his dismay on Mon-

of aristocrat-

aunts

abstraction

One of the old family stories runs thus:
Mr. Edwards, having preached
for a poor

gossiping advisers tell them they are silly to
marry till a sufficient competence has been
obtained. Croakers sing their old songs
about the nonsense of ove in a cottage
withaleaky roof. And so the tide sets
against marriage from the mos tshallow reafounded

he

piofoutia ignorance of ordinary worldly afairs gave rise to many ludicrous incidents.

iceruelty. Young men and women love as
ofold, but they do not dare to marry. If the
young lady happens to have abundant means
the young man is too proud to marry until
he can match it with his own abundance.
poor, absurd maiden

lofty

sometimes playing strange
costume, especially with his

try, making artificial distinctions, developing unnatural tastes, and throwing around

sons

TE
MELODEONS!

that the | anos,
from any

John and Maryauletta Pennington, died in Ma-~
con, Mich., Feb. 22, 1869, aged 22 years. Quick

paid tribute to the
fact would seem to

caused frequent domestic

Now

poured over the

the best society the iron bands

how many cows

prove that a man may be eminently spiritual
. and eminently practical at the same time.

a com-

beginnings.

of conversa-

‘Really, I do not know,” he re-

knew how many cows
house of Edwards, which

not shrink from sacrifices in starting life to-

If both age

as

ev. Mr. Sweatland of the M, E.

JANE, wife of

Edwardg was fully as pious as her husband
—almost a religious devotee. She was oftener in her closet than in her dairy ; yet she

We find in an exchange the following plain

mon home from humble

him

topics

plied ; “but Mrs. Edwards could tell you.
She attends to all such matters.” Now, Mrs.

utterances regarding the vicious mistake of
modern society in unreasonably delaying or
totally neglecting marriage. The account
of the matter is correct and the animadver-

a tide of wealth has

YW

The great theologian was extremely absent-minded, carrying about with him everywhere the atmosphere of the study—treading on clouds and breathing rarefied air—
in the world, butnot of it. A country pa-

Neglect of Matrimony.

gether, and ‘were happy in creating

of Edwards.

—

tion, once asked

sions none

cheap pictures

one year,and on a fine one from ten to twenty years.”

cannot be distinguished from that of threefifths of our
fellow-citizens
who
have
learned
to write, but never had much

-Andrew

cha

shashred in | ach fication is called
to the fact thagmany puichasets | LaF INSURANCE
AND TRUST CO,
Sow
53 of sending Melodoons, Grgaas and FL
,

Hor. Pau sh Passed ov eo Je Jivers iho rest.
Bd ult, aid iy spDrobriste iisoutse Was oath.

e

str

table valued at two hundred thousand dolhis signature was tremulous towards
the lars, It was less than six feet in diameter,
end. The bold, rushing, rapid, large, leg- but had required the work of a large numible ‘writing of Andrew Jackson stands out ber of men for fifteen years. It was ornain strange contrast with the somewhat fee- mented with mosaic work, that is. stones .of
ble and undecided signature of Van Buren. different colors and shades matched toge ther |
Harrison's, ill-formed and ru
, tells you 80 as to form various pictures. The traveler
that the .writer had had very
little practice, "says: “Upon entering the hall where this
and had never got properly into the use kind of work is done, I could not doubt these
of the pen, in his western home. Tyler's enormous figures. Suppose, for instance,
is badly formed and careless. Polk's is a thousandof the hardest and most expenmuch better, but cramped and stiff, as if sive stones which will take on a high polish,
it had been set down, very often, on law to be cut into pieces three-eights of an inch
thick. These pieces are cut the other way
apers.
P Yachary Taylor's writing was-even more into small pieces like shoe pegs, and where
rough than Harrison's, while that of Mil- the shading from one color to another is
Fillmore, who succeeded him, is ex- sudden, these pegs must not be larger than
tremely neat and gentlenfanly. The same a needle. Now the artist cuts and puts in
may be said of Pierce's—adding that there these, selected accordingto their color, so
was more dash in it. Buchanan's, which asto give the coloring wanted as distinct as
is remarkably legible, is more formal than though painted.
These pieces or pegs must be fitted so
the signature of any other President, Washington’s excepted. Abraham Lincoln wrote closely that lines of separation will not show
with unusual care,—he never introduced and set upon end side by side, like types. ornament nor flourishes, but formed every They claim that ten thousand different shades
letter as carefully as if he were writing to of color are necessary ; and in order to do
win a prize in school. I have seen scores this kind of work a man must be as skilled in

writer, even to the close of his life,

;

the toes were perfectly flexible.
I am perfectly certain that these inventions are genuine, and of high value.”
:

+ A Costly Table.

the signatures of Madison and Monroe,
which are plain but legible.
John Quincy Adams was an excellent

his

:

a lady's foot, | dread messenger did not find her unprepared. | States, therebyfieeing the purchaser

ferent parts of it are
afterwards séwn to- | tionthe texture of the sas gn apparent.
gether with great skill. When busily | Dr. Marinishowéd
me, too, some specimens

3

of

a

PIANOS! ORGANS!

that, when suddenly called home,

mirmiy of so wring, Evdndy he | ERS,
le, aan cn, eam, a 1h | of fhe James ny ih mor ins molt amet, rsh
signature in a good plain, round, schoolvery legible.

a year
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THE MAGIC

COMB.—Teeth are coated with

solid dye. You wet your
it produces a perman
comb sent by mail for $1
13t24

WM.
v
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and use the comb, and
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['who have for years been sinning without knowing it have publicly recanted their errors for
4 , In other Words, have withdrawn
the nin
MISCELIAREOUS,
TE
03
¢
their names’
the lodges to which they beSecretary. Fish recently announced toa party longed: but the Atak Ite) of Dublin society What
is
a
Good
Cow?
of senators who called upofi him,that no more ap- is by no means so willing to submit to his Emi——
pointments of foreign ministers or consuls would nence’s tyranny, since he expressly forbids them
‘What we need is a good cow—one that can eat
be made, except to fill vacancies which may oc- to attend the. forth-coming Freemasons’
ball,
cur, until after the close of the - fiscal year, which when the eraft, headed by the Duke of Leinster, and digest a good deal of food, and can then convert it into milk, not into meat or fat. Itisby
is on the 80th of June.
who is Grand Master, entertains Prince Arthur
Secretary Boutwell has issued an order requir- at the Exhibition building, Women are devoted careful attention to and development of some
ing the collection- of eustom-house duty on all to their spiritual advisers and ready to yield im- points, that the good milker is at last obtained.goods purchased in Canada and brought into the plicit obedience in all ordinary matters, but they ‘What are these paints?
First :*health, good constitution or digestive
United States. This is intended to prevent the do not hesitate now to express their belief that
apparatus, for which we require a capacious
extensive smuggling which has long been prac:
Summar

S

;

.

y. e

Dr. Cullen, in proscribing the ball, has exceeded
the limits of his spiritual jurisdiction, and the
propriety of refusing to obey has been openly
discussed. Nevertheless it is certain that very
few, if any, Roman Catholics will attend, and
Protestants must make up their jminds to dance
alone with Protestants.

ticed by people living near the Suspension
Bridge, who step over the river to buy their
clothing and cutlery.
Contrary to the prevailing impression our na-

and
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belly.
Second:

that the largest possiblé

of the animal

development

shall be behind, in the udder and

parts adjacent.
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of the Bees.
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Mrs. Tupper gives.these hints for
the Rural World:
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As soon as bees fly fréely in the spring itds amportant to examine every hive and know their ox
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act condtion. If the bees are in movable comb
hives, it is easy, by lifting out the frames,to see
the amount of the stores, and also to discover, by
Ordinary.
the presence or absence of brood, if the colony Mido good mids § 41
26% @ 27,+ | ‘NO leeesae.1 30 @ 1 40
has a queen, It is also easy, with bees in these
DOMESTICS.
Neatsfootigai1 110 @ 1 60
oe
S.
hives, to supply their wants. If a colony has too Sheetings and S
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